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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the potential use of alternative silvicultural (har 
vesting) systems on the productivity of boreal mixedwood forests. It pro 

vides detailed reviews of modified clear-cutting systems (including strip 

cutting, patch cutting, and seed-tree cutting), shelterwood systems, and 
selection systems (including group selection and individual tree selection), 

and briefly discusses the environmental considerations thai are associated 

with these systems. The report will serve as a reference for forest managers 

in Ontario who are contemplating alternatives to traditional clear-cutting in 

boreal mixedwood forests. 

RESUME 

Les auteurs examincnt 1'utilisation potentielle de diffcrentes methodes 

sylvicoles (dc recolte) et les effcts de ces methodes stir la productivite des 

forets mixtes boreales. Us passent en revue, de facon detaillee. les methodes 

modifiees dc coupe a blanc (notamment la coupe par bandes, la coupe par 

blocs et lacoupe avec reserve de semenciers), les modes de regeneration par 

coupes progressives et le.s coupes jardinatoires (notamment lejardinagepar 

arbres et le jardinage par bouquets) et ils decrivent brievemeni les 

considerations environnementales rattachees aces meihodcs. Ce rapport se 

veut un document de reference pour les amenagistes forestiers de 1' Ontario 

qui envisagent dc recourir a d'autres methodes quc la coupe a blanc 

iraditionnelle dans les forets mixtes borealcs. 
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ALTERNATIVE SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS FOR ONTARIO'S BOREAL 
MIXEDWOODS: A REVIEW OF POTENTIAL OPTIONS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The mixedWOOd forests of Ontario's boreal region com 

prise some of the most complex ecosystems in the 
province's north. Attempts 10 develop appropriate man 

agement strategies for these forests are complicated by 
changing markets and business environments, evolving 

public attitudes, and expanding knowledge of (he effects 
of various forest management practices on timber and 
nontimber values. Forlhe most part, experience in manag 

ing boreal mixedwood forests has been limited to the 

clear-cut silviculmral system, or to selective cutting prac 

tices that have been labeled "clear-cut" to rational i/.e their 

use.1 These techniques generally do not accommodate all 
of the complexities of such ecosystems, nor do they allow 

a broad range of forest management options. 

With forest management practices under scrutiny inmany 

parts of North America, the time is ripe to consider the use 

Of alternative harvesting and silvicultural systems in 

Ontario's boreal mixedwood forests. A number of recent 

developments point to the need for new approaches, viz: 

• The new provincial silviculture directions for Ontario 

(Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 1993a) call 

For reducing reliance on intensive renewal of forests 

(i.e, planting and tending) and for increasing reliance 

upon natural regeneration. Planting and lending have 

been the staple method for regenerating clear-cut 

mixedwood sites up to the present, as natural regen 

eration is rarely appropriate for regenerating such 

sites. Increased reliance on natural regeneration will 

likely necessitate the use of alternative harvesting 

systems. 

• Demand lor the hardwood (mostly aspen, Poptthis 

tremutoides [Michx.]) component of mixedwood 

forests shows strong growth that is likely to continue 

in the future (Beck ctal. 1989, Brennan 1991, Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources 1992). Silvicultural 

systems directed at harvesting and regenerating both 

coniferous and deciduous trees need to be practised 

to ensure thai the increasingly diverse market for 

forest products is maintained. 

• An increasing body of seicntifie opinion suggests 

that alternative harvesting and silvicultural methods 

need to be practised along with clear-cutting so as to 

protect ecosystem values such as biodiversity and 

integrity (Hunter 1990. Booth ctal. 1993.Thompson 

and Welsh 1993). 

• Public sentiment against clear-cuiting is becoming 

increasingly strident. Although valid arguments can 

be made that public opinions are not based on full 

knowledge of the natural dynamics of Ontario's 

boreal ecosystems, the need to be responsive to 
public wishes is an important consideration for those 

with both provincial and local responsibilities lor 

forest management. 

The intent of this report is to provide Ontario forest man 

agers with a summary of past and recent experience in the 

application of alternative silvicultural systems in boreal 

mixedwoods. and to provide some insight into how these 

alternative systems may be applied in Ontario. The report 

will serve as a reference for forest managers who are 

contemplating alternatives to traditional clear-cutting in 

this forest type, and will direct them to literature that 

further explores the advantages and disadvantages of the 

various systems and the specifics of their application. A 

companion electronic bibliographic database, assembled 

during the course of preparing this report, is available 

from the Great Lakes Forest Research Centre in Sault Stc, 

Marie, Ontario {see inside hack cover for details). 

There has been relatively little investigation into the use of 

alternative silvicultural systems in Ontario's boreal mixed-

woods in recent years (MacDonald 1993). although much 

work was done in the 1950s and 1960s (see Section 3.2). 

Consequently, much of the material used in preparing this 

report is based on research conducted several decades ago 

orcarricdout in other parts of North America with similar 

mixedwood forests (primarily eastern Canada, the prairie 

provinces, and the northeastern USA; some work from 

British Columbia, Alaska, and the Rocky Mountain states 

is also relevant). Because of similarities in climate, forest 

composition, and in some cases, management history, 

experience from areas outside of Ontario can be valuable 

in helping forest managers identify opportunities for de 

veloping alternative management strategies. 

1.1 Terminology 

Forest management is more rife with terminology than 

many other resource management disciplines. This ter 

minology has made it difficult for forest managers to 

1 Note that selective cWtiflS is very different from the selection harvesting system. Selective cutting, or highgrading. is a harvesting 

n™c,iccin\vhichonly^^ 
felling Of trees in all size classes with an objective of leaving the remaining forest witfi a specific size-class structure. 

1 



communicate both with the public and with cadi other. In 
this document, some important terms arc defined when 
first used. A recent comprehensive glossary (Forestry 
Canada 1992) provides the primary basis forthese defined 
terms. A more detailed explanation is provided for terms 

with a history of misuse or misunderstanding. 

1.2 Organization of this Report 

This report is divided into eight sections. After an over 
view of the ecology of boreal mixedwoods in Ontario 
(Section 2). various silviculture! systems arc reviewed in 

Sections 3 to 6. Silvicultural systems are often grouped 
into a smali number of general categories; this report uses 
a common general convention by separately discussing 

the clear-cut system, modified clear-cut systems, the 
slieltcrwood system, and the selection system. The clear-

cut system is described in Section 3 ;is a basis forcompari-

son with those systems discussed in Sections 4 to 6. 

Section 7 outlines some of the environment! considera 

tions relevant to these silvicultural systems, and Section 8 
summarizes the information and research needs that are 

discussed in the previous sections. 

At the conclusion of Sections 4 to 6, the advantages and 

disadvaniages of each syslem are listed. These represent 

the authors' own interpretations based upon the literature, 

discussions with colleagues, and reflections upon applica 

tions. Cross-references between sections serve to illus 

trate the diversity of opinion associated with some of the 
systems. 

2.0 THE ECOLOGY OF BOREAL 

MIXEDWOODS 

A thoughtful forest manager's perspective on the ecology 

of boreal mixedwoods influences their choice of silvicul 

tural systems. In practical terms, this ecological viewpoint 

must be weighed within the context of factors that con 

spire to shape management objectives: current econom 
ics, available technologies, institutional mandates, and 

policies. These objectives in turn influence the implemen 

tation of silviculiural systems. 

All loo often, however, preference for a given system is 

based upon the manager's comfort and experience with 

one system, based upon that system's predictable perfor 

mance. As noted earlier, clear-cutting is the system used 

most often in the boreal forest (Canadian I'ulp and Paper 

Association I992). 

To encourage experimentation with alternaiive silvicu!-
tural systems, this seciion presents an overview of horeal 

mixedwood ecology. It is through an understanding of 

ecology that alternaiive silvicultural systems can be used 

with some measure of predictability. When results are 

compared loanticipatedperformancccorrectionstoprac-
tice and new levels of ecosystem comprehension are 
achieved (Lee I993). 

2.1 Definition of Boreal Mixedwoods 

Before the development of Ontario's current inventory 
system, productive forest land in Ontario was classified 

intofour broad covcrtypes: coniferous, dcciiluous, mixed-
wood, and reproducing forest (Dixon 1963 in Armson 
1988). In this system, if less than 75 percent of the stems 
in a stand were eilher coniferous or deciduous, the stand 
was classified as mixedwood. While useful ai [he lime 
Ihis approach is too limiicd to suit the needs of today's 
forest managers. 

A seemingly obvious way to define a horeal mixedwood 
forest is according to its tree species composition. Any 
boreal tree species can occur in mixed associations, al 
though the five species that most often occur in mixtures 
m Ontario's boreal forest are white spruce {Picea ghuica 

[Moench]Voss),blacksprucc(^./fw/-,-m;a[Mill.]B.S.P.) 
balsam (ir(Abiesba!samiferalL.]Mi\].)Arcmb]wSaSpCn, 
and while birch (Belnhi papyri/era [Marsh.]). Boreal 
mixedwood tree species within a stand quite often form 
vertically stratified mixtures (Smith 1986). Poplar may 

oflcndominate the canopy, while spruce and firoften form 
the understory. 

When planning silvicullural operations, it is as imporlant 
lo understand the nature of the site as it is to know the tree 

species that arc found there (although the Iwo are clearly 

relaled). To facilitate this, a definition of mixedwoods 

based on site has evolved. Boreal mixedwoods arc "sites 
that support, or could support, good growth of the five 
main component species..." (Weingartner and Basham 
1979, McClain 1981). 

Boreal mixedwood stands can occur on fertile landforms 

and soil types with soil Moisture Regimes that range from 
Fresh to well-drained (Pierpoint 1981, Baldwin el al. 

1990, Sims et al. 1990). There can be considerable varia 
tion within such a broad site generalization. For this rea 

son, boreai mixedwood sites might best be defined by 

describing ihe growing conditions in which they arc not 

found. Excessively moisi to wetsiles develop black spruce 
and cedar {77;iyaspp.)stands. while soil at the drier end of 

the moisture spectrum develop jack pine (Pinus banksi-

ana Lamb.) stands. These extreme moisture conditions 

may also be associated with poor nutrient availability. The 

remaining favorable site conditions of intermediate mois 

ture and medium to rich nulrient regimes are capable of 

growing mixedwoods. The obvious variability within 

such an all-encompassing boreal mixedwood silc type 

is the essence of both management problems and 
opportunities. 



This site-based definition of niixedwoods is usetul be 

cause ofboth its simplicity and breadth. Since it does not 
narrowly define boreal mixedwoods as stands with spe 
cific proportions of species, (he definition encompasses 

areas of forest that could contain the five main tree species 

matures by virtue of either succession or management. 

The breadth of the definition may be contentious for some, 
asasignificantportion of Oniario-sborcalforest falls inio 

sitesdefined in this manner. Furthermore, at various times 
these mixedwood sites may be occupied by single-species 

siands. However, the scope of the definition is consistent 

not only with the range of management challenges posed 
by boreal forests with mixtures of tree species, but also 

with the dynamics of the ecology of mixed-species for 

ests. A more restricted or arbitrary definition would not 
reduce the management issues related to boreal mixed-

specics forests. 

Tree species other than the live noted above may also be 
present on mixedwood sites. These secondary .species 

include jack pine, eastern white cedar {Thuja occidentalis 

L.), and eastern larch (tamarack) (Larix laricina [du Roil 

K. Koch) (McClain 1981). However, the site-based defi 

nition assumes that the most productive mixedwood sites 

are those that tend to he dominated by spruce, fir, and 

hardwoods if left undisturbed over relatively long periods 

of lime. 

Nontrec species should also be included in the concept of 

boreal mixedwoods (MacLean 1960, Armson 1988. 

Peterson 198S). Shrubs such as beaked hazel (Conlus 

comula Marsh.), moumain maple (Acerspicalum Lam.), 

and red osier dogwood (Camus siotonifera Michx.) are 

often important components in the dynamics of mixed 

wood sites, as are nonwoody plants such as fircweed 

{Epilobium angustifoliwn L.)> bracken fern (Pieridiuw 

aqitilinum L,), and blue-joint grass (Calamagrosiis 

canudensis Michx.). It is important to include these spe 

cies in the concept of mixedwoods because: 1 ] on many 

sites, shrubs and nonwoody species can provide signifi 

cant competition to trees by impeding both establishment 

and growth (Rowc 1955. MacU-an 1960, Armson 1988, 

Peterson 1988, Delong 1991), and 2) many of the nontrec 

species that frequently occupy or use mixedwood sites 

have considerable nontimber value, such as providing 

habitat or food for wildlife. 

The most recent and comprehensive attempt to classily 

boreal mixedwoods in an ecological context was com 

pleted for much of northern Ontario's commercially im 

portant forest during the last decade (Jones ct al. 1983, 

Sims eta!. 1989, Sims and Uhlig 1992). The Northwestern 

Ontario Forest Ecosystem Classification (FEC) (Sims el 

al. 1989) identi fics 38 vegetation cover types or classes on 

ihe basis of an analysis of more than 2 000 plots where 

relative abundance of tree, shrub, herb, and moss cover 

was recorded in mature undisturbed forests. Of the 38 

cover types, seven are considered to beconifer dominated 
boreal mixedwoods and six are hardwood dominated 

boreal mixedwoods. Ontario's eastern Clay Belt is flons-

tically and topographically less complex than northwest 

ern Ontario, and only 22 vegetation types are identified 
in that region's FEC. Documentation for boih regions' 

FEC provides detailed descriptions of the common plant 
and soil/site associations ofhoreal mixedwood sites(Iones 

elal. 1983, Sims ct al. 1990). 

Vegetation and soil lypes can be aggregated into groups 

lhal are expected to respond in similar ways to specific 

management interventions. Over time, these groups can 

be tested and refined to improve predictability ofa certain 

type of forest ecosystem's response to various treatments. 

Raccy etal. (1989) describe forest management treatment 

interpretations for mixedwoods and other forest types. 

Despite ihe potential of the FEC as a planning tool, the 

provincial standard for planning and reporting forest man 

agement activities is the Forest Resource Inventory (FRI), 

developed in the 1960s (Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Resources 1993a). This system describes forest cover and 

can be correlated to FEC types. FRI description of forest 

cover, limited to the relative abundance of commercial 

tree species on the basis of basal area estimated from aerial 

photographs, does not account for other plant species. 

However, important stand structure attributes that arc 

lacking in ihe FEC classes are included in the FRI. These 

include stocking (an indication of canopy closure), age, 

and estimates of productivity on the basis of height/age 

relationships. The FRI standard descriptive framework is 

consistent across the province and is updated on a 20-year 

cycle. 

Both the FRI and FEC provide a good basis for under 

standing and managing boreal mixedwood ecosystems, 

although the FRI remains the mapping standard. While ihe 

FRI describes even-aged forest structure reasonably well, 

it has limited utility in uneven-aged forests. This is a 

significant institutional barrier to managing boreal 

niixedwoods under alternative silvicultural systems. 

2.2 Extent of Boreal Mixedwoods in Ontario 

Armson (1988) calculated that there were approximately 

7 million ha of mixedwood forest in Ontario, assuming 

that approximately one-third of each of the poplar, while 

birch, and spruce FRI working groups represented boreal 

mixedwoods. This estimate is based on an implicit species 

mixture definition of mixedwood forests, and while it may 

be useful to know the amount of land covered by mixtures 

of tree species, it is not consistent with a site-based 

definition of mixedwoods. Therefore, this figure is likely 



a significant underestimate of the extern of mixedwood 
sues in ihe province. 

Adapting statistics provided by Dixon (1963) with a site-

based definition of boreal mixedwoods, McClain (1981) 
estimated that approximately 45-50 percent of northern 
Ontario s productive forest land could be classified as 
boreal mixedwood forest. This estimate is in close agree 
ment with Brennan (199]). who reported that northarn 
mixedwoods and northern hardwoods comprised 49 per 
cent of Ontario's forest cover. Given that northern Ontario 

has about 21 million ha of productive fores! land (Ontario 
Mmistry of Natural Resources 1993a), one can assume 
that 10-11 million ha are boreal mixedwood sites. 

2.3 The Physical Environment of Boreal 
Mixedwoods 

The ecology of Ontario's boreal mixedwoods can be 
examined from a variety of spatial, temporal, and func 

tional perspectives. The following overview considers ihe 

large scale processes of the physical environment that 
influence boreal mixedwood vegetation patterns. 

2.3.1 Climate 

Ecosystem structure and function are strongly dependent 
upon climate (Aber and Melillo I991). The cold, dry 

climate of boreal forests results in low productivity 

(1-4 m /ha per yr) and slow decomposition of organic 

matter on the forest floor. The boundaries of the boreal 

forest coincide with the positions of seasonal air masses 
and summer isotherms (Bonan and Shugart 1989}. White 

spruce predominates in these areas of the boreal forest 

affected by Pacific air masses, whereas black spruce 

dominatcsthoseareasaffectcdbyArclicairmassesfLarsen 
1980). In addition to patterns of species composition, 

Ritchie and Hare (1971) revealed striking correlations 

between net radiation and different boreal forest struc 
tures (from open to closed conifer forests). 

Hardwoods are more common as one moves from the drier 

cold north to ihe more moist south, where productivity can 

bcashighas6nrVhaperyr(P]onski 1981). It is in this 
southern portion of the boreal forest that commercial 
mixedwood forests abound. 

There are significant regional climatic variations within 
these continent wide associations of vegetation and cli 

mate. Central Canada, forexample, is vulnerable to Arctic 

air mass and Gulf Stream air mass temperature extremes 

because the Rocky Mountains interfere with atmospheric 
circulation- For this reason, Ontario's climate shows more 

extremes and on average experiences colder temperatures 
than other areas ofthe same latitude around the globe, with 

the notable exception of central Siberia. The Great Lakes, 

James Bay.and Lake Nipigon appear to influence the local 

chma.es of Ontario's boreal forest to a significant degree 
1 he broken ground and rapid elevation changes (200-600 
meters) around Lake Superior further contribute to the 
lake effects and influence local climatic variations. 

Hills' (1952) pioneering forest ecology work divided 
Ontario into site regions, which arc defined as areas of 

land Within which vegetation response to landform fol-
ows a consistent pattern that is driven by climate 

(Wickware and Rubec 1989). These site regions were 
defined by gradients of temperature (north-south) and 
hum,d,ty (east-west), and today form the basis for admin 
istrative boundaries used by the Ontario Ministry of 
Natural Resources (OMNR) for planning and operations. 

Recent work (Whilewood and Maclvcr 1991) has shown 
thai climate patterns are remarkably diverse across the 
range of Ontario's boreal mixedwoods. Although the 
basic patterns are consistent with Hill's site regions! there 
is considerable variation in some climatic variables within 
these regions. 

Whitewood and Maclver's (1991) atlas linked 30 years of 
weatherstation observations with a Geographic Informa 
tion System (GIS) model to reveal the following general 
trends for the range of boreal mixedwoods: 

■ mean annual temperature ranges from 2"C in the 

southwestern edge of the range to -2°C in the 
northeast; 

• a similar trend in total growing days above 5"C, with 
increased rates of change prevalent along the southern 
edge of the range; 

• monthly variationsintemperatureshowacool trough 
stretching from James Bay through Lake Nipigon. 

and sharp lake effects along the east shore of Lake 

Superior in spring and fall; and 

• thcprohabilityofdumagingfrostsandgrowingseason 
length show the most striking local variation; many 

cold spots appear, specifically, east of Lac de Mille 

Lac, north of Lake Nipigon, and in the region of the 
towns of Kapuskasing and Hornepayne. 

Precipitation varies from 550 mm along the western 

margin of the boreal mixedwood range to 900 mm in the 

east, with most precipitation falling in the summer. The 

shallow and coarse soils of northwestern Ontario contrib 
ute to significant water deficits in some areas, thereby 

restricting the development of boreal mixedwoods. The 
monthly mean precipitation varies considerably from re 

gion to region, and does not precisely follow the longitu 

dinal or latitudinal gradients exhibited by temperature. 

2.3,2 Landform 

Landforms within the range of boreal mixedwoods gener 
ally result from the most recent episode of continental 



deviation, which began about 11,000 years ago. The 
bedrock geology of the Canadian Shield significantly 
influences the character of the terrain. In turn, forest tree 
species composition is strongly influenced by landform 

type within a climatic region. 

Areas with similar terrain, or hmdforms within a site 
region, were recognized by Hills (1952) as "site districts". 

Wkkware and Rubec (1989) built upon Hills' work, and 
a variety of other surveys of surficial geology and soil 
type.tocreateahierarchicalccologicallandclassilicalion 

scheme for Ontario. According to their system of classili-
cation, boreal mixedwoods occur principally within live 

climatic ecoregions. Twenty-two ecodistricts. character 

ized by a distinctive pattern of relief geology, geomor-

phology. vegetation, soils, water, and fauna, are nested 

within ihese five ecoregions. 

The western edge- of the boreal mixedwood range in 
Ontario is characterized by coarse shallow tills over bed 
rock, large sand deltas, kames. boulder-rich moraines, and 
occasional clay deposits. Lacustrine clay deposits become 

more frequent as one moves from the west toward the cast, 

and often create swampy conditions in the generally flat 

terrain of northeastern Ontario. The relief is greatest and 

most broken near the shore of Lake Superior, it becomes 

less broken as one moves from south to north and from 

west to east. Broken bedrock controlled relief causes 

significant local variation in cdaphic (i.e., soil/site) condi 

tions over extremely small areas. 

2.3.3 Vegetation 

Rowe (1972) described eight forest regions in Canada. 

The largest of these is the boreal forest region which forms 

a coniinuous belt from Newfoundland to the Yukon. 

Forest regions are characteri/.cd by vegetation patterns of 

uniform structure and species composition at a very large 

scale. The boreal forest in Ontario is further divided into 

seven sections, which are based upon distinct patterns oi 

tree species associations. The many forest sections, and 

the large number of ecodistricts that support boreal 

mixedwoods, attest to their diverse nature across Ontario. 

The Northern Coniferous forest section in the far north 

west of Ontario consists largely of black spruce forests on 

ihin rock outcrops. Mixedwoods occur on south-facing 

slopes, lake margins, and in river valleys where more 

favorable conditions for good tree growth occur. The 

Lower English River section straddles the Ontario/ 

Manitoba border and supports abundant mixedwood for 

ests on the extensive clay deposits that characterize the 

section. The Upper English section, dominated by rolling 

terrain and coarse-textured soils, favors the jack pine and 

black spruce forests that originate from frequent wild 

fires. Mixedwoods occur throughout the area in varying 

proportions within the matrix of pine/spruce types. The 

broken and varied topography of ihe Superior section has 

extremely variable forest cover, with mixedwoods scat 

tered throughout the area. The small Nipigon forest sec-

lion supports mostly a black spruce and jack pine lorest. 

Productive mixedwood sites with fine-textured, lairly 

deep soils occur throughout the large Central Plateau 

section. These conditions occur on drumlini/ed till up 

lands and along river and lake margins. The impressively 
vast black spruce forests of the Northern Clay section give 

way to mixedwoods whenever slight changes in elevation 

or soil parent material improve drainage. 

Of what significance are these large scale patterns ot 

climate, landfonn. and related vegetation to forest manag 

ers? First, the large variation in growing conditions across 

the range of Ontario's boreal mixedwoods requires local 

testing or calibration of different silvicultural systems. 

Experience with one system will likely not be directly 

iransferable from one geographic region to another. Sec 

ond, but perhaps most significant, variations in the physi 

cal environment across this mixedwood range is an 

important evolutionary force shaping adaptive gene com 

plexes. Regional differences in a species' response to sil-

vicultural treatments can be expected, while the transfcrof 

seed from one area to another must be done with caution. 

Silvicultural systems that encourage natural regeneration 

reduce the risk of introducing poorly adapted individuals 

tospecificlocations(GiU1983.Riggsl990,Parkerl992). 

Finally, an understanding of physical macroenvironmental 

effects upon vegetation allows one to gain insights into 

vegetation response to changes in microenvironments 

resulting from cither succession or the application of 

various silvicultura! systems. 

Variations in the physical environment at stand-level 

scales are of greatest interest to foresters because it is at 

thai scale that silvicultural systems arc most often pre 

scribed. Patterns ol vegetation, including the occurrence 

of boreal mixedwoods as individual stands, arc strongly 

determined by landform and soil parent material. Hence 

the authors' use of a site-based definition of boreal 

mixedwoods in this review. 

Baldwin et al. (1990) described how forest managers 

might anticipate local trends in vegetation and soil site 

relationships by identifying landforms from geological 

survey maps, aerial photographs, or field inspection. In 

this way, operational "rules of ihumb" or actual maps 

showing various forest ecosystem communities, includ 

ing boreal mixedwoods, could supplement existing forest 

cover FRI maps. Recent work by Mackey and McKenney 

(1994) used GIS-based models of climate, site, and veg 

etation relationships to estimate site potential and exam 

ine trade-offs between competing forest uses. These same 



models have been combined with othermodels to forecast 
eifeets of global warming (Mackey and Sims 1993). 

2.4 The Dynamics of Boreal Mixedwoods 

Climatic and edaphic conditions provide only the basic 
requirements for the development of boreal mixedwood 
stands. The disturbance history of a sile by weather, fire 
insects, or human-induced changes has a major impact 

upon boreal mixedwood siand development. These pro 
cesses operate over both short- (succession) and very 

long-term (evolution) horizons, interacting with existing 
forest and stand structures. An understanding of these 
dynamics is necessary if forest managers are to make 

reasonable forecasts about ihe development of future 

stand and forest conditions arising from the application of 
alternative silviculture systems. 

2.4.7 Evolutionary Forces 

Considerable evidence shows thai horcal tree species arc 
highly adapted to climate patterns (Joyce 1987, Parker 
1992). Surprisingly, there has been no conclusive evi 

dence of edaphic adaptive variation of Irees in Ontario's 

boreal mixedwood range (FowlerandMullin 1977). Some 
foresters suspect thai upland ecotypes of black spruce may 

differ from lowland types in germination and rooting 
characteristics, although no conclusive studies have yet 
supported this contention (Bichon 1993). To ihe south, 

granile and limestone ecotypes of white spruce have been 

reported, and upland/lowland cedar types have been de 

scribed in Wisconsin by Mussclman et al. (1975). Perhaps 

the rapid recolonization of northern Ontario following the 
retreat of ice 10 000 years ago (Ritchie 1987) has not 

allowed sufficient lime to elapse for ihe emergence of 

edaphically adapted races within boreal mixedwood spe 

cies. If such ecotypes did exist, this would have implica 

tions for artificial regeneration and the control of seed 

movement that go well beyond the current climate-based 
seed zone guidelines. 

In a similar vein, there is no evidence thai boreal mixed 

wood plant and tree species have eoevolved. If coevolu-

lion were a factor, essential intcrdepcndcneics would be 
expected between the various mixtures of trees within a 

stand (mutualism or symbiosis) that would preclude con 

version of mixedwoods to pure species stands. 

With the exception of white spruce, most boreal mixed 

wood species in Ontario are commonly found naturally in 

pureeven-aged stands. Ii is therefore unlikely that ihe tree 

species have co-evolved or exist in a muiuaiisiic state. 

Reconstructions of forest cover at Ihe peak of ihe last ice 

age show thai boreal tree species cohabited siles with 

temperate species and migrated along Ihe retrcaiine ice 

edges fairly rapidly in response to climatic improvements 

for tree establishment and growth (Ritchie 1987) Unlike 
temperate and tropical forest trees thai rely to varying 

degrees upon animal veclors, all commercially important 
boreal tree species rely upon wind lo transfer pollen and 
seed, thereby suggesting an absence of coevolulion be 
tween ammals and trees. Ecosystems where coevolulion 
is present, such as tropical rainforests or temperate forests 

arc more complicated and demand more cautious manage 
ment than does the boreal forest. 

This absence of coevolulion suggests that boreal forests 
arc robust ecosystems. For this reason il is doubtful thai 
Clear-cutting or alternative silviculture systems can be 

considered either harmful or helpful from an evolutionary 
ecological perspective, it would seem prudent, however 
that studies continue to search for edaphic patterns of 
variation and coevoluiion in boreal mixedwoods. 

Prudence also has a place in forest management Franklin 
(1992) argues for the retention of some green Irces, lar-e 
woody debris, and other measures durine harvest to pro 
vide fora biological legacy across thegenerationsof forest 
cover. These legacies offer protection against irreversible 
damage in the eveni that coevolvcci life systems, which 
depend upon one another, are discovered in the future. 
This is ihe essence of "new forestry". Most alternative 

silvicultural sysiems provide for such biological legacies. 

Several adaptive trails appear to have evolved in response 
lo processes (e.g.. Tire) in the boreal forest. Day and Harvey 

(1981) describe the resilience of rcproduclive structures 
(e.g., cone serotiny), and the flammabilily of some species 

(e.g., balsam fir and while birch), to encourage fire spread 

as adaptive strategies to promote regeneration. 

The choice of a silvicultural sysiem has important impli 

cations for genetic conservation, as it influences different 
selection pressures and changes iree mating paiierns. For 

example, jack pine cone seroliny characteristics may 
change within one generation following clear-cuttim: in 
place of fire (McDonald 1987). Further selection favoring 
cones that open without fire could, within one or two 

generalions. make it practical to implement jack pine seed 

tree systems without undcrbuming (Chrosciewicz 1988). 

However, this operalional advantage may come ai the 

expense of the species fitness to regenerate following 

wildfire. More genecological studies are required to ex 

plore the consequences of alternative silvicultural sys 
tems upon Ihe genetics of other tree species in boreal 
mixedwoods. 

2.4.2 Succession 

Dynamic processes, like fire, work on time scales that are 

much shorter than evolutionary time frames, and directly 

influence forest succession. However, evolutionary forces 



operate in concert with succession and are ongoing pro 

cesses; although evolution works across many genera 

tions, succession is part of thai process. Silvicultural 
systems attempt to mimic, to one degree or another, 

succession^ processes. Most forest management prac 

tices seek to encourage patterns of succession that crealc 

"desirable" forests. 

Kimmins (1987) defines succession as "changes in the 

types, numbers, and groupings of organisms occupying an 

area and concomitant changes in certain features of the 
physical microenvironment." The various stages of suc 

cession with distinct groups of organisms are called seres. 

Clements (1949), one of the First to develop the concept of 
succession, proposed thai plant communities can be viewed 
as an organism with predictable development from an 

immature to a mature sere. The climax forest is a mature 

sere, the structure of which is governed largely by climate. 

Climax forests are stable in that they resist change and are 
basically self-perpetuating. In this way,boreal mixedwoods 

dominated by white spruce might be considered climax 

forest on productive siles, while pure black spruce might 

be considered climax forest on rock outcrops and swampy 

areas. 

The climax mixed wood forests might arise from earlier 

seres of, for example, pure poplar following Tire. A basic 

premise is thai one sere (pioneer) so modifies the microen 

vironment that another sere is favored and soon follows. 

Eventually a climax slate is reached. This pattern of 

succession is also called relay floristics. Presumably, over 

time, plant communities modify the soil to such an extent 

that a single climax type eventually dominates the land 

scape in the absence of disturbance. This is known as a 

monoclimax state that has been achieved through eeologi-

cal/successional convergence. The relay floristics model 

holds that disturbance merely starts a new cycle of succes 

sion through various seres until the same climax state is 

reached. 

The key feature of Clemcntsian succession is its linear 

progression from one sere to another and the predictability 

of the final climax forest stale on the basis of climate and 

edaphic features of the physical environment. It also 

assumes interdependences between one sere and a pre 

ceding sere. 

There have been numerous debates and modifications lo 

the Clcmentsian model (see Kimmins 1987, Robertson 

1993). Elliot et a). (1993] have compiled an annotated 

bibliography and electronic database with 888 records on 

forest succession. The two most significant and recent 

developments in the thinking about forest succession re 

late to theories of gap dynamics and multiple-path models. 

Gap dynamics hypothesizes thataclimax-like steady stale 

prevails amidst repeated short-term cyclical variations in 

Ihe composition of small patches of vegetation (Kimmins 

1987). Gap dynamics seems to work well in tropical and 

temperate rainforests where single tree canopies give way 

to large gaps when the tree dies, thus creating openings 

suitable for tree regeneration (Sbugari 1984). Bonan and 

Shugart (1989) suggested that the low sun angle in boreal 

forests makes the idea of single tree gap dynamics unten 

able for boreal mixedwoods. they inferred that groups ot 

trees must die to produce gaps large enough to stimulate 

reproduction. But group gaps often do occur through 

windthrow and outbreaks of the eastern spruce budwonn 

(Chomtoneura fumiferanu [Clem.]). No rigorous work 

has yet explored the application of gap dynamics models 

to boreal mixedwoods. 

Multiple sueeessional pathway models (Kimmins 1987) 

have been developed for a few forest types in western 

North America. System knowledge is gained through the 

testing of these models. The models are based upon 

assumptions of cause and effect relationships that are 

more complex than the Clementsian directional succes 

sion models, but are perhaps more realistic. Shugart el al. 

(1992) and Solomon and Shugart (1993) have provided an 

account of the state of the ait of computer simulated forest 

succession model development. 

How do these ideas relate lo silviculture practices in 

boreal mixedwoods? Most forest managers' preferences 

for certain silviculture systems or silvicultural practices 

are based upon their perceptions of natural succession. 

Those who subscribe to Clements' (1949) idea of climax 

forests might favor a selection system that maintains the 

climax forests, or systems such as the shelterwood system 

to move certain seres more quickly toward their climax 

slate in the name of promoting "healthy forests". Others 

who perceive that fires occur too frequently for climax 

forest to exist will manage for a specific sere using, clear-

cutting systems. Both approaches arc based upon "eco 

logical principles". 

For example. Quinby (1991) argued in favor of selection 

systems in the management of eastern white pine (Finns 

strobus L.) in northern Ontario on the basis of log and 

residual stand observations that implicated gap dynamics 

as an explanation of current forest structure. His conclu 

sions were contrary to other models thai have assumed 

that catastrophic fire is necessary to favor white pine 

regeneration and maintenance. The latter case would 

suggest that heavier culling is required to favor white pine 

in the absence of fire. In fact, the uniform shcherwood 

system is widely used to regenerate white pine (Cbapeski 

etal. 1989). 



As discussed earlier, most commercial boreal mixedwood 
irce species can be found inpurc even-aged stands, usually 
arising from fire. This implies that relay florislics, integral 

to Clementsian directional succession models, arc not the 
dominant mechanism. Mixedwood siands usually show a 

pattern of initial floristics where, although all species arc 

ol the same age, they occupy different strata due to their 

ability to occupy certain niches and their differing growth 
rates (Day and Harvey (981). 

White spruce's relatively unique occurrence in mixed-
woods and its absence in pure stands in Ontario has led 

■some individuals to consider the role of gap dynamics in 

Ihe perpetuation of this species in boreal mixedwoods. 
A. Gordon- (personal communication) suggests that the 
eastern spruce budworm is a driver of boreal mixedwood 

succession. The gap dynamics involve the decay of older 

poplar and the budworm's preferential feeding on balsam 
fir relative to the longevity of white spruce. The dead fir 
logs rot over time, therehy allowing while spruce seed to 
germinate and grow within the gap among a poplar-

dominated canopy. Mineral soil exposed by uprooted 

windtlirown trees also provides an excellent seedhed for 

all horeal iree species. In Ontario's boreal mixedwoods. 

openings in the canopy generally result from the loss of 

large groups of trees, as opposed to individual trees. 

Mixedwoods are often though! to be more resistant to 

insect attack and tire than are pure stands. When stable 
stands are affected by disturbance, they quickly return to 

their previous condition. Because of this perceived stabil 
ity, mixedwoods are considered by some to represent the 

climaxstateinmany temperate and boreal forests, by defi 
nition uneven-aged because they are self-perpetuating. 
This is the basis for "natural forestry" as practised in 

Germany, where selection and shclterwood systems are 
used to perpetuate mixedwoods (Odum 1993, Robertson 
1993). 

Many foresters in Ontario have ohserved that pure white 

spruce plantations are subject to intense eastern spruce 

hudworm attack and frost damage. These problems do not 

appear to be as prevalent for white spruce in mixedwood 

siands. However, there is no hard evidence that trees in 

mixed stands are more resilient to attack during localized 

outbreaks. It would seem that the concept of stability of 

mixedwoods may be a fruitful area for study (Section 
7.4.5). 

Most foresters fee! that catastrophic disturbances define 

the pattern of natural succession in boreal forests. Analyti 

cal techniques and the study of charcoal deposits, fire 

scars, dendrochronology, and palynology have revealed 

the irequent and widespread nature of cams trophic distur 
bances from storms, insects, and wildfire (Oliver and 
Larson 1991). 

Fire and insects have the greatest impact on boreal lores! 
structure (Dix and Swan 1971, Cogbill 1985) Fire inter 

vals range from 20 to 135 years in Ontario's boreai forest 
With the drier climates having more frequent and hotter 
fires (Ward and Tithecolt 1993). However, no single 
successional pathway appears to follow fire. Postfire 

vegetation is a complex function of the preburn stand 

characteristics, time of burn, severity of burn, and other 
site-specific features (Payette 1992). 

Empirical studies by Carclton and Maycock (1980) found 
no evidence fordirectional succession across the range of 
Ontario's boreal mixedwoods. Only balsam firforesisand 
lowland spruce forests seem stable and capable of per 
petuating themselves in the absence of fire. In balsam fir 
forests, eastern spruce budworm is often the instrument 
for forest renewal (Zoladcski and Maycock 1990). 

Indeed, it has been suggested that, in the absence of dis 
turbance, a true climax forest on boreal mixedwood sites 

in Ontario would likely feature the occasional tree (prob 
ably white spruce) in the overstory and smaller trees 
emerging through small gaps in a mountain maple/beaked 

hazel thicket (Rowe 1961, Day and Harvey 1981). Ex 

amples ofsuch stand types occur in northwestern Ontario 
where fires have not burned upland sitesformore than 200 
years. Only hazel and mountain maple seeds can germi 

nate and grow on forest floors with accumulated leaf litter; 
these species can also reproduce vegctaiiveiy beneath 
partially closed canopies (Bell 1991). 

Disturbance by industrial harvesting is a relatively recent 
phenomenon in Ihe boreal mixedwood forest; it began in 
earnest only about 40 years ago (Armson 1988). The total 

area harvested remains a distant second to areas disturbed 

by fire and insects (Runyon 1991). Harvesting, however, 
has a profound impact upon forest structure. Taken to 
gether, fire control and logging may have caused a prolif 

eration in the occurrence of mixedwood types (Hearnden 

et al. 1992). Much silvicmturai effort has gone into at 

tempts to convert mixedwood and hardwood cover types 

lo pure even-aged spruce or pine, supposedly mimicking 

the effects of an intense fire regime. However, without 

intensive silvicultural maintenance, many of these sites 

revert at least temporarily to mixedwood cover types. 

(Hearnden et al. 1992). 

~ Research Scientist Emeritus, Out; ario Forest Research Institute, Saull Sic. Marie, Ontario. 



II would seem thai ihc traditional Clementsian model or 

succession has serious limitations in boreal mixedwoods 
The development and testing of multiple recessional 
pathway and gap dynamic models for boreal mixedwoods 
appears to be an appropriate research priority. 

2,4.3 Stand Dynamics 

Succession and stand dynamics are interrelated concepts, 

with the former being the traditional domain of ecology 
and the latter that of foresters. An understanding of stand 
dynamics complements or drives projections in multiple 
successional pathway models. For the present purposes, 

stand dynamics are changes in forest structure over rela 
tively short periods of time and space compared to forest 
succession. Stand dynamics alter ecosystem structure and 
function to a lesser degree than does succession. 

Stand dynamics may be studied in two ways: from the 
viewpoint of a single tree in relation to its surroundings 

(autecology/silvics), and from the viewpoint of a stand as 
a system (synecolosy or community ecology). Both view 

points provide insight into the workings of different silvi 

culture systems. 

Silvics 

Silvics deals with the underlying principles of the growth 
and development of individual trees and the torest as 

biological units (Smith 1986). Bell (1991) has compiled a 
detailed account of the silvics of boreal species in north 

western Ontario, while Nikolov and Hclmisaari (1992) 

have summarized the silvical characteristics of boreal 

mixedwood species from around the world. Dix and Swan 

(1971) found thai an understanding of tree and shrub 

silvics helped to interpret their boreal forest succession 

observations in Saskatchewan. Silvicultural practice is 

traditionally governed by !hc silvics of the species being 

managed. 

Given the lack of evidence for mutualistic eoevolved 

associations, a mechanistic view of individual plants 

compcling for growing space (Oliver and Larson 1991) 

allows one to intuitively forecast stand development in 
boreal mixedwoods. It is possible to anticipate the reac 

tion of species lo various silvicultural manipulations on 

the basis of the silvical characteristics of the species and 

the nature of disturbances caused by silvicultural activi 

ties that alter growing space (e.g., Wagner and Zasada 

1991). 

The silvics of boreal species has led to a preference for 

specific silvicuitural systems on the basis of regeneration 

reliability. Figure 1 presents amodification of Day"s( 1993) 

summary of appropriate silvicultural systems on the basis 

of a species" silvics iind reliability of regeneration. 

Aggressive reproductive and juvenile growth strategies 

are silvical characteristics of boreal hardwoods that allow 

them to outeompete conifers. For this reason, without 
inlensiveregenerationtreatments,lheharvestingorboreal 

mixedwoods usually results in mostly pure hardwood, 
second-growth siands.The establishment of white spruce 

or upland black spruce trees on harvested mixedwood site 

types remains the principle challenge to be met with 

creative application of silvicultural systems. Otherwise, 

upland conifers will be poorly represented in future lor-

csts. 

Synecology 

Although the evidence for interdependences is rather 

weak in boreal mixedwoods, it does not mean that there 

are no interrelationships. Forest managers are faced with 
broader considerations than the silvical characteristics of 

the species they are managing when they must refine their 

choice of silvicultural system (Matthews 1989). For ex 

ample, the relationships beiween forest and wildlife, and 

forest vegetation and soil fauna, are both critical, yet they 

are poorly understood. Hven the relaiionship between 

trees of different species has implications for forest pro 

ductivity. 

A stand dynamics model based on the interaction of the 

silvical attributes of individual trees does not account for 
any interrelaiion.ships aside from compeiition from other 

plants. Although silvics are a reasonable starting point, a 

synecological viewpoint may be more useful. 

When one looks at mixedwoods from a synecologieal 

perspective, there may be some advantages tomaintaining 

mixtures even at the expense of compromising the opti 

mum crowing conditions of one species to maintain an 

other. This trade-off is central to forest ecosystem 

management, where the hroaderecological considerations 

discussed thus far become an integral part of the silvicul 

tural planning process. 

Forexamplc, the calcium content and deep root systcmsof 

poplarcan improve site quality and the growth response of 

conifers by ameliorating nutrient and moisture regimes 

(Maithews 1989). Experimental mixed plantations of Scots 

pine (Pituissylvestris L.) and Norway spruce (Piceaabies 

L. Karst.) are significantly more productive than are single 

species plantations. Soil fauna may be more diverse in the 

mixed litter, making nutrients more readily available and 

possibly stimulating the production of fine roots (McKay 

and Malcolm 1988). 

Strong and La Roi (1983) noted that the differeni rooting 

habits of mixedwood species allow trees to cxploil differ 

ent niches wilhout competing with one another. Specifi 

cally, spruce roots tend to exploit the surface layers of the 
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Figure 1. Summary of appropriate titvicultorat systems for boreal mtedwood species fadapted from Day 1993). 

soil, while pine and poplar roots can deeply penetrate the 

soil horizon. For these and other reasons, boreal 
mixedwoods might be able to produce more total biomass 
compared to pure stands of the same species. However, 

documented and convincingevidcncc for these productiv 
ity gains is absent for Ontario. Studies of productivity 
interrelationships among boreal mixcdwood species arc 
currently underway (MacDonald 1993). 

2.5 Landscape Ecology 

Until recently, the processes of climate, evolution, succes 
sion, and stand dynamics were thought to adequately 

explain patterns of forest cover. Forest pattern itself has 
now been perceived to influence forest ecosystem func 
tion. This perspective of pattern influencing process is the 
foundation of landscape ecology, which emerged as a 
science in the late 1970s. Ecosystems and their related 
processes and patterns are scale dependent. At large 

scales, the shape and spatial arrangement of vegetation 
types have a significant impact upon the movement of 

materials and energy within the system being studied 
(Turner 1989). Foresters who take into account the struc 
ture and species composition of neighboring stands when 

considering the outcome of silviculiura] treatments upon 
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a subject siand. have an intuitive understanding of kind-

scape ecology. 

Alternative systems to the conventional clear-cutting of 
boreal mixedwoods will generals different patterns in the 
forested landscapes of Ontario. The cumulative effects of 
alternative silvicultural systems requires landscape ecol 
ogy perspective and analysis to balance stand-level per 

ceptions. 

2.6 Summary and Conclusion 

It appears that boreal mixedwoods are robust ecosystems 

capable of responding to silvieuliural systems in a variety 

of ways The FEC and FRI are useful frameworks for 
describing ecosystem characteristics of boreal mixed-
woods However, the imperfect state of knowledge about 

these ecosystems and the broad range of stand conditions 

expressed by boreal mixedwoods requires Hie application 

of keen professional judgement lo develop successful 

silvicultural prescriptions. 

The idea of 3 dcierministic pattern of succession and 

stable climax in the absence of fire and insect attack has 
little merit in Ontario's boreal mixedwood forests. Evi 
dence suggests that these productive sites will lend to 

develop into poorly stocked beaked hazel parklands if left 

undisturbed. 

The eastern spruce budworm may perpetuate uneven-

aged mixedwood forests, particularly in the eastern part of 

Ontario where higher rainfall limits fire occurrence. Gaps 

in the canopy created by budworm feeding, combined 

with windthrow.may allow for regeneration of boreal tree 

species. Fires may create even-aged mixedwoods, but 

varying growth rates between species can result in strati 

fied mixtures. Finally, clear-cutting can lead to the devel 
opment Of mixedwoods in the absence of intensive 

silviculture. It would seem that a variety of silvicullural 
sysiems in both even-aged and uneven-aged management 

settings are possible given the ecology of the important 

irec species in boreal mixedwoods. 

An understanding of ecology at all levels, from indi 

vidual-tree silvics to a landscape perspective, can help to 

predict the outcomes of silvicultural systems. When ihese 

predictions are compared to observations, new sysiems 

knowledge is gained. This is the critical component of 
adaptive ecosystem management (Lee 1993) and the cul 

tivation of professional judgement. 

Given the silvics of the boreal mixedwood species, the 

establishment of while spruce and upland black spruce on 

harvested mixedwood silc types remains the principle 

challenge lo be met with the creative application of silvi 

cultural systems. Otherwise, these species will be poorly 

represented in future forests. 

Despiie the current sense of urgency to manage forests as 

ecosystems, one cannot selcctasilvicullural system on the 

basis of its harmony with nature alone. Practical consider 
ations concerning economics, site productivity, stability, 

wildlife, and aesthetic values must be taken into account. 

Some of these considerations are addressed in subsequent 

sections within the context of each silvicullural system, 

with a particular emphasis on productivity. 

3.0 SILVICULTURAL OVERVIEW 

This section provides background information on the 

range of issues that must be addressed when choosing a 

silvicultural system. It briefly introduces three alternative 
silvicultural sysiems. revicwsihe historical contexiforihc 

clear-cut silvicultural system, and discusses some impor 

tant aspeeis of artificial and natural regeneration. 

3.1 Silvicultural Systems in the Boreal 

Mixedwoods 

Definitions of silviculture abound in ihe literature (Spurr 

l979,SmilM986,Matihewsl989, Forestry Canada 1992). 

Silviculture generally refers to the use of specific tech 

niques to control the establishment and growth of foresl 

stands to meet certain objectives. Because silvicullural 

techniques are often applied in conformity with definitive, 

methodological, and repetitive patterns, they can be con 

sidered as systems. Silvicultural systems arc typically 

named in accordance with the harvesting method used 

(Forestry Canada 1992). As harvesting methods are usu 

ally employed to facilitate a specific manner of regenera 

tion, names thai refer to specific silvicultural systems 

oflen (but not always) imply an approach lo both regenera 

tion and harvesting. For example, in referring to the 

shelierwood silvicullural system, a forester would under 

stand that not only is the forest to be harvested in a series 

of successive cuts of a specific type, but that natural 

regeneration will be fostered. 

In subsequent sections of this report, three broad alterna 

tive silvicullural systems are discussed: modified clear-

cutting, the shclterwood system, and the selection system. 

In the modified clear-cutting sysiems considered in ibis 

report, all or most of the merchantable timber is removed 

from an area in one pass. They differ from traditional 

Clear-cutting primarily in terms of the planned regenera 

tion method and/or the size and shape of the cut. In the seed 

tree system, all trees are removed from the cuiover area 

excepi for a small number of selected ones thai are left to 

provide a seed source for natural regeneration. In the strip 

or block cutting system, the size and shape of cuts are such 

that trees in adjacent uncut strips or blocks provide ihe 

seed source. The two-pass harvesting system might be 

considered a hybrid between a clear-cut, a selection cut. 
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and a shchenvood cut Ii was devised specifically for the 
white spmce/aspen mixedwoods of western Canada 
(Froning 1980). although ithas potential formication in 
Ontario, in the first pass, the overs lory of merchantable 
trees is removed, leaving immature understory trees to 
prav.de the basis for the second cut some years later. 

In the sheltcrwood system, two or more cuitings are made 
at reasonably close intervals to establish regeneration 
under the protection of the partial forest canopy or 
"Shellenvood". The sheltering layer of ,rees is removed 

once theseedlings are established and able to dominatethe 
site (Forestry Canada 1992). 

The selection system differs from all others in that felling 
and regeneration arc not confined to specific areas within 
a stand or forest (Matthews 1989). An uneven-aged or 

irregular stand structure consisting of three or more dis 
tinct age or size classes is maintained through the careful 
felling of trees in all size classes, either singly or in small 
groups or strips (Forestry Canada 1992). 

For each or these silvicultural systems, a number of 
variations or subsystems use the same general philosophy 

and approach to harvesting and regeneration, but vary in 
the manner of application. Although there is a clear 
distinction between silvicultural systems when consid 
ered at the general level, at a more detailed level the 

distinctions begin to blur. For example, although the 
difference between the clear-cut system and the selection 
system initially seems obvious, the distinction becomes 

less clear when one considers the difference between the 
group selection system and the block clear-cut system. 

The size of the cuts in these subsystems may no longer be 

sufficient to distinguish them from each other, and often, 
neither does the intended manner of regeneration. 

Not only is there a continuum of sizes within the 

variations of silvicultural systems, but there is also 

acontinuum of other attributes such as volume of 

cut, number of entries to harvest the stand, etc. 

Table 1 illustrates the relationship between these 

management issues and the range of silvicultural 
systems. 

Resources 1986. Smith )9H6. Forestry Canada 1992) 
areas traditionally referred to as clear-cm in Ontario often 
have a considerable proportion of the original stand left 
standing after the cut. This discrepancy between the 
semantic and de facto definitions of clear-cutting cause 
.significant difficulties in communication among proies-
sional foresters. 

A distinction between commercial and silvicuiiural clear-
cuts helps distinguish between the two very different 
approaches. In a commercial clear-cut, all the commer 
cially merchantable timber is removed from a site 
(Davidson e, al. 1988). Consequently, commercial clear-
cuts may or may not be cut clear of trees (that is have all 

standing timber removed), depending upon the merchant 
ability of the trees on the site. Merchantability consider 
ations are the primary (or only) factors determining the 
harvesting system. 

Smith (1986) suggests that the term ■■silvicultural clear-
cut" be used to refer to areas where there has been a 

virtually complete removal of vegetation and where all the 
growing space is available for new plants. This definition 

implies that both merchantability and renewal are key 

factors in the use of silvicultural clear-cuts. The silvicul-
lurally prudent philosophy ofincluding renewal consider 

ations into clear-cutting is reflected in Forestry Canada's 

(1992) definition of clear-cutting as "a method of regen 
erating an even-aged forest stand in which new seedlings 
become established in fully exposed mieroenvironmems 
after removal of most or all of the existing trees". 

Unfortunately, the lack of differentiation in the use of 
terms related to clear-cutting is rooted in the history of 

boreal forestry and mixedwood management in Ontario. 
This report will distinguish between silvicultural and 

Table 1. Management issues and the silvicultural system 
continuum. 

3.1.1 Clear-cutting in Boreal 

Mixedwoods 

No forestry term has as many definitions, or evokes 

as much confusion, as "dear-cm ting". (Smith [ 1986 j 

referred to it as a "semantic morass".) Much ofthe 

confusion surrounding the term is related to the 

proportion of trees removed from a site. Although 

most definitions of clear-cutting refer to the re 

moval of ail, or virtually all of the trees on a site 

(Daniel et al. 1979, Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Management issues 

.Scale of management 

Regeneration effort 

Tending effort 

Protection effort 

Harvest effort 

Infrastructure effort 

(roads and planning) 

Canopy opening 

Vertical structure 

Within-siand diversity 

Between-stand diversity 

Tree species types favored 

Intervention frequency Hiyh 
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commercial clear-cuts where appropriate, based on philo 

sophical differences between the two systems. 

Most authors who have commented on the history ot 

boreal mixedwood management in Ontario, OT provided a 
dated description of "present" management practices 

(MacLean 1960. Hughes 1967. Heikurinen 1981,Jovic 

1981, Maticce 1981. Wainwright 1981, Armson 1988), 

reported a harvesting and silvicultural scenario thai is best 
described as commercial clear-culling followed by plant 

ing or natural regeneration. Harvested areas not commer 

cially clear-cuL were subjecied lo "selective" or "partial 
cutting, thai could often be characterized as highgradiag, 
These"practices arose, obviously, from ihe pursuit of 
softwood species for both pulp and timber, with only a 
limilcd use of hardwood due to the absence ofhardwood 

markets. 

Commercial clear-cutting is slid the dominant method of 
harvesting in boreal mixedwoods in Ontario (Scarraii 

1992. MacDonald 1993), and is ihe traditional meihod 
used in other Norih American mixedwood forests {west 

ern Canada, Schneider 1988; eastern spruce-fir, Blum 

el al. 1983; Alaska white-sprucc/tiardwood mixtures, 

Zasada and Argyle 1983). 

Clcar-cuttine is used in most applications because it is, in 

theory, the Amplest way of creating an even-aged stand 
(Smith 1986, Maithews 1989). The regeneration objective 

of boreal silviculture in Ontario has usually been lo create 

even-aged jack pine, black spruce, or white spruce stands. 

Although there is not agreat record of success in achieving 

this objective on mixedwood sites in Ontario (particularly 

for the spruce species) (Brand and Penner 1991), this has 

been the rationale for the use of the clear-cut silvicultural 

system on mixedwood sites. 

The result of these historical management practices has 

been evident for some lime. MacLean (I960) used analy 

ses done by Candy (19511 and Hosie (1953) to show that 
balsam fir and aspen become the dominant species after 

mixedwood sites have been commercially clear-cul. 

Understory balsam fir is released when spruce are re 

moved from a site, and prolific aspen sucker growth often 

results from the intrinsic fertility of mixedwood sites and 

the higher soil temperatures that result from clear-cutting 

(MacLean 1960, Scarratt 1992). In the Rainy River and 

Fort Frances areas of northwestern Ontario, where "clear-

cutting of marketable material" is the traditional harvest 

ing system for mixedwood silcs (Matiecc 1981), the 

co"nifer content has virtually disappeared from mixed 

wood stands. These sites now support almost 100 percent 

poplar, with small amounts of balsam fir (Maiicce 1981). 

Similar practices elsewhere in north cenlral Ontario have 

also resulted in increased poplar and balsam fir contents at 

the expense of the spruce component on mixedwood sites 

(Jovic 1981, Yang and Fry 1981). 

Although the stocking of these cutover sites may be high 
(MacLean 1960,Matiece 1981,Jovic 1981. Yang and Fry 

1981), their value (in forestry terms) is limited given the 
present low market demand for ihcse species in Ontario. 

This siiuation is forcing foresi managers to conironi two 

rclaicd problems: how can the conversion of productive 

forest land lo less desirable species be prevented, and how 

can the utilization of aspen, poplar, and balsam fir be 

increased? 

3.2 History of Alternative Silvicultural 

Systems Research and Application 

Surprisingly, numerous initiatives were undertaken in 

eastern Canada following World War II lo lest the appli 

cability of different silvicultural systems in Canadian 

settings (Robertson 1945; Johnson 1950, 1951: Lafond 
I955rjarvis and Cayford 1961; Croome 1970; Peterson 
and Peterson 1994). In northern Ontario, a significant 

cooperative project known as RC-17 was undertaken in 

the 1950s to study the problem of obtaining coniferous 

regeneration on mixedwood sites (Hughes 1967). This 

project examined primarily clear-cutting and mechanical 

scarification techniques. In 1954, Abitibi Price Inc.estab 

lished an experimental forest on private lands 100 km west 

of Thunder Bay, Ontario, to test various silviculture sys 

tems (Breckenridge 1955). The objective of most of these 

efforts was lo maintain upland spruce as an important 

component in harvested forests through the application of 

classical silvicultural systems. 

This postwar period of experimentation wilh alternative 

silvicultural systems in the boreal forest was shortlived. 

Bythe 1970s, relatively lew articles were being published 

on theuseof such systems in the foresis of casiernCanada. 

A number of factors contributed lo the abrupt shift lo 

almost total reliance upon clear-cutting, We: 

1) Before 1960, mainly horses were used to skid wood 

in northern Ontario, thereby making the cost differ 

ential between various harvesting systems less 

pronounced than under mechanized harvesting (see 

Bclotelkin et al. 1941). The river drives actually 

created an environment that favored the adoption of 

the selection system, as larger logs eliminated sinkagc 

loss (Johnson 1951). As forest operations became 

more mechanized, beginning in 1960, worker safety 

and machine productivity were greatly enhanced by 

the clear-cutting method. Since silvicultural concerns 

hadlowprioriiy.lheclear-cuiiing-systembccameihe 

system of choice. 

2) In Ontario, the responsibility for regeneration initially 

rested with the licensee. With ihe Crown Timber Act 
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Of 1966, this responsibility was transferred to the 
Crown. This separation of responsibility for 

harvesting from that for regeneration coincided with 
a major thrust for mechanization in the forests. The 

result was that harvesting efficiency assumed 
paramount importance, reflected in the rapid increase 

in clear-cutting, and relatively little concern for the 
regeneration impacts. The use of alternative systems 

(wilh generally higher harvesting costs and lower 

regeneration costs) is hindered by a system in which 

the payment for regeneration activities is no! directly 
linked to harvesting costs. (These circumstances 
have changed in recent years. Through Forest 

Management Agreements, and most recently the 
Crown Forest Sustainability Act, the responsibility 
for regeneration has returned primarily to the 
licensee.) 

3) Most of the boreal forest had an even-aged structure 
due to the history of wildfire. This structure is rela 

tively easy to harvest with the clear-cutting system. 

4) European-trained foresters settled in the boreal forest 
following World War II. They brought with them 
European theories of forest management and 
attempted to apply these in their new homeland. The 

forces cited above made the application of classical 
silviculture] systems difficult at best, and reduced 
their ability to influence younger foresters to adopt 
and customize such alternative systems to local 

conditions. Thus, their influence lasted only a few 
decades. 

3.3 Regeneration 

Aconstant theme in discussions on the difficulties associ 

ated with boreal mixedwood management i.s regeneration, 
specifically that of conifers (Hcikiirinen 1981. jovic 1981 
Drew 1988, Navratil et al. 1991, Scarratt 1992, Peterson 

and Peterson 1994). Artificial regeneration techniques are 
commonly used in an attempt to establish conifers on 

clear-cut mixedwood sites in Ontario. In practice, most 
foresters now realize that even with frequent tending (i.e., 
herbicide applications), conifer planting on mixedwood 

sites will result in mixedwood stands. The best that can be 

hoped for, from a conifer regeneration point of view, is to 
maintain or supplement the "natural"' conifer content in 
future stands. 

While natural regeneration may be attempted for both 
conifers and hardwoods, in many instances its use to 

manage forconiferous species (other than fir) has not been 

much more than site abandoninent and wishful thinking. 
Many of the problems relating to the composition of 

second-growth forests noted above arc likely the result of 
a natural regeneration strategy. 

3.3.1 Artificial Regeneration 

Planting 

Conifer planting generally has the goal of cither conver 
sion to conifer-dominated stands, or maintenance of the 
conifer component of a mixedwood stand (Jarvis et -il 
l%6, Hughes l967,Jovic l981,Drew 1988, Peterson and 
Peterson 1992). In Ontario, planting programs are gener 
ally based on aconiferpulpwood market, and black spruce 
is the species most often planted on productive mixed-
wood sites (Scarratt 1992). 

Although there are many examples of successful black 
spruce plantations on mixedwood sites in Ontario all 
were expensive to establish and depended upon the use of 

herbicides (Scarrail 1992). Jovic (1981) refers to studies 
earned out by R.S. Hosie and A.S Mitchell justifying the 
capital investment for planting conifers on mixedwood 

sites in Ontario. Jarvis etal(1966) refer to several unpub 
lished studies showing that white spruce plantations in the 
mixedwood section of Alberta and Saskatchewan have 
been successful. 

There are, however, many othersources that document ihe 
relative failure of conifer planting on mixedwood sites 

Brand and Pennerf 199 I) refer lo the unpublished finding 
of an OMNR survey in which less than one-half of the 
black spruce and white spruce plantations in northern 
Ontario met both slocking and free-to-grow standards. 

White spruce plantations on mixedwood sites were iden 
tified as a particular prohlem. In a comparison of natural 
stands and plantations of black spruce and white spruce on 
mixedwood sites in northern Ontario. Morris et al. (1988) 
noted that plantations had greater mortality rates and 

lower relative height growth rates than did natural stands. 

Site preparation and vegetation management 

Site preparation is believed lo be essential for planting 

conifers on clear-cut mixedwood sites (Hughes 1967, 
Heikurinen 1981, Leblanc and Sutherland 1987, Armson 
1988). The main result of the cooperative project RC-17 

was loshow the importance of mechanical site preparation 

for facilitating softwood regeneration on mixedwood sites 
(Hughes 1967). Mechanical site preparation is used to 

expose mineral soil to create suitable micrositcs for seed 
ling establishment, and to eliminate competition. The 
required severity of mechanical site preparation depends 
upon how much competition for growing space is antici 

pated, which, in turn, is largely dependent upon the 

fertility of the site. Light scarification, such as plowing 

shallow furrows, may be sufficient if microsite exposure 
is the only objective, but heavier techniques may be 
needed if objectives include the destruction of residual 

balsam finrecsordamagetoaspen root systems (Davidson 
etal. 1988. Morris et al. 1988). 
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Mechanical scarification alone is rarely sufficient foi: con 
ifer establishment on mixedwood sites: some form of veg 
etation management is also necessary (Heikunncn 1981, 
Scarratt 1992") Many eoniferplantings in Ontario mued-

woodsreauireihreeormoreherbicideapplicationsbefore 

reaching .he free-to-grow stage (ScarraU 1992). 1 here are 
two obvious concerns regarding this heavy reliance upon 
mechanical site preparation and herbicide application. 

First the costs are very high- In "™s * (kdmm§ orf 
uncertain silvicultural funding (Ontario Ministry Of 
Naiural Resources 1993b), strategies that require a high 
level of investmentover large areas ofland arc susceptible 

,o deterioration. Second, the heavy reliance upon herbi 
cides also makes the strategy vulnerable. Given the In 
creasing societal disapproval of the use of chemicals in 
foresi management (Wagner 1992), and ihe possibility ol 

restrictive legislation in the future (Scarratt 1992), the 
continuation of such a .strategy is uncertain, even il silvi-

culiural funding remains adequate. 

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources' Vegetation 

Management Alternatives Program (Wagner 1992) was 

developed partly in response to concerns about the luture 

availability of herbicide use in [he province. Although a 

variety of innovative experiments and applications ol 
alternative vegetation controls arc being examined and 
lested. no panacea or widely applicable low-cost alterna 

tive is apparent. 

Prescribed burning, a silc preparation alternative that is 
not widely practiced in boreal mixedwoods, can be an 

effective way of eliminating slash and exposing mineral 
soil for planting. Il can also be used to control balsam lir 
(Heikurinen 1981. Jovic 1981), and if the fire reaches a 
sufficient depth, can kill aspen rools (Davidson et al. 
1988). However, just as prescribed burning can make a 
site hospitable for the establishment conifers, itcanalso 

make it suitable for competitor species. Abundant hard 

wood regrowth, particularly of aspen, may occur if the fire 
is nol deep; elevated soil temperatures resulting from the 
clearance of overhead cover will also encourage vigorous 

aspen growth (Peterson and Peterson 1992). Other diffi 
culties with prescribed burning (i.e., heavy reliance upon 

weather conditions and uncertain success in removing 

slash) have also been disincentives for its use on mixed-
wood sites. Finally, the use of prescribed burns generally 

does nol mitigate the need for vegeiation control follow 

ing planting. 

Although nol specific lo boreal mixedwoods, the recent 

Ontario Provincial Silviculture Strategy (Ontario 

Ministry of Naiural Resources 1993b) formulates a situa 
tion in which, as arcsult of fiscal constraint, there is likely 
to be a greaier reliance on low-cost regeneration methods, 

and less reliance upon planting. Although this is contrary 

to the views of those who advocate a paradigm shift away 
from extensive regeneration and toward intensive regen 

eration ol mixedwoods (Drew 1988), it is consistent with 
the view that advocates acceptance of hardwoods on 
mixedwood sites and the role that they play in mixedwood 
ecosystems (Peterson and Peterson 1992). Furthermore, 

without significant expenditures on vegetation manage 

ment, a mixedwood stand seems to be the almost inevi 

table result of planting on typical mixedwood sites. 

Consequently, a prudent management strategy may be to 
acknowledge that this is a likely result and to implement 
practices that will maintain both the softwood and hard 
wood component rather lhan the more expensive and 

rarely successful strategy of conversion to soltwoods. 

Direct seeding 

Direct seeding has been used sparingly in Ontario 

mixedwoods, and then only to foster the regeneration of 
conifers It is generally considered to be very unreliable 

for spruce regeneration (Sutton 1969, Jovic 1981, Arnup 

et al. 1988). Smithers (1965) reviewed the results of 34 
trials of direct seeding white spruce in eastern Canada and 
found that only one-quarter had been moderately success 

ful. Sutton (1969) suggested lhat drought and frost heav 
ing are the most common cause of seedling mortality, even 

on well prepared sites where competition is not a factor in 

seedling establishment. 

Haig (1959) documented an instance in which while 

.spruce seeding, undertaken in western Manitoba, resulted 

in very dense slocking (from 8 395 lo 12 345 stems per ha 
of 6-m trees). The sites were very intensively prepared 

(disked six times) prior to seeding. Jarvis et al. (1966) 

cited a number of studies that showed lhat seeding can be 
successful if siie preparation and needling protection is 

provided. 

More recent studies have been undertaken to study 

germination and seedling survival on various 

seedbeds....Results from these studies indicate that 
mesic sandy loam and clay loam sites in the Mixed 

wood Forest Section can be regenerated lo while 

spruce by artificial seeding (Phelps 1948, Rowe 

1953, Waldron 1966). Prerequisites for successful 

establishment are thai mineral soil seedbeds must 
be prepared, potentially competitive covermust be 

eliminated prior to seeding, and young seedlings 

must be protected from browsing and competition 

by reinvading vegetation. 

Very little reference was found lo direct seeding on 
mixedwood sites in Ontario. Jovic(1981)noted that "most 

of the seeding techniques were iried in the mixedwood 

stands al one time or another and usually failed because of 

the severe competition." There are no records from 
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Ontario's mixedwocds of8eeding in conjunction with site 
preparation as intensive as that discussed by Haig (1959, 

and Jams et al. (1966) in western mixedwoods 1, would 
seem reasonable to suppose that efforts as intensive as 

those reported could also be successful in Ontario How 
ever, given the expense of such intensive treatments; the 
liabilities of direct seeding in general (and or spruce on 

m.xedwood sues in particular), such as unreliable germi-
nation and survival; and ihe erratic patterns of stand 
density (Johnson et al. 1971, Jovic 1981. Arnup et al 
1988, Navra.il et al. 1991) the consensus as indicated by 
present prac.ee seems to be that regeneration efforts are 
better spent on planting. 

3.3.2 Natural Regeneration 

The spruces, natural seeding, and windthrow 

Asdescribedearlicr(Section3.1.1),,heOn.ariohistoryof 
black spruce and white spruce regeneration on untreated 
sites following traditional commercial clear-cut tins prac 
tices is one of equivocal success at best. Sutton (1969) 
stated that natural regeneration of white spruce in mature 
rmxedwood foresis has generally been more successful in 

eastern Canada than in Oniario, probably due to sli-ht 
differences in temperature and moisture regimes that 
tavor spruce reproduction and cause differences in forest 
composition (i.e., greater spruce-fir mixtures and less 

spruce-hardwood mixtures). 

For the spruces, natural regeneration following harvest 
depends on seed from residual standing trees or from seed 
banks, or upon advance growth (seedlings or layers). 
Natural regeneration is a vital component of all the alter 
native silvicultural systems discussed in this report. For 
example, in the seed tree and two-pass sysiems, standing 

trees are left in the harvested area; in the strip, or block cu^ 
system, cuts are designed so that trees adjacent to the har 

vested area will provide seed. A significant limitation of 

these systems, particularly the seed tree system, is the 

susceptibility of spruce species lo windthrow because of 
their shallow rooting systems (Westveld 1953, Frank and 

Bjorkbom 1973, Blum etal. 1983, Arnup elal. 1988;. As 
a general rule. Oliver and Larson (1991) suggested that 

trees greater in height than 100 times their diameter are 

particularly vulnerable to windthrow. Field observations 
suggest that mature black spruce are nearly always above 
this ratio. 

Although concerns related to windfirmness do not negate 
the potential utility of these silvicultural sysiems, they 

may pose some significant constraints on their manner of 

implementation and will require that forest managers 

modify the systems for their particular circumstances. 
As will be noted later, systems that use seed tree groups 

rather than individual trees, and orienting strip cuts with 

problem? '" '1V°Ki SOmC °f lheSe 

Natural regeneration is economically attractive because 
of its lower cost vis-a-vis planting. By allowing trees to 
naturally develop their root sysiems, natural regeneration 
also contributes to forests that are well adapted to their 
environment (Section 2.4.1,. There is always root dclor-

matmnwKhplamingtSmitlngSHalihoughthisdoesno! 
necessarily cause problems with tree survival and growth 
finally, the residua] trees constitute a biological legacy 
"at not only provides seed for natural regeneration, bw 
also ensures myeorrhizal transfer and contributes to other 
important interactions between plants and their environ 
ments (Franklin 1992). 

Aspen 

While it seems that natural regeneration of spruce on 
rmxedwood sites is problematic, natural regeneration of 
hardwoods, particularly aspen, following clear-cutting is 
not. The possession of both sexual (seedling) and vegeta 
tive (sucker) methods of reproduction gives aspen an 
advantage over the boreal mixedwood conifers (Peterson 
and Peterson 1992). Vegetative reproduction has received 
the most attention in the literature because aspen vigor 
ously reproduces from suckers following silviculiwnl 
Clear-cutting (Perala and Russel 1983, Davidson et al 
1988, Navratil et al. 1990, Peterson and Peterson 19921 
The mechanisms governing vegetative aspen reproduc 
tion are well documented (Navratil and Chapman 1991 

Perala 1991, Peterson and Peterson 1992). In general 
terms, sucker regeneration is controlled by apicaf domi 
nance, soil temperature and moisture, light intensity, soil 

density, and mechanical root disturbance. The first two of 
these factors are generally considered to be the most 
important (Peterson and Peterson 1992). 

Given the importance of increased soil temperature for 
vegetative reproduction, silvicultural clear-cutting is the 

best way to stimulate aspen regrowth in mixedwood 
stands. Harvesting during the dormant season usually 
results in maximum aspen suckering during the next 
growing season, although if the stand is healthy and well 
stocked, harvesting at any time will be followed by sucker 

regeneration (Peterson and Peterson 1992). The impor 

tance of soil temperature in stimulating vegetative repro 
duction can be used by forest managers toeitherencoura-e 
or limit such growth. If aspen reproduction is not desired 

then harvesting practices should leave residual shading 
Irom either shrubs or trees so as to minimize the soil 
temperature increase and thereby limit suckering. 

Clonal silviculture for aspen may not be a panacea for 
aspen reproduction (Peterson 19W), Trees generated from 

seeds usually live longer than those of sucker origin and 
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produce higher quality wood. There is, however, very 

little silvicuhural literature on the production of aspen 
from seed. This may reflect the relative ease of fostering 
vegetative reproduction, and the relative difficulty oi 

fostering seedling establishment. 

Because aspen seeds lack endosperm (and therefore any 

ability to sustain themselves), they must come into imme 

diate contact with moist soil and nutrients after being 
released from the parent tree (Doucet 1989). Apparently 
even a few hours of drought can cause seedlings to wilt 
(Peterson and Peterson 1992). Mineral soil seedbeds arc 

the best substrate for seedling establishment, but they 
must be continually moist during the short period oi seed 
viability and throughout early root growth (Peterson and 

Peterson 1992). 

Reproduction by seed may be more important in the 
northern part, of aspen's range because the relatively cold 

soil conditions are not favorable for suckenng (Doucet 

1989) Peterson and Peterson (1992) cite this speculation 

with respect to aspen in Alaska, although given the north-
west-southeast pattern of temperature isobars in northern 

North America, it may also be relevant for boreal mi red 
wood sites in Ontario, particularly those that occur in the 
cold areas of the province described earlier (Section 

2.3.1). 

4.0 MODIFIED CLEAR-CUT SYSTEMS 

4.1 Seed-tree System 

4.1.1 Definition and History 

In the seed-tree system, the stand is cut dear except for a 
few trees that are left standing either singly or in groups to 

provide seed to restock the cleared area (Smith 1986, 
Forestry Canada 1992). Because some trees are left 

standing within the cutovcr area, several authors (e.g.. 

Smith 1986, Matthews 1989) consider the seed-tree sys 

tem to be a variant of the shelterwood system. However, 

in Ontario, the system is used as and referred to as a variant 

of clear-cutting (Anrapetat. 1988, Anderson etal. 1990). 

It is likely, however, that the seed-tree system evolved 
from the shelterwood system (Matthews 1989). Whereas 

trees are left for both shelter and seed in the shelterwood 
system, the uninvested Irecs in the seed-tree system arc 

left only as a seed source. As the shelterwood system was 

applied to intolerant species, the virtue of leaving few 

enough trees so that shading was not a problem, and a 

sufficient number of trees to supply an adequate seed 

source, became apparent. 

There is relatively little documentation on the use of the 
.seed-tree system'in boreal mixedwoods. The system is 
prescribed for black spruce stands on shallow mineral 

soils or. more commonly, on organic soils (Arnup et al. 
1988). However, these are not typical mixedwood sites. 

Jovic (1981) reported that "the white spruce seed-tree 

method was used quite successfully in a few areas of our 
District" (north central Ontario), but provided no details 
on either use or regeneration performance. R. Sims" 

(personal communication) suggests that the method is 
"not uncommon" in some Ontario districts with boreal 

mixedwoods. Little mention is made of the seed-tree 

svstem in recent publications on mixedwood forestry in 

western Canada (Samoil 198B.Shortreid 1991).Themost 

comprehensive documentation on the application of the 

seed-tree system to boreal mixedwoods is that of Lyon and 
Robinson {1977), who describe its applicability for white 

spruce. 

4.1.2 Basis for Application 

The seed-tree method is typically used as an alternative to 

artificial regeneration. The costs of regeneration arc less 

than planting, although site preparation must often be used 

to ensure a receptive seedbed (Lyon and Robinson 1977, 
Smith 1986, Arnup et al. 1988). In northern Ontario, one 

use of the system may be for small or inaccessible areas 

where other regeneration methods are impractical. How 

ever, if accessibility is a concern for implementing artifi 

cial regeneration, it will also likely be an issue for site 
preparation. Smilh(1986) suggests that the attractiveness, 

in terms of economical regeneration, of the seed-tree 

system is tempered by the need for site preparation, and 
that unwillingness to invest in site preparation costs has 

led to poor implementation of the system by many North 

American foresters. As few sincere attempts have been 

made with the seed-tree system, the results have generally 

been poor (ibid). 

Matthews (1989) noicd that: 'The success of the seed-tree 

method depends on: 

1) careful choice of seed bearers for phenotypic quality 

of stem and branching habit, absence of serious 

damage by disease, evidence of ability to produce 

seed, and windfirmness; 

2) high production per tree of viable seed; 

3) adequate dispersal of seed onto well-prepared 

seedbeds; and 

4) good survival of seedlings during the critical early 

stages of growth." 

Research Scientist. Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Servicc-Sault Stc. Marie, Ontario. 
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Major faclors influencing ihe success of the seed-tree 
method arc (he periodicity and predictability of seed 
years. 

From ihc above, il is apparent thai the seed-tree method is 
not applicable to all boreal mixedwood species. Clearly 
spruce and pine are ihe most logical candidates since they 
reproduce by seed and are desired crop trees. In areas 
where few trees are left standing, aspen would likely 
reproduce vigorously by suekering, so (he seed-tree method 
is probably unnecessary where this species is a major 
stand component. Similarly, the system is unnecessary lor 
fostering balsam fir reproduction (should it be desired) as 
it reproduces quite well naturally. Although birch repro 
duction is generally not fosicred in boreal mixedwoods 
there may be in greater demand for this species in ihe 
future. According to Pcrala and Aim (1990) seed-tree 
cutting can be used to regenerate white birch in circum 

stances where the birch trees in uncut stands are too far 

away to supply seed to adjacent cutover areas. 

4.1.3 Operational Considerations 

Windfirmness 

The lack of windfirmness in exposed situations is the mosi 
significant liability forapplying thissystem to the spruces 
Robinson (1970) reported that 95 percent of all black 
spruce seed trees were blown down within 2 yeans of 

logging at a study sile in western Newfoundland, and that 
80 percent of seed trees were blown down within 6 years 
at a siudy site in central Newfoundland. Alexander (1986) 

stated that the seed-tree method is not suitable Tor regen 

erating spruce-fir stands in Ihe central and southern Rocky 
Mountains because of susceptibility to windfall. Lees 
(1964) reported no significant problems with blowdown 
in experimental applications of while spruce seed-tree 

logging (and other systems) in central Alberta. However, 
the treatment plols were less than 1 acre in size (0.405 ha), 
so wind velocity and tree susceptibility to blowdown 
would likely not have been much greater than in an 

unharvesled forest. In reviews of silviculture for spruee-
fir forests of eastern North America, Westveld (1953) 

Frank and Bjorkbom (1973), and Blum et a!. (1983) all 
recommend not using ihe scattered seed tree system 

because of the susceptibility of spruce trees to windthrow 
However, Lyon and Robinson (1977) suggest that wind-
firmncss need not be an overriding concern in applying 
the system for white spruce, provided that the right (i.e! 
dominant and therefore windfirm) individuals are 
selected for retention. Site selection is also an important 
criterion in the application of this system; exposed loca 
tions should obviously be avoided. 

Given concerns about their windfirmness, is there any 
way that ihe system can be used with spruces in Ontario? 

For black spruce, the system may be practical if seed trees 
nre left m groups, rather than singly. Arnup et al (198H) 
suggest that groups of black spruce seed irees may be left 
on shallow rmneral soils or on organic soils. Bern" some 
what more stable, this approach would seem viable but 
perhaps no. as mandatory, for white spruce also (in 
instances where they occur in groups,. Leaving groups of 
trees has other advantages: operationally, it is easier to 
leave groups of trees rather than individual trees and a 
smaller proportion of trees are likely to be damaged (and 
therefore prone to windthrow) if groups rather than single 
trees are retained. c 

Square or roundgroupsoftrecsmaystrikcthebes, balance 
between exposure to wind as a liability (wind.hrow) and 
a benefit (for scattering of seed). This is contrary to the 
advice oi Jeglum and Kcnningtcn (1993). who recom 
mend leaving linear seed tree groups to reseed black 
spruce sites following strip cutting operations. Implicit in 

theirrecommendation is the recognition that the seed trees 
will blow down, and no return harvest will be attempted 
Should a forester desire to forestall blowdown, orreturn to 
harvest the seed trees, this approach may not he desirable. 

Factors determining the timing of the cut and the 
number of seed trees 

Akey consideration inappIyingihcseed-Lree system is Ihc 
timing of the cut relative to seed crop production. It is 
important to take intoaccount the auteeological character 

istics of the specie, summarized forlhe spruces (and oiher 
species) by Sims et al. (1990) and Bell (1991). Black 

spruce produce heavy seedcrops about once every 4 years 

and mostyearsproduccamoderatenumberofseeds Seed 
crop periodicity is more variable in white spruce which 

produce heavy seed crops every 2 to 12 years, with incon-
sistem seed production in intervening years. The period 

icity oi good while spruce seed crops varies from one part 

ol Ontario to another. Seeds of both species arc generally 
dispersed a relatively short distance (about 40 to 100 m) 
although some may (ravel considerably farther. Seed lon 
gevity is generally greaterforblaek spruce (about 4 years), 
than lor white spruce (usually only I or 2 years). 

Because of infrequent good seed years, the riming of 
harvest is particularly important for while spruce (more so 
when windfirmness is a concern). Lyon and Robinson 
(1977) recommend monitoring the development of white 
spruce buds to predict the size of seed crops. Although 

their recommendation was made in the context of plan 
ning site preparalion activities, the same rationale is 

appropriate for harvesting. Where possible, cuts should be 
limed to coincide wiih seed crop production. Waldron 
(1959) reported on the regeneration results of several 
cutting methods, including the seed-tree system for white 

spniccntlempiedinthemixedwoodforestofSaskatchewan 
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35 vears earlier. In lour different implementations o! the 
syswm, in which thenumberGftreeskfiandthe^atmenl 

Of hardwoods varied, he found no significant difference in 

the resulting stocking of spruce. This result was attributed 
hrocly to the fact that 1924 (Hie year of the cut) was a very 
heavv seed year for white spruce. Although lh,s experi 

ment provides little direction on the number of spruce seed 
,rees to leave in attempts at implementing the system, it 

does emphasize me point .hat seed-crop periodicity is a 
significant consideration. If windfirmncss is a concern, 

the system is best implemented during good seed years. 

Clearly the unpredieiahility of seed years is a significant 

operational constraint upon the application of any type of 
natural regeneration system in the spruces, particularly 
(he seed-tree system. This is especially true of white 
spruce and has major operational implications for ihe 
scheduling of other silvicullural activities assocmted with 

the regeneration cycle. 

This of course, poses a very practical problem; it is dif 

ficult to plan to take advantage of good seed years given 

Ihe present harvest and silviculture planning practices in 

Ontario. To do so effectively will require a great deal of 
flexibility and foresight (both in planning and funding) if 
Hie seed tree system is to be used as a serious alternative 

in traditional clear-culling. 

The faclors thai should be used lo determine how many 

trees, or groups of trees, to leave are similar to those used 
in determining when lo cui: Ihe frequency of good seed 

years; the number of seeds per tree; the seed dispersal dis 
tance; the survival time of seed trees inierms of windthrow 

and other losses; the seeds/seedling ratio; and the desired 
density ofihe reproduced stand (Daniel etal. 1979). There 

has been relatively little practical experience with the 

seed-tree system in Ontario's boreal mixedwoods. Using 

seed dispersal data, Lyon and Robinson (1977)calculatcd 

that approximately 2.5 white spruce trees/ha were theo 

retically adequate lo provide sufficient seed. However, 

they recommend leaving 5-12 trees/ha to allow for uncer 

tainty in the local seed production capacity of white 
spruce,differencesinyear-to-year seed production among 

individual trees, and survival of the seed trees. For black 
spruce, Virgo(198\),chedm Arnupei al. (1988), recom 

mends leaving groups of trees 20 nr in si/.e spaced at 

90- to 150-m intervals between the centers of each group. 

S;!e preparation and competition 

Given the general recognition that site preparation is 

either a prerequisite, or at least a significant aid, in natural 

and assisted natural regeneration for the spruces, it is not 

surprising that the length of time the seedbed is receptive 

is an important consideration in determining how to use 

the system. Most mixedwood sites are fertile and rich in 

nature, so the durationof seedbed receptivity is short.cvcn 

if mechanical and/or chemical site preparation arc used. 
Because the receptivity of prepared sites declines dramati-

cally 2 or 3 years after site preparation, Lyon and Robinson 
(1977) recommend that seedbed preparation should be 

undertaken during the summer of the seed year. The best 
situation would be no delay between harvesting and site 
preparation, with both occurring during heavy seed years 

If successful regeneration is to be achieved, there should 
he minimal opportunity for vegetation competition to 

develop. 

The environment created by spruce seed tree culling on 

mixedwood sites is favorable for aspen regeneration clue 

io high light intensity and soil temperature, and release 
from apical dominance. If significant aspen regeneration 

is not an acceptable result, the cost of competition, cither 

in terms of vegetation management or reduced softwood 
yield/increased rotation times, may offset any economic 

savings associated with the seed-tree system. 

Some of the most instructive experiments on competition 

and sitepreparation in seed-tree harvests inmixedwood for 
ests were conducted in the prairie provinces in the 1960s. 
Lees (1964) reported on a comparison of eight harvesting 

treatments in an experiment in the mixedwood forest of 
central Alberta. The eight treatments included several 

selection and sheltcrwood variations, clear-cutting, and 

seed tree felling. The preharvest composition of the stand 
was approximately 2/3 white spruce, and I /3 hardwood by 

volume. Two spruce seed trees per hectare and all aspen 

were left standing. Ten years after harvest, white spruce 

slocking compared favorably to clear-cutting and moder 

ately well to the shelterwood and selection systems. (A 

system comparable to a two-stage sheiterwood produced 

the most favorable results for white spruce stocking.! 

Although the while spruce seed trees produced sufficient 

seed to stock the surrounding areas, Lees reported consid 

erable difficulty with spruce regeneration survival on 

seed-tree and clear-cut areas due to competition from 

grasses, and from aspen and balsam poplar suckers. Com 
petition from aspen and other vegetation was considerably 

less severe in partially cut areas. 

In a similar study in the same area, Lees (1963) investi 

gated the effect of scarificaliun in fostering spruce natural 

reproduction in mixedwood stands subjected to a number 

of partial culling treatments. In the treatment that most 

resembled seed-tree culling, about one-quarter of the 

while spruce volume was ieft standing and all aspen trees 

were left unharvested. In all treatments, scarification 

greatly facilitated natural reproduction. In unscanlicd 

stands, there was virtually no slocking of seedlings 4-7 

years after harvest. While spruce regeneraiion on the 
heaviest cul {similar lo a seed-tree cut) was comparable or 
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-slighilybettenhantlmonightenreatmcntsjeadinetothe 
conclusion (hut the creation of a receptive seed bed was 
important lor regeneration success. Competition from 

hardwoods does not appear 10 have been a significant 
concern in [his study. 

Other considerations 

There are a number of other positive aspects of the sccd-
tree system, compared to traditional clear-cutting prac 
tices and/or other alternative systems: 

The seed iree system provides For a more uniform 
distribution of seed. Spacing the seed trees 
appropriately throughout the cm enhances the 
distribution of seed and seedlings. 

• Access (o harvestable trees is less restricted than in 
some other systems. Although access is not as 

unrestricted a*, in the traditional clear-cut system, 

fewer impediments to individual trees occur in the 
seed-tree system than in shelterwood and selection 
systems. 

• Aesthetically, the seed tree system is marginally 
hotter than is traditional clear-cutting. 

Economically, the seed-tree system has both assets and 
liabilities. As noted earlier, Smith (1986) suggested that 
economic concerns are often of primary importance when 

deciding whether or not to implement this system. The 
harvesting costs for the system are low compared with 

alternative harvesting systems, as Tew extraordinary pro 
cedures are needed (i.e., to avoid damage to residual trees 
or to protect an understory crop). Some economic loss 

may be incurred (relative to clear-cutting) if return cuts are 
not part of the prescription and the seed trees are not 

harvested. On the otherhand,return cuts to harvest the few 
remaining seed trees are probably not economically justi 
fiable in most circumstances. Furlhermore, harvesting the 
seed trees may resukin significant damage to regenerating 
trees. For this reason, Lyon and Robinson f 1977) recom 

mend not returning to harvest white spruce seed trees. 

Advantages and disadvantages 

The advantages of using seed tree systems include: 

• Planting costs are avoided. 

• Conventional logging, aerial tending, and site 
preparation techniques are relatively unrestricted. 

• The loss of seed trees is planned for, as they are not 

expected to provide revenue in some future harvest. 

■ Exposure to sunlight favors rapid growth, especially 
oi intolerant species. 

• Biological legacies are provided for (Sections 2 4 I 
3.3.2), 

• Site-adapted seed is assured (Sections 2.4.1. 3.3.2). 

" Seedlings from seed have well developed root 
systems. Hardwoods originating from seed are 
thought to live longer than hardwoods from root 
suckers (Section 3.3.2), 

• Perches and nesting sites are provided for birds 
(Section 7.4.4). 

• Aesthetics are improved over clear-culling. 

The disadvantages of using seed tree systems include: 

• Costs associated with selecting and leaving seed trees. 

' frees arc susceptible to windthrow. 

• Uncertain seed crop size from year to year. 

• Uncertainty over the ability of seedlings to cmer-c 

free of competition. There may he a greater require 
ment for vegetation management to release conifers 
than if the area was planted. 

• Comrolofrcgeneratingspeciescomposiiionandtrce 
density may be difficult; supplementary planting 
may be required if natural ingrowth fails to produce 
a desired stand density or. if the density is loo great 
this may slow the development of individual trees to 
commercial maturity. 

• A possibility that white spruce seed trees migh! 
attract budworm (Section 7.4.5). 

4.2 Strip Clear-cutting 

4.2.1 Definition and History 

Stripclear-cuttingentailsremovingacropoftrccsinstrips 
in one or more operations (Forestry Canada 1992). The 

most common implementation of strip cutting is a two-cut 

system in which alternate strips are cut, and intervening 

strips are left uncut. In progressive strip clear-cutting, 

more than two cuts are used in a progression across a 

designated area, and a leave period between each cut is 
provided in which natural regeneration can take place 

(Jeglum and Kennington 1993). The name of the system 
implies that cuts proceed in strips that are longer than they 
are wide. Although this is correct, the same regeneration 
premise is true for block cutting. Since the only difference 

between the two systems is the implied shape of the cut, 
both are treated together here. 

Strip cutting requires natural or assisted natural regenera 
tion. The premise behind the system is that by leaving a 
seed source close to a cutover area, a natural supply of seed 

will facilitate reforestation, and the uncut strips will pro 
vide the cut area with some protection from harsh environ 

mental conditions following harvesting. When regeneration 
ID the cut strips has been established, the leave strips are 
in turn harvested. 
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Matthews (1989) traced the ruslory of strip harvesting 
systems in Europe over the last 150 years. A Strip variation 
Of the shelierwood system evolved in which harvesting 
took place in a series of successive strips at right angle, to, 
and advancing against, the prevailing wind direction. 

Jcglum and Kensington (1993) have recently produced an 
excellent strip clear-cutting guide for the practising for-
ester Although this publication is primarily intended to 
provide a guide for implementation in black spruce !or-
ests, much of the information contained in it is applicable 

to other forest types. 

Strip cutting has a long history in Ontario, where it has 
been used primarily in black spruce forests. However, 

some attempts have been made lo examine us utility in 

other boreal forest types (Hughes 1967). The system was 

originally used shortly after the turn of the century. 

Horses and handfelling were used toharvest parallel strips 

of spruce forest about 20 meters wide (Jcglum and 
Kennington 1993). The leave strips were harvested after 

the cut strips had regenerated naturally. As mechanization 

facilitated large clear-cut areas through the 1950s and 
1960s, natural regeneration suffered and artificial regen 

eration could not keep pace wilh harvesting operations. 

This lead to a renewed interest in strip culling. Since the 

1970s, strip cutting has been implemented mostly in black 

spruce forests, but has been the subject of considerable 

experimentaiion in Ontario (Fraserct al. 1976, Robinson 

1987, Jcalum and Kenninglon 1993, and many others). 

Elsewhere, the system has been applied lo the hardwood 

forests of the northeastern United States. (Mctzger 1980, 

Tubbs et al. 1983, Hombcck and Leak 1992) and is 

recommended for birch-dominated forests both there and 

elsewhere (Safford and Jacobs 1983, Perala and Aim 

1990). 

4.2.2 Basis for Application 

Strip cutting has been recommended for sites with one or 

more of the following characteristics: 

• low productivity; 

• difficult to access; 

• located on rough terrain: 

• suitable forests occur as small pockets in an area 

dominated by other forest types; 

• environmentally sensitive; and 

• no significant advanced regeneration is present 

(Wesiveld 1953, Robinson 1987, Jcglum 1987, Arnup 

et al. 1988. Jeglum and Kenninglon 1993). 

For siles thai arc a considerable distance from the mill or 

base of operations, contain islands of suitable loresis. or 

arc located on rough terrain, the logistic difficulties and 

expense of conducting site preparation and planting ac-

mi.ies may be uneconomical (Jeglum 1987. Jcglum and 
Kenninglon 1993). If these sites support species with 
wind-dispersed seeds lor which regeneration is desired, 

strip culling may be an alternative option. 

Westvcld (1953) recommends using strip culling rather 

than clear-cutting for eastern spruce-fir forests in areas 

where advanced regeneration is insufficient to provide lor 

the next crop. The logic of this recommendation is appar 

ent although the basis upon which it rests is less appli 

cable lodaythan it was 40years ago. Advanced regeneration 
may survive clear-cutting harvest operations in signifi 
cant enough quantities to provide a new forest {Archibald 

and Arnup 1993), but the effort and practices required lo 
accomplish this are not routinely applied in today's clear-

cutting practices. 

Strip cutting has been recommended to reduce the suscep 

tibility of spruce-fir forests to eastern spruce budwonn 

(Lancaster 1984. Blum 1985). By splitting the forest into 

a variety of age classes, the suitability of the forest to 

widespread budworm infestation declines. 

White birch is well suited to regeneration using strip 

cutting because it is shade intolerant and regenerates well 
from seed; the usual range of seed dispersal being within 

100 m (Sims et al. 1990). Safford and Jacobs (1983) and 
PeriilaandAlm(1990)recommendelcar-cutting in blocks. 

strips, or patches to foster while birch regeneration. 

Arnup et al. (1988) do not consider strip cutting to be 

suitable for white spruce mixedwoods. because their fer 

tile nature leaves them susceptible to competition. This 

concern is related to the difficulties associated with tend 

ing. Aerial tending options are limited due to the intersper-

sion of eul and uncui areas. This fits with the earlier 

recommendation that the system is best suited to sites with 

lower productivity. However, this should not he taken to 

imply that the system is inappropriate for all mixedwood 

sites. Jeglum and Kcnnington (1993) noted that strip 

cutting has good potential for white spruce-black spruce-

trembling aspen mixtures, and white spruce-tamarack 

mixtures. The presence of black spruce and tamarack on 

these siles indicates thai they would be less productive 

than rich mixedwood sites, and therefore less prone to 

competition problems. 

Strip cutting may be considered in instances where con 

cerns about environmental impacts are important. Envi 

ronmental issues that may favour strip culling over 

clear-cutting include: 

• areas in which runoff or erosion are concerns, as the 

interspersed nature of a strip cut forest minimizes 

these effects; 
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• areas in which wildlife management is intended 1() 
foster species that favor edge habitats; and 

' locations in which aesthetic concerns need w he 
accomodaicd, as strip cuts can he less visible lhan 
large clear-cuts. (Strips can he further camouflaged 
m sensitive areas by orienting them at an angle to the 
primary line of view. The viewer is then faced with 

an apparently solid wall of forest, except when looking 
directly down a strip.) 

4.2.3 Operational Considerations 

Strip width 

The size or width of the cut is the central variable thai can 
be manipulated when using slrip and block culling. The 
width of the cut is a critical factor, as it influences repro 

duction (seed dispersal and seedling protection), as well as 
tfie economics and logistics orharvesling operations. 

From trials of different strip widths southeast of Lake 

Nipigon, Jcglum f 1987) found thai 80-m-wide strips gave 
adequate black spruce stocking, although seedling num 

bers were slightly lower in the strip centers. He suggests 
an optimum strip width of 60 m (the (rials did not include 
60-m strip widths). Auld (1975) found that 50-m widths 

resulted in belter seed coverage and afforded better pro 
tection than did 80- or 100-m widths for black spruce 

regeneration near Thunder Bay. Kolabinsk: (1991) rec 

ommends a sirip width of 40-60 m for regenerating black 

spruce in Manitoba. These estimates, taken together, 

suggest that widths of about 40-60 m are best for black 

spruce, and are consistent with recorded effective seed 

dispersal distances (Bell 1991). Hughes (1967) reported 
thai spruce regeneration (species not specified, but prob 

ably white spruce) on mixedwood sites was "acceptable" 
in strips 6 chains (approx. 120 m) wide, although regen 

eration was noi examined at narrower widths. 

In addition to seed dispersal, Jeglum and Kennington 

(1993) suggest that strip width should take into account 

si!e conditions and the amount of site protection needed or 
desired to be provided by Ihc uncut strips. For dry sites on 

shallowsoils,narrowerwidths(10-30m)are recommended 
for hlack spruce; for moist mineral soils and wci organic 
soils, widths should be from 70-100m. 

Jarvisetat.( 1966) found thai seed was well dispersed 1 and 
2 years after cutting across the entire widtii of 2-cbain 

(40-m) strip cuts in pure while spruce stands in central 

Saskatchewan. In one of the few documented applications 
from white spruce mixedwoods, Johnson and Gorman 
(1977) found that stocking of white spruce regeneration in 

north central Alberta was not appreciably different 80 m 

from a stand edge than it was much closer to the edge. 

In this study, however, a considerable number of non-

merchantable, seed-producing trees were left in the cat-
over areas This may have complicated the findings 
Given that the maximum distance for the spread of si-nifi-

cnmqu:ini,I,eSofwhitespruceseedisaboui46-62Iir,Bell 
IJ9I), strip-width guidelines similar to those for black 
spruce may be appropriate. 

For eastern spruce-fir forests, Westveld (1953) recom 
mends that strip widths not exceed 150 ft (46 m) While 
Johnson (1960) suggests that widths not exceed one and 

one-halinmestheheighloftreesintheuncutstands Blum 
ct al (1983) recommend using strips only half as wide as 
the height of border trees in the same fores, type. Since 
these publications refer to the regeneration of spruce-fir 
lorcsts. rather than the individual species, the authors have 
assumed that the suggested guidelines for slrip width arc 
based as much on regenerating balsam fir as white spruce 
and are therefore less applicable to Ontario's horeal 
mixedwoods, where spruce regeneration is a priority. 

For birch, strip widths of 50 m and 100 m arc common 
(Marquis el al. 1969). In Alaska, Zasada and Gregory 
(1972) found that birch seed production was inadequate to 
regenerate 30-m-wide strips for 3 out of 4 years. Perala 

and Aim (1990) note that cool moist climates and good 

seed crops might allow consistently good regeneration of 
50-m-wide cuts, but that small crops and dry climates may 
dictate cuts half as wide. 

Orientation 

Orientation of ihe cut is an important consideration. Loci-
cally, the long axis of the strip cut should be at right angles 

to the prevailing wind direction to facilitateseed dispersal. 
This also enhances stand stability by minimizing blow-
down (Alexander 1986, Smith 1986). Matthews (1989) 

and Alexander (1986) recommend that for progressive 
fellings strips should be oriented with (he long axis of the 
cuts proceeding into the prevailing wind direction in 
successive cuts. 

Jcglum and Kennington (1993) suggest that in Ontario, 
strip orientation for black spruce regeneration may be 

more important for protecting the gcrminant than for seed 
dispersal. The leave strips provide protection from the 
drying effects of the sun and wind and tend to preserve 
moisture longer in the surface horizons, thereby creating 
conditions that facilitate germination and establishment 

(Matthews 1989, Jeglum and Kennington 1993). Jeglum 
and Kennington (1993) recommend that strips be oriented 

in an east-west manner to provide shading and protection 
from the sun during the warmest and driest time of day. 
from noon to mid-afternoon. 

Jarvis et al. (1966) found that white spruce stocking in 
Saskatchewan was usually more successful on the south 
ern half of strips than on the north half, presumably 
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because the shade cast over the south halt ot the sir.ps 
created a better environment for regeneration. The impli 

cation of this consideration far strip width is also apparent. 

Marquis (1965) reported that both east-west and north-
south strips provided good germination of yellow birch 
(Betulaaileghaniensis Britum) and white birch seedlings, 

providing that the strips were narrow. 

In Ontario, where prevailing winds are from the west, seed 
dispersal concerns suggest that strips be oriented m a 
north-south manner. However, where seedling survival 
and soil desiccation concerns are paramount, east-west 

orientation may be more appropriate. This implies thai 

foresters should let biological considerations and local 

climate determine the orientation of the cut. 

Site preparation 

Silc preparation is an important operational consideration 

for strip cutiing applications. As with the seed-tree sys 

tem, site preparation should be conducted as soon as 

possible after harvest to provide a receptive seedbed, and 

to capitalize immediately on seed production in case 

windthrow occurs around the margins of the remaining 
stand(Jegluml9S7,Kolabinskil991).Thisisparuailarly 

relevant when dealing with black spruce. 

On strip-cut, white spruce mixedwood sites in Alberta, 50 

percent scarification resulted in from two to ten times 

more white spruce seedlings over a range of distances 

from a cut edge 5-10 years alter culling than did 0-10 

percent scarification (Johnson and Gorman 1977). Areas 

farthest from the cut edge had the greatest relative differ 

ence in stocking. Jarvis et al. (1966) reported on two sim 
ilar experiments, one in pure white spruce stands in central 

Saskatchewan, the other in while spruce-trembling aspen 

stands in western Manitoba and southern Saskatchewan. 

In both eases, scarified strips yielded greater seedling 

stocking than did unscarified strips. Since scarification is 

often necessary to facilitate white spruce germination and 

survival regardless of the harvesting system, it seems a 

reasonable assumption that scarification to enhance white 

spruce reproduction is necessary on strip cuis. 

For birch, scarification is generally necessary 10 ensure 

regeneration using strip cuts (Perala and Aim 1990, 

Hornbeck and Leak 1992). 

Strip cuts and small block cuts may impose constraints on 

the use of conventional silvicultural tools. The threat of 

the adjacent uncut forest catching Tire restricts the use ol 

prescribed burning. Aerial tending may also be impracti 

cal because of the interspersion of cut and uncut areas. 

Therefore, on mixedwood sites, even relatively poor 

ones, heavy site preparation may be necessary to control 

vegetation competition (see Section 3.3.1). This may be 

particularly relevant for strip cuts because, as noted ear 
lier, aerial tending is often impractical due to the intersper 

sion of cut and uncut areas. 

Leave period 

The uncut strips can be harvested once regeneration has 

been established to the cutover strips. Jeglum (1987) 
found that 2 years was insufficient for adequate black 

spruce stocking to become established near Nipigon. and 

recommends thai at least 3 years be provided. Jeglum and 

Kennington (1993) suggest a minimum of 3 to 5 years tor 
black spruce. On upland sites, which are more likely to 

have mixedwood forests, these authors suggest 5 to 7 
years.This recommendation is based on the length ollime 

the seedbeds are likely to remain receptive, and is longer 

than that advocated by other authors (Lyon and Robinson 

1977). This may retlect the view that strip cutting is more 

appropriate for poorer sites, even within the range of 

mixedwood areas. 

If seedbed receptivity declines before sufficient regenera 

tion is established, additional scarification may be neces 

sary. This will mean that the leave time must be increased. 

This highlights the fact that the leave period is dependent 

upon the specific conditions of the site and should not be 

considered absolute for any strip or block cut operation 

(Jeglum 1987). The strong link between site preparation, 

seedling establishment, and the leave period is obvious. 

Perala and Aim (1990) suggest thai 1 to 2 years should be 

sufficient to provide birch regeneration. 

Regeneration of the Una! cut 

Given that the rationale for strip and block cut systems is 

that uncut stands will provide seed lo cutover areas, the 

queslion of how the last strip will be regenerated after 

harvest is a significant issue. In alternate strip cutting, the 

proportion of forest to be regeneraled after the final cutcan 

be up to one-half. Unfortunately, relative to efforts de 

voted to regenerating first-cut strips, this problem has 

received little attention. Options include: not harvesting 

the leave strips; seeding-in from first-cut strips; leaving 

cone-bearing slash on-siie during harvesting; Icavingsecd 

tree groups; direct seeding orplanting; and careful logging 

around advance growth. 

Seeding from first-cut strips would require lhal the leave 

period be long enough for the regeneraled Irecs to produce 

seed. This would take between 30 and 60 years for while 

spruce, between 25 and 40 years for black spruce, and at 

least 15 years for birch (Sims etal. 1990, Bell 1991). For 

spruce, the obvious problem is that trees in uncut strips 

may be tooold for commercially viable harvesting afler 25 

to 60 years. Also, mortality and blowdown may have 

claimed a significant proportion of the remaining stand. 
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If leave strip are not harvested, the cost of lost timber 
should be considered in calculating regeneration costs 
(Jeglum and Kcnninglon 1993). A decision noi to harvest 
the leave strips should be made before (he first cui so that 
the leave strips can be as narrow (i.e.. contain as little 
timber) as possible. 

Natural regeneration of the last-cut strips can be fostered 

by using a logging system such as tree-length or cut-to-
length that leaves cone-bearing slash inplace. One should 
anticipate that regeneration on these strips will be less 

successful than on the first-cut strips. Seed trees can he left 

from ihe last-cut strips to provide seed. Jeglum and 

Kcnnington(1993)rccommendleavinglinearblackspruce 
seed tree groups. As discussed in Section 4.1.3. square or 

round cuts may have advantages in some circumstances. 

Direct seeding or planting can be used to regenerate uncut 
strips. However, if the initial decision to use strip cuttinsr 
was based on economic issues, these issues are likely to 
remain important at the time of the hist cut and may 

preclude these more expensive regeneration options. 

Where present in sufficient quantities, careful logging 

around advance growth is apossible alternative for regen 

erating final cuts on black spruce sites (Jeglum and 

Kenningion 1993). There is considerable documentation 

on the effects of mechanized harvesting on spruce regen 

eration (Weetman et al. 1973, Gingras ct al. 1991). 

Archibald and Arnup (1993) presented statistics on stock 

ing levels 5 years after careful logging to protect advance 

growth on black spruce and mixedwood sites in northeast 

ern Ontario. On mixedwood sites, stocking ranged from 

50 percent to approximately 70 percent; on black spruce 

sites it was somewhat higher. 

Other considerations 

The economics of strip cutting have been relatively well 

studied (Ketcheson 1977, 1979; Ketcheson and Smyth 

1978; Johnson and Smyth 1988). These studies generally 

compared the costs of stripcutting to thoseof clear-cutting 

with different regeneration alternatives. Among the sig 

nificant points to emerge in these analyses were: 

• Road construction and maintenance costs are the 

most significant additional costs of strip cutting 

Main access roads must be constructed sooner. 

maintenance is required for longer periods of lime, 

and reconstruction of tertiary roads is usually 
necessary. 

• Additional planning, layout, and supervision costs 

are required for strip cutting. 

• Equipment overhead, and the moving and servicing 

ol equipment add marginal costs to strip cutting. So 

also do costs associated with roadside delimiting 

(delimbers must make two passes of the same area 
when alternate strip cutting is used). 

• Operational restrictions.suchasconstraintsonfellin" 
djrectionandskiddingtrails,addsomccosts;howeverC 
these are less significant on wide or long strips than 
they are on narrow or shorter strips. 

• Blowdown losses in strips may add to costs by re 
ducing timber yield. 

• Costs rise as leave time increases, mainly because of 
the extra costs associated with road construction and 
maintenance. 

The extra costs of strip cutting can be more than offset by 
the savings associated with renewal operations. The rela 
tive savings depend largely on the method of renewing the 

last-cut strip, and on theclear-cuiting renewal method that 
is the basis for comparison. Johnson and Smyth (1988) 
compared the costs of a number of strip cutting and clear-

cutting renewal scenarios and concluded that in eeneral 

terms strip cutting results in (i) lower net eosis compared 

with clear-cutting followed by planting, and (ii) higher net 
costs compared with clear-cutting followed by aerial 
seeding. 

These economic studies were based on comparisons of 
strip cutting with clear-cutting in hlack spruce forests. 
While many of ihe findings may apply to other forest 

types, foresters need to use caution in applying them to 

mixedwoods forests. Some factors, such as the possibly 
greater need for vegetation control, need to be taken into 

account when considering the economics of strip cutting 
in mixedwoods. 

Advantages and disadvantages 

The advantages of strip cutting include: 

■ Planting costs are avoided and the method may be 

well suited tositcs with poor access, difficult plantine 

conditions, or where windthrow may be a risk factor. 

• Conventional logging, aerial tending, and site prepar 

ation techniques can be practiced, although there 

may be restrictions on the use of prescribed fire. 

• Harvesting residual strips will not cause damage to 

seedlings on regenerated strips. 

• Exposure to sunlight in portions of the strip favors 

rapid growth, especially of intolerant species. Shade 

from the strip edge may favor the establishment and 

growth of spruce and balsam fir. This is particularly 

true for narrow east-west strips. Strip orientation 

must strike a balance between the need for seed 

dispersal by prevailing winds and the need to create 

suitable microenvironments for seedling growth. 
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. Cone/seed crop periodicity b somewhat tea of a 
concern than is thecase with seed tree «r sheltered 

systems because of the many tree donors in the 

residual strip. 

• Sitc-adapied seed is assured (Sections 2.4.1. 3.3.2). 

. Seedlings originating from seed have well developed 
root systems. Hardwoods originating from seed are 
though, to live longer than hardwoods arising from 

root suckers (Section 3.3.2]. 

• Aesihetie improvement over clear-cutting. 

. Newvegetation growthfollowingharvestmaycreate 

habitats that are beneficial to moose and other wildlife 
species thai inhabit forest edges (Section 7.4). 

- Operational experience with black spruce strip culling 
could be helpful in implementing this system in 

boreal mixedwoods. 

The disadvantages of strip cutting systems include: 

- Costs are associated with additional road layout and 

maintenance. 

• Harvesting and mechanical site preparation costs 

will be greater than with clear-culling and seed-tree 

systems. 

• Wood volume loss to windlhrow can be significant 

depending upon site conditions. 

• Uncertainty over the ability of seedlings to achieve 

free-to-grow status. There may be a requirement to 

use more intensive vegetation management to release 

conifers lhan if the area were planted. 

• Composition of regenerating species and tree density 

may be difficult to control. Supplemental planting 
may be required if natural ingrowth fails to produce 

the desired stand density or, if density is too greal. it 

may reduce individual tree growth. 

• Harvesting and regeneration of the final residual 

strip may require conventional clear-cut treatments. 

• Residual strips might attract hud worm (Section 7.4.5). 

4.3 Two-pass Harvesting 

4.3.1 Definition and History 

The two-pass harvesting system, as described here, was 

developed largely For implementation in the mixedwoods 

of Alberta and Saskatchewan (Brace and Bella 1988, 
Brace Forest Services 1992. Sauder 1992). As noted 

earlier (Section 3.1), it is a hybrid between a clear-cut, a 

selection cut, and a sheltcrwoixl cut allhough arguments 

could be made for considering ila variant of systems other 

than a clear-cut. It is included here because, as with other 

clear-cut variants, all or most of the merchantable timber 

in a stand is removed in one cut. 

The mixedwonds of the prairie provinces tend to he less 
complex than those of Ontario. The typical application ot 
mc.wo-passharvestingsystemisinaforcstwithamature 

hardwood overstory and an immature softwood, primarily 

whitespruce.understory.Balsamfirismuchlesscommon 

in ihc prairie provinces and aggressive shrub species are 

also less prevalent. Although these factors do not neces 

sarily negate implementation of the system in Ontario s 

mixedwoods, they should he taken mlo account. 

The premise for the system is that by using careful harvest 

ing techniques, commercially viable crops of both hard 
woods and softwoods can be harvested from the same 
siand. Mature hardwood is removed in such a way as to 

minimize damage to immature softwoods and advance 

regeneration. The remaining softwoods will provide the 

second harvest some years later when they have reached 
harvcstable size (Brace and Bella 1988. Bruce Forest 

Services 1992, Sauder 1992). 

Harvesting operations thai concentrate on removing only 
a porlion of mixedwood stands have been used exten 

sively in the past, and continue to be used in some areas 

(e.g., selective high-grading and commercial clear-

cubing) . These practices, although similar in the respect 
that not all sianding timber is removed in a single opera 

tion, should not be confused with two-pass harvesting. 

Selective high-grading and commercial clear-cutting are 

done nehherwith the intent of returning to the site ata later 

time lo harvest other species, nor with the intent of min 

imizing damage lo advance regeneration during the initial 

harvesting operations. 

Although the idea of iwo-pass harvesting in boreal 

mixedwoods is not new (Lees 1963), only in recent years 

has it begun to receive serious attention in Canada. The 

widespread use of clear-cut oriented mechanized harvest-

ins machinery in boreal mixedwoods raised the incidental 

destruction of advanced regeneration and nonharvest trees 

to much higher levels lhan had previously existed. Feller-

bunchers and skidders were designed lo minimize han 

dling times and maximize harvested volumes; protecting 

advance growth was not typically aconcern in their design 

or operation. Conventional logging in mixedwood stands 

typically resulted in the destruction of most of the soil-

wood understory. 

The increased demand for and value of aspen and balsam 

poplar (Beck ct al. 1989, Brennan 1991, Oniario Ministry 

of Natural Resources 1992) is leading lo efforts to maxi 

mize utilization of the hardwoods in mixedwood stands. 

However, this is tempered by the economic logic of doing 

so al the expense of ihe softwoods present. The two-pass 

system provides a way of addressing this issue in some 

mixedwood stands. 
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Protection of advance regeneration became a concern not 
long after (he use of heavy harvesting machinery became 

commlin,R()ee[;iMy70Uf 
spruce advance regeneration while harvcsti, 

would supplement efforts directed a. artificial regenera 
tion which historically had not been overly successful 
Archibald and Arnup (1993) have described current ap 
proaches to careful harvestings as to protect black spruce 
advanced growth in pure stands. This is slightly different 
from the focus of two-pass harvesting (which is centered 
around creating harvest opportunities fordifferent species 
of trees at staggered intervals), but the relationship be 
tween the two ideas is obvious. Similarly, strategies for 
releasing spruce trees from aspen competition on mixed-
wood sues have been the subject of considerable conster 
nation and research (Cayford 1957, Lees 1966 Steneker 
1974, Yang 1989). 

Two-pass harvesting is the logical result of certain local 
circumstances, viz: the increased demand for aspen and 

poplar, the historical lack of success in reestablishing 
white spruce by planting, the growth benefits achieved by 
releasing spruce advance growth from aspen competition, 
and, ultimately, the desire to minimize waste and maxi 
mize the potential fibre harvest from mixedwood sites. 

4.3.2 Basis for Application 

Because specific silvicultural techniques define the two-
pass silviculture! system more distinctly than other sys 

tems, this section will include more extensive discussions 
of technique. 

The two-pass harvesting system as employed in western 

Canada is intended for application in mixedwoods with a 
white spruce understory and an aspen and poplar over 
story. As noted earlier, Ontario's mixedwood forests often 

have a significant balsam fir component. Could such a 

system work in this mixedwood forest type? When the 

hardwood overstory of a forest is removed, the white 
spruce and fir present in the understory will respond with 

increased growth rates. The fir growth rate will likely be 

at least as great as that of spruce, and might be greater. At 

the time of the next harvest, therefore, the forest would 
consist of a spruce-fir overstory. In a more extreme 

situation where the fir growth rate exceeded that of the 

spruce, fir would be the principal species-available for the 

second harvest. Spruce, perhaps, could be taken in a third 

pass.Ineitherofthe.se scenarios, fir would be an important 

component of the second harvest, or at least a significant 

factor to be dealt with after the first harvest. 

This suggests that in the multispecies stands common in 
Ontario, forest managers would need to assess their objec 

tives withrespect to balsam firbefore applying the system. 
If fir were to become acommcrcially sought-after species. 

the approach could be a very useful one. If fir is si-mil-
n y less common than spruce, the approach would he 

vuble even when fir is not a commercially valuable 
peces. However, ii the demand for fir remains low. and 
me species is present in significant amounts in the under 
story. the approach becomes less valuable in the absence 
of some strategy to control f,r grOw,h following the (Irs, 
(hardwood) harvest. 

Although multispecies stands are common In Ontario 
many do not have a continuous softwood understory and 
aspen overstory. Nevertheless, the principles of the two-

pass system (careful removal of the overstory to facilitate 
a sooncr-lhan-normal return for the next harvest) are 
Still relevant for such stands. Furthermore, should other 
alternative systems, such as shelterworxl harvesting 
(Section 5), be successful in promoting white spruce rc-
generatton under aspen overstories, then the two-pass 
system could provide a viable subsequent management 
approach. 

One obvious impetus for considering the utility of two-
pass harvesting is that the greater total harvest and reduced 
crop rotation times provide significanteconomic rewards 

Maintaining a flow of both hardwoods and softwoods 
from the same land base also has the potential to add 
siahility to the forest industry. 

Another significant argument for the application of a two-
pass system is its compatibility with integrated resource 

management objectives. Afler the first harvest, the re 

maining forest has much more vegetation structure than it 
would following clear-cutting. This provides more wild 

life habitat, better aesthetics, and more recreational utility. 

Recent trials of two-pass harvesting have been docu 
mented by Brace Forest Services (1992) and Sauder 

(1992). From 19KS to 1990, various techniques were 
tested at three study areas in central Alberta toexamine the 

level of understory protection that could be provided 
during the first-harvest phase of a two-pass system. The 
techniques included preharvest planning, designated skid 

trails, rubstmnps beside skid trails, topping and delimbiny 
stems prior to skidding, and the use of on-site supervision. 

The study also compared the effectiveness of conven 
tional feller-bunchers and grapple skidders with that of 
Scandinavian single- and double-grip harvesters (cut-to-
length [CTL] systems) and wheeled forwarders. 

The results indicate that it is possible to protect a high pro 

portion of understory trees from damage. When conven 
tional harvesting practices and equipment are used, the 
understory vegetation is generally completely destroyed. 
Across all study locations, it was found that the proportion 
ol undcrslory stems injured and destroyed decreased from 

82-91 percent with conventional equipment and practices 
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to 35-17 percent when highly protective measures were 

applied. The supposedly less intrusive Scandinavian equip 

ment did no. improve the level of understory protection 

(Sauder 1992). The CTL systems injured significantly 

more undersiory (51-52 percent), but destroyed slightly 
fewer understory stems (17-18 percent) compared to 
conventional equipment (which injured 14-30 percent 

and destroyed 13-25 percent when comparable levels ol 

protection were attempted). 

Undersiory stems were damaged by the Scandinavian 

equipment primarily because it was not used to perform 
directional felling. Felled stems pulled toward the earner 

during ihc cut-to-lenglh process also damaged undersiory 

trees. ■ 

Jewiss (1992) described many benefits of using CTL 
harvesters similar lo those used in the studies described by 

Sauder (1992). These included advance growth protec 

tion, reduced site disturbance, increased ability to harvest 

from reserves, and the ability to leave biomass (and seed 
source) at the stump. Although there is some discrepancy 

between Jewiss" (1992) implication that CTL systems are 

better suited for advanced growth protection and the find 

ings of Sauder (1992), it seems clear that, while there are 

many benefits of CTL systems, their use is not absolutely 

necessary to carry out effective two-pass harvesting. 

Sauder's (1992) results are similar to those of Froning 

(1980), who was among the first to examine the effects of 

careful harvesting practices on undersiory spruce in 

mixedwoods. Working in central Saskatchewan, he found 

that 56 percent of white spruce were damaged in a 60-ha 

study area where logging was conducted without special 

praclices. In nearby trial areas where undcrstory protec 

tion was integrated into theharvesting and skidding opera 

tions, only 12 percent damage and 7 percent destruction of 

white spruce occurred. Practices used to afford protection 

included conducting surveys prior to logging, laying out 

skid trails so as lo avoid spruce concentrations, bunching 

logs in the direction of felling, leaving guard trees and high 

stumps to prevent skidding damage, and providing on-site 

supervision during logging. 

4.3.3 Operational Considerations 

Windihrow 

As with virtually all alternative harvesting systems, 

windlhrow is a potential concern in two-pass harvesting. 

Removal of hardwoods from a mixedwood stand may 

leave the remaining spruce trees more exposed, and there-

fore more susceptible to windthrow (Froning 1980. Brace 

Forest Services 1992). Using preliminary data from the 

same study sites as Sauder (1992), Brace Forest Services 

(1992) found that blowdown affected 5 percent ol me 

residual while spruce, and that it increased with height, 

reaching 24 percent in the 14- to 15-m class. 

One would anticipate that the risk of windthrow for the 

remaining understory trees is partly dependent upon the 

initial relative stocking of species within the stand. Soft 
woods in a stand with a greater initial hardwood stocking 

would likely be more susceptible to windihrow after the 

hardwood was harvested. Froning (1980) suggests that 
leaving some hardwood trees on the logged area would 

provide a certain amount of protection for such spruce 

trees and therefore reduce wind damage. Obviously the 

trade-off between unharvestcd hardwood trees and soft 
wood trees saved from blowdown would need to be 

considered. 

Regeneration following the first cut 

After the mature hardwoods are removed from a mixed-

wood stand, two outcomes are likely: softwoods respond 
by increasing their growth rate, and hardwood regenera 

tion occurs. In a two-pass harvesting situation, the aspen 

growth response would likely not be as vigorous as it 

would be after a conventional clear-cut. Reduced light 

intensity (compared to a clear-cut) and lower soil tempera 

tures would occur because of the shading provided by the 

remaining softwood trees. Shading would also result from 

the slash left on site, especially if aCTLsystem was used. 

Bakcr(1925) reported »i(Navratiletal. 1991), found that 

a residual canopy allowing 50 percent sunlight reduced 

suckcring density hy an order of magnitude from 98 000 

to 7 400 stems/ha. Perala (1977) reported that as little as 

1-1.5 m2/ba of basal area of residuals may slow sucker 

growth by 40 percent. 

If some residual hardwoods are left to protect softwoods 

from windthrow. the maintenance of apical dominance in 

these trees would also reduce suckering. Further, the 

reduced site disturbance resulting from attempts to pre 

serve young spruce trees would stimulate aspen suckcring 

less than the site disturbance normally associated with 

clear-cutting. 

ITthe softwood stocking provided by unharvesied trees is 

not at desired levels after the first cut, condiiions should be 

reasonably well-suited for their natural or artificial estab 

lishment. Supplementary planting could be an option for 

increasing the softwood stocking of harvested stands. 

While silvicultural practices such S3 intensive site prepa 

ration would not be appropriate, competition between 

hardwoods and young softwoods might be less severe 

because of less favorable growing conditions for the 

hardwoods. 
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Timing of the cuts 

Mosi of the aitciKion in discussions oflhc iwn-pass system 
has focused on the preservation of advance regeneration 
during [he first cut. Assuming thai this issuccessful. forest 
managers must determine when to return for the second 

harvest. This decision will be based on stand volume, and 
on planning and operational concerns such as the relative 

availability of wood in Hie area, the age distrihu lion across 

Ihe enlire forest, etc. However, forsimplicity'ssake, these 
concerns can lie implicitly addressed by discussing the 

relative ages of the hardwood and softwood components 
of the forest, 

In Ontario's boreal forest, the rolaiion age of aspen is 

about 30^10 years less than that of spruce. Ideally, there 
fore, ihe firsi harvest should take place about 40 years 

before most of the spruce in ihe stand reaches maturity. 

Jewiss (1992) anticipated this when he suggested that the 
second cut take place when hardwoods reached 40 years 

of age. The timing of the second cut. therefore, is deier-
mined by desired rotation for the softwood component in 

the stand. Although the hardwoods might no! beat a prime 

harvest age, a reasonable return should be achieved. 

In stands with an abundance of balsam fir in ihe under-

story, and assuming that fir is lo be managed as a commer 

cially valuable species, the second harvest might need lo 

occur earlier so as to allow for the shorter biological rota 

tion offir compared to spruce. (If fir continues to have law 
commercial value, such stands may not be appropriate for 

management under a two-pass system.) 

As many mixedwood forests in Ontario do not have a 

distinct two-storied structure, circumstances may be such 

lhat the relative ages of hardwood and softwood compo 

nents do not lend themselves to a "correct", or obvious, 

harvesting strategy (Beck etal. 1989). Nonetheless, it may 

be best to attempt to schedule ihe final harvest so thai a 

clear-cut occurs. In doing so, the postcut silvicultural op-

lions are maximized, Ihereby avoiding having to deal with 

the a situation in which only the softwoods are removed 

from a stand. Assuming lhat a new mixedwood forcsl will 

befosicrcdonthesite,thesiageiswcllseiforrepeaiingihe 
two-pass operaiion (i.e., hardwoods will eslablish fastest 

and again be ready for harvesl before the softwoods). 

Other considerations 

For understory trees, skidding is one of the most destruc 

tive siages in the harvesting operaiion (Johnson el al. 

1971, Franing 1980. Sauder 1992). Nondragging extrac 

tion (e.g., forwarders for cut-to-length logs) can avoid 

some of ihe damage caused by skidding. In addition, a 

number of icchniques are available that can reduce the im 

pacts of a two-pass harvesting operation. These include: 

• skidding many loads along routes already iraveled; 

• removing ihe lops of Irees prior lo skidding; 

■ bunching felled trees [n ,l,e direction of skidding 
and 

• ^^grulvpasisorstandingtreesiodefiectskidded 
material around curves or lurning points (Froning 
1980, Brace Forest Services 1992, Sauder 1992, 
Peterson and Peterson 1992). 

Sauder (1992) found that on-sile supervision is very 
important m ensuring the successful application of under-

slory protection measures. Although this is undoubtedly 

iruc, it may pose a significanl impediment to routine use 

or ihe system if on-site supervision were constantly nec 
essary. As with any newpraciicc, however, close supervi 

sion is necessary during initial implementation or uniil 

operators become familiar wilh procedures and goals. 

The economics of two-pass harvesting are relatively com 
plex. Costs arc somewhat higher during the first harvest 
operaiion, but are likely lo be offset by long-lerm savings 
associated with increased yields per unit area. Sauder 
(1992) calculated costs associated with each stage of 

operations in both control (i.e., normal operations) and 
first pass harvest blocks for different levels of understory 
protection. Costs for an intermediate level of protection 

ranged from approximately 94-118 percent of thai for no 

protection, while those for a high level of protection were 
increased by 124-169 percent. The additional costs were 
associated with: 

■ extra lime required lo organize cquipmem prior to 

harvesting; 

• gicaterneed for supervision during harvest operations; 

• eximeffonrequired to manually delimband, in some 

circumstances, lo top stems prior to skidding; 

• increased time for felling and bunching as arcsuli of 

traveling lime lo new areas and harvesl blocks; and 

• increased skidding distance topick up and back loads 

lo roadside (ii was found thai this cost could be 

reduced by using designated skid trails). 

In discussing the benefits of a Scandinavian CTL system 

similar to lhat used by Brace Forest Services (1992), 

Jewiss (1992) noted lhat regeneration costs were consid 

erably lower than wilh conventional harvesting. This 

saving obviously applies to iwo-pass harvesting no mailer 

what machinery is used, but can vary considerably de 

pending on whether the natural reproduction needs to be 

augmenled ihrough artificial means. 

Obviously, ihe exlra revenue associaled wilh the greater 

volumes availahle for harvesiduringasecondpass is a key 
economic consideration. In such circumstances, where 

significant economic rewards are reaped decades after 
Ihe initial costs are incurred, the real economics are 
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complied. Forest companies cannot be certain that 
lhey will HiQ have .enure or harvesting rights lu reap the 
delayed reward. Furthermore, during difficult economic 
times, it is easy to sacrifice long-term return to short-term 

considerations. 

Advantages and disadvantages of two-pass 

harvesting 

Advantages include the following: 

. Making use of advanced growth eliminates the need 
for planting and site preparation following the first 

pass. 

. Release of advanced growth in the understory can 

greatly improve gross limber yields compared to 

clear-cutting. 

• Harvesting equipment operators have clear objectives 

because a particular species and canopy stratum are 

harvested while the other is protected. 

• Techniques 10 protect advanced growth are (airly 
well developed in Ontario's spruce forests and central 
Canada's mixedwoods. New logging technologies 

(eg.. CTL systems) may facilitate application of 
these techniques in Ontario's boreal roixedwoods. 

• Advanced growth is well adapted to the site and will 

have natural moling habits (Section 3.3.2). 

- Advanced growth provides continuous cover on a 

Site and may be more environmentally acceptable 

than clear-culling. 

• Provision is made for biological legacies (Section 

2.4.1). 

• Small mammal habitat and moose browse remain 

intact (Section 7.4). 

Disadvantages include the following: 

• Harvest costs for the first cul arc higher than for 

conventional clear-cutting. 

• Askilled labor force must be developed lo implement 

the system. Developing this skill will be cosily at 

first, but might lead lo greater productivity and 

savings in the long term. 

- The understory in Ontario's boreal mixedwoods is 

often dominated by balsam fit. Release of this 
understory may lead to ihe development of forests 

with a substantially increased fir component, thereby 

increasing susceptibility lo severe budworm attack 
and creating a fire hazard over ihe long run (Section 

2.4.2). 

- Regeneration following ihe second cut may involve 

expensive silviculture inputs. 

■ Control of regenerating specicscomposition and tree 

density may be difficult. 

5.0 SHELTERWOOD SYSTEM 

5.1 Definition and History 

In the shelierwood system, the stand is removed in a series 
Of cuts made at reasonably short intervals. A key fea.ure 
is (he establishment of essentially even-aged reproduction 

under .he protection of the partial forest canopy or 

-shelierwood". (Smith 1986. Forestry Canada 1992). TIil 

shclterwood system is especially appropriate when pro 
tection is needed for the new regeneration, or where the 
shelterwood provides the regeneration with an advantage 

over undesired competing vegetation (Burns 1983). 

The shelterwood system was first developed in the early 
1800s t0 regenerate beech {Fdgus spp.) and oak {Quercus 

spp.) stands in northern Germany (Hannah 1988). Con 
ceptually, it involves three cutting stages (Smith 1986). 
First, a preparatory cul is made lo set the stage for 

regeneration by improving the vigor of potential seed-

bearing irees. and to prepare the forest floor as a seed bed. 
Next, a seed (or establishment) cut is made, ideally before 

or during seed dispersal, to open up the stand and to allow 
for the cstablishmcntof regeneration. This cut may also be 

accompanied by site preparation to create appropriate 

seedbed conditions (Hannah 1988). Finally, one or more 

removal cuts arc made, the lasi of which is referred lo as 

ihe final cut. These cuts remove the remaining overstory. 

and occur only when the new regeneration is established 

and dominates Ihe site. 

While the shelterwood system may involve three or more 

stand entries, for economic reasons it generally involves 

only two in North America. Trees remaining after the 

initial cut are generally ihe most vigorous of the desired 
species, and provide the best trees for aseed source and for 

additional volume growth before the final cul (Blum el al. 

1981. Brace ei al. 1990). 

There are a number of variations to ihe spatial and tempo 

ral arrangement of cuts in the shelierwood system; these 

are generally categorized as uniform, strip, group, and 

irregular (Smith 1986, Matthews 1989): 

5.1.1 Uniform Shelterwood 

With this system the foresi canopy is opened uniformly 

over the entire stand. From the literature reviewed, it 

appears [hat the predominant shelterwood system used in 

North America is a two-stage uniform one. Here the 

preparatory and establishment culs are combined into a 

single cut, which is subsequently followed by a single 

removal (or final) cul a few years later. 

5.1.2 Strip Shelterwood 

Here, the three cutting stages (preparatory, seed, and 

removal) are moved progressively across the stand in 
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strips (Smiih 1986). Beginning on one side of the slam| a 
seed cutting is made on the first strip. After a few years' a 
removal cm is made on this firs, strip and a seed cut is 

madeon the next. adjaccnt.strip.Thisprocessiscontinucd 
strip by strip across the stand until the entire stand is 
harvested, The strip shcltcrwood method requires re 
peated entries into the stand and careful planning, but can 
nave certain advantages over the uniform shelterwood 
method (Smith 1986), viz: 

• walls of standing trees can he used to provide 
predictable belts of side shade; 

• if progressive strips are cut into and at a right angle 
to the prevailing winds, the risk of windlhrow in 
residual trees can be reduced; and 

• felled timber from each cut can be extracted through 

the uncut stand rather than through the regenerated 
strips. 

5.1.3 Group Shelterwood 

With this system the cuts occur in a pattern of expanding 
groups or patches (Smith I986). These are generally 

arranged to correspond to existing patches of advance 

regeneration, with all of the groups eventually coalescing 

to cover the entire stand. The major advantage of the 

system is that it makes use of patches of advanced growth 

to start the regeneration process. It is difficult to manage, 

however, because of the numerous scattered and small 

centers of regeneration (Matthews 1989). 

5.1.4 Irregular Shelterwood 

The regeneration period for this system is extended be 

yond that of a traditional shelterwood, therehy resulting in 

a new stand that is less even-aged (Smith 1986). This 

method differs from the other shelterwood variations in 

that the resulting forest canopy is irregular with respect to 

its tree heights. An important feature is the continuous 

improvement of the growing stock through thinning and 
lending (Matthews ] 989). The technique can be appl ied in 

a uniform, strip, or group pattern. As different species 

seldom reach maturity at the same stages of stand devel 

opment, the irregular shelterwood method provides the 

flexibility to manage for several species at once, and is 
often associated with the maintenance of a mixture of 

species (Smith 1986). Like the group shelterwood method, 
however, it can be difficult to manage. 

The shelterwood system has been used in the United 
States and Canada since 1900 to regenerate a wide variety 

of species. In the northeastern United States it has been 

used for several conifer species, including red spruce 

(P'Vearw/jenjSarg.), white spruce, balsam fir, white pine, 

jack pine, and red pine (Pitius resinosa Ait.). It has also 

been used forhardwuods, including oak. American beech 

, grantifatia Ehrh,), yc,lnw birch, and mm maple 
(Acer saccharum L.) (Hannah 1988). I,, Ontario 
shelterwood cutting has been used with tolerant hard 
woods, particularly sugar maple, white ash (Fmxinul 

I" Canada, theuniform shelterwood method has been tried 
in boreal m.xedwood fores, types. This is generally the 
Simplest form of shelterwood cutting, particularly when i, 
IS undertaken wi.h only two cuts (i.e., the two-stage 
uniform shelterwood}. Considerable research was con 
ducted in the 1950s and 1960s on the use of at his system 
tor regenerating white spruce in the mixedwood while 
spruce-trembling aspen forests of the prairie provinces 

(Lees l963,Jarv!setal. 1966, Brace eta]. 1990). The two-
stage uniform shelterwood method has also been used in 

the Maritime provinces to harvest and regenerate spruce-
tir stands (Baldwin 1977, Hannah 1988). 

No published accounts of shelterwood cutting in Ontario's 
boreal mixedwoods were found. Consequently the re 
mainder of this section focuses upon experiences with 
shelterwood systems in other parts of North America 
under stand and site conditions similar to those found in 

Ontario's boreal mixedwoods. Much of this experience 
indicates that there are no universal rules and prescriptions 
for appiying a shelterwood system: most authors have 

simply presented their findings, outlined management 

objectives for the particulrtree species and site conditions, 
and suggested that only through trial and error can one 
really determine if and how a sheltcrwood system should 
be applied in other situations. 

5.2 Basis for Application 

The shelterwood system is generally recommended for 

regenerating relatively shade-tolerant species, particu 
larly when shelter is needed to give the new regeneration 

an advantage overundesired competing vegetation (Burns 
1983, Brace ct al. 1990). Because the seed source is 

retained on the site until the new stand is established, the 

shelterwood system is also recommended in situations 
where a seed source must remain for several years in order 

to ensure adequate natural regeneration (Smith 1986). The 

shelterwood system can often be used in mixed stands to 
change the species composition by removing unwanted 
trees during the seed cut (Burns 1983). 

Burns (1983) suggests that the system is unsuitable when 
there are significant insect or disease problems (e.g., 

eastern spruce budworm). as Ihcse can be passed from the 

overstory to the new regeneration. It is also not recom 

mended for species and sites that are prone to windthrow, 

because the residual overstory trees can be subject to 
damage after the initial seed cut. 
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TheshelterwQod system baa been recommended for evea-
a..ed management of spruce-fir stands in the northeastern 

United States, where balsam fir will often dominate the 
conifer regeneration unless special efforts arc taken to 
promote spruce (Hannah 1988). Spruce regenerate can 

be encouraged by leaving B high proportion ot spruce seed 

trees after the seed cut. 'Hie shelterwood system is particu 
larly recommended for spruee-fir stands where the stand 
is dose to maturity and does not have sufficient seedlings 
in the undcrstory to establish a new stand {Blum et ul 
1981} and where soils arc deep enough and sites protected 

enough to prevent windthrow (Burns 1983. Gibbs 1983). 

In comparing ihe relative value of different silvicultural 
systems for managing white spruce-aspen stands in the 
mixedwood section ofthe boreal forest in Alberta, Jams 

et al. (1966) suggested Ehflt ihe "uniform two-stage 

shelterwood cutting system shows [the] most promise". 
Youngblood (1991) compared the growth of residual irees 

in a mature stand of white spruce (with some scattered 
white birch, balsam poplar, and trembling aspen) in inte 

rior Alaska to the growth in a similar uncut stand. He 
found a 27 percent increase in basal area of the residual 

trees over the 14 years following the initial cut. This 
compared with a 16.5 percent increase in the uncut stand. 
He recommends that for shallow-rooted species vulner 

able to wind damage, such ;is while spruce, thinning a 

stand prior to the first shclierwood cut can help to develop 

wind firm ness. 

The shciterwood system is generally not recommended 

for regenerating upland black spruce fJarvis and Cayford 

1961, Burns 1983). Since the survival and growth of black 

spruce seedlings is better in the open than under acanopy. 

the residua! overslory of the shelterwood system generally 

leads to poorer development of black spruce seedlings 

(Burns 1983). The difficulties of preparing suitable seed 

beds have also been noted (Jarvis and Cayford 1961. 

Kolabinsky 1991)-Older black spruce trees arc generally 

quite susceptible towindthrow.and residual trees left after 

the shelterwood seed cut are often broken or uprooted by 

wind. The shelterwood system can be used, however, in 

small, windfirm stands in which clear-cutting is undesir 

able for other reasons. 

While choice of cutting method (including shelterwood) 

had little effect upon Ihe success of upland black spruce 

regeneration in Manitoba's mixedwood section ol the 

boreal forest (Jarvis and Cayford 1961), uniform and 

group shelterwood systems were successful in regenerat 

ing black spruce only on spruce lowland and midslope 

siands (Loscc 1961. 1966) in Abitibi's woodland labora 

tory (Breckenridge 1955). Many of these shelterwood 

cut's suffered from blowdown, and little harvesting orihe 
residua] ovcrstory has occurred because of a lack ol 

management continuity and commitment at the site. Most 
upland sites have since developed balsam !u undertones 

(Prairie 1994) 

Traditionally, the shelterwood system ha. nol been rec 

ommended or used for regenerating aspen because of 
its intolerance of shade and physiological requirements 

forsuckenng(Ohmanneial, !978,Burns 1983).Shading 

by Ihe residual overstory of the shelterwood system re 

duces the number of stems and is detrimental lo sucker 
growth; as little as 1-1.5 nr/ha of basal areaol residuals 
may slow sucker growth by 40 percent (Pcrala 1977). 

However, this reduced vigor of aspen suckers could be 

beneficial in promoting the growth of desirable cornier 
regeneration in a mixedwood stand. If the seed cut leaves 

a residual overstory with both aspen and cornier trees, 

aspen suckering may present less competition to the solt-

wood regeneration. 

Notwithstanding the above. Ruark (1990) has suggested 
that the clear-cut management approach traditionally used 
for regenerating aspen often produces dramatically over 

stocked stands^ This leads to a large proponion of the 
aboveground biomass production being added to unmer 

chantable stems, anddisplaces nutrient capital from poten 

tial crop trees. As an alternative for managing aspen stands 

in the north central United States, he offers an as yet un 

tested approach refered to as "reserve shelterwood". With 

this system, some aspen trees are left uncut to suppress the 

initial suckering, thereby directing a higher amount ol 

production onto potential crop trees at an early age. 

The shciterwood system is recommended for regcneraiing 

white birch in areas where summer precipitation is limit 

ing in either amount or frequency, and where aspen 

reproduction might dominatelargeclear-cuts(Burns 1983. 

Perala 1989). White birch seedlings can prosper in 50 

percent sun and can endure as much as 90 percent shade 

for a few years, although they will not become established 

under dense forest canopies (Perala and Aim 1989). In 

Minnesota and Wisconsin, where while birch has difli-

culty regenerating because ofthe aggressive root sucker 

ing of aspens and frequent summer droughts, the 

shelterwood system is gaining popularity (Peralaand Aim 

1989). 

According to Hannah (1988), the shelterwood system has 

not been widely used in many parts of North America 

primarily for economic reasons, as the harvest costs are 

generally greater than those for traditional clear-cutting. 

Hannah (1988) suggests, however, that ihe cost of shel 

terwood harvesting is probably nol vastly different from 

that of selection culling. The major economic consider 

ations associated with sheltcrwood harvesting include 

(Day 1970. Smith 1986, Hannah 1988): 



• harvesting may be more costly ,han cJear.fiUUins 

because of the lower per hectare removals a! each 
cut, and [he additional expenses for marking felling 
and extracting the timber; 

• as the best irees are generally left as residuals (he 
quality of harvest from early cuts may be poorer thus 
having less value; 

• residual irees can have a rapid increase in growth 
after the initial seed cut, and thus are able 10 increase 
in value before being harvested; and 

■ as all regeneration is natural, there are no costs fur 
planting or seeding. 

Tocondude, the shelterwood sysiem may be most appro 
priately used in Ontario's boreal mixedwoods to help 
regenerate while spruce, and possibly white birch, in areas 

where balsam fir and aspen would otherwise dominate 
Leaving a high proportion of while spruce or white birch 
in the shelterwood overstory after Ihe seed cui, with a few 
scattered aspen (to suppress sucker growth), may encour 

age the regeneration of these species. Mature io overma 
ture stands, with moderate to low stocking and emergent 

white spruce/black spruee, are likely good candidates for 
shelterwood treatment because the trees have enough 
crown and taper lo remain windfirm. Fully stocked siands 

will be spindly and more prone to windthrow unless 
preparatory cuts are made while Ihe stands arc quite young 

and "short". A major issue in boreal mixedwoods, how 
ever, will be how lo prevent balsam fir from dominating a 

site, particularly after the final shelterwood cut opens the 
canopy. 

5.3 Operational Considerations 

Factors that must be considered when using the slid terwood 
sysiem include the following: 

• the arrangement of the cuts (i.e., uniform, strip, 
group, irregular); 

• ihe number of cuts (i.e.. entires into the stand); 

• the liming of cuts; 

• the number and type of trees removed in each cut; and 

• site preparation requirements. 

5.3.1 Cutting Patterns 

The timing of the initial cut should generally occur before 

a stand has reached maturity, so that the residual irees are 

able to continue to grow rapidly without danger of wind-

throw and decay (Blum et al. 1981). The trees removed in 

the initial cut should be the least desirable trees in the 

stand, particularly [hose that are unhealthy or misshapen, 

or those likely to incur windthrow damage (Day 1970). If 

the objective is to encourage the regeneration of one or 

more specific species, such as white spruce or white birch, 

then trees o any undesirable species (balsam fir and/or 

^penshoudalsoberemovedfSmiihimi.Theresidual 
ircesshouldbevigorousandabletowiihstandamoreopen 
sile, so that they can have a rapid growth response before 
Hie final cut (Godman and Tubbs I973). 

The numberof trees removed in the initial cut is generally 
determined by observation and experimentation, and will 
vary for different species and sites (Smith 1986) The 
residual canopy should provide a reasonable trade-off 
between conirolling unwanted vegeiation and providing 
enough ligh, for secd,;ng estflbIiahrnenI (Godman J 

lubbs 1973). A numberof measures can be used lo -uide 
the removal of irees in the initial cut; however the best 
index is considered 1O be ihe percenl of residual crown 
cover (Godman and Tubbs 1973, Anderson et al 1990) 
Since ihis is generally difficult to measure, basal area or 
sometimes even volume/hectare, is more commonly used 
(Smith 1986). 

The final cut should occur as soon as the seedlings have 
established deep root systems, arc able io withstand expo 
sure to complete sunlight, and dominate the unwanted 

vegeiation (Godman and Tubbs 1977). If there is no delay 

in the development of the new regeneration, this usually 
occurs within 3 to JOyears of ihe initial cut (Smith 1986) 
The final cut will oflcn cause injury to the new stand, and 

should occur while the seedlings are still flexible (Smith 
1986). Wimer logging, where snow covers the new seed 
lings, can also help lo protect the new stand (Godman and 
Tubbs 1977). 

A study of ihe effect of a two-stage uniform shclierwood 
system on spruce and balsam fir regeneration was under 

taken in northwestern New Brunswick between 1959 and 
1974 (Baldwin 1977). The 50-year-old forest had an 
initial basal area of 17 nr/ha with a composition of 53 

percenl spruce (while, red, and black). 30 percent balsam 

fir, and 17 percent hardwood (primarily aspen and birch). 
The study compared two forms of shellerwood cutting to 
a control. The three treatments involved removing 40 

percent, 20 percent, and 0 percent (control) of the basal 

area in spruce and fir (with a diameter at breast height 

[dbh] of 12 em or greater) in the initial cut. Ten years later, 
the remaining softwood overstory was harvested on all 
treatments (including control). The results showed that: 

• Five years after the final cut, the density (stems/ha) 

of hardwoods in the shelterwood ireatments was 

much lower than in ihe control; the proportion of 

hardwood io softwood stems was 51 percent for ihe 
control, 44 percenl for the 40 percent shclierwood. 

and 36 percent for ihe 20 percent shelterwood. 

■ Thesheltcrwoodiieaimeniscontaincdamuchhieher 
numbcrof spruce seedlings than did theclear-culting 

treatment; slocking and density of spruce 5 years 
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after the final harvest was highest for me 40 percent 
sheltcrwood treaiment(2 247 stems/ha) compared to 

1 210 stems/ha for the 20 percent shelterwood. and 

444 stems/ha for the clear-cut; and 

. The final cut in the shelierwood system can be 
accomplished without significant seedling mortality 
as soon as the softwood seedlings average 30 cm or 

more in height. 

In Nova Scotia, the Scott Paper Company has used the 
three-stage shellcrwood system in mature red spruce (Frees 

ruhcns Sarg.J-balsam fir siands. Here 20-30 percent of 
(he volume is removed in the first cut, and up to 60 percent 

of the volume is removed 4 years later. Two-stage 

shelterwoods have also been used, about 30 percent o the 
stand volume being removed in the first cut, with the final 

cut 5 to 10 years later. The final cul is made when the 
spruce and fir seedlings are 13-25 em high, preferably 

after a good seed year (Hannah 1988). 

Several studies were undertaken in Hie 1960s and 1970s to 
examine the effects of shelterwood harvesting on white 

spruce regeneration in the mixedwood section of Alberta's 
boreal forest- Jarviset al. (1966) suggest that the initial cut 

must be made before the stand reaches maturity in order 

for the stand to show an increase in timber yield at the final 
harvest. Mature white spruce stands arc subject to higher 

residual mortality after a partial cut due to windthrow. 

sunscald, and topbreak. The first cut should he made when 

the stand is about 70 to 80 years of age. and should leave 
about 9 to 14nr/habasal areaof white spruce. Lees( 1963. 

1970),in studies of white spruce regeneration in the same 

area, examined two-stage uniform shelterwood cutting in 

110-year-old spruce-aspen stands, leaving varying levels 

of residual stand densities after the initial cut. Jhe treat 

ments compared included: no logging (144 nv'/ha white 

spruce).heavy residuald I 1 m3/ha white spruce retained), 

medium residual f 100 nrVi while spruce retained), and 

light residual (86 nrVha white spruce retained). In all 

cases, only white spruce was harvested; all the hardwoods 

were left behind. Spruce regeneration was nol signifi 

cantly affected by residual stand density, while spruce in 

the residual overstory exhibited good growth rales. Based 

on these findings. Lees recommended that shelterwood 

cutting, removing up to 70 percent (by volume) of spruce 

in the initial cul. could be used for regenerating white 

spruce in Alberta's boreal mixedwoods. 

Burns(1983)suggestedthaiin the spruce-fir forests ofthe 

northeastern United States the final cut may have to be 
delayed 10-15 years to allow the regeneration to develop 

sufficiently. He recommended removing less than one-

third of the basal area prior to the final cut on sites known 

to have a windthrow problem. Blum (1973). in a sludy of 

i\ spruce-fir forest in Maine, examined the regeneration 

and establishment of seedlings following a two-pass uni 
form shelterwood harvest. Here the initial cul removed 
34 percent ofthe original basal area; the final cut occurred 
10 years later. Johnson (1951 i suggested that the time 

between the initial and final cuts in spruce-lu forests 

should generally be from 10-25 years. 

Perala (1989) examined the regeneration of white birch 
following a shelierwood cutting of a mature aspen and 
while birch stand (60 years old) in Minnesota. With while 
birch the main value of the shelterwood canopy is in 

providing abundaniseed; the residual overstory should be 

IHiUhereby conserving soilmoisturcby shading wuhoul 

hmderin" seedling development. Perala and Aim (1989) 
recommend removing 60-80 percent of the crown cover 

in the initial cul. Perala 1198*) further suggests that the 

residual overstory should be removed after only 2 years so 

as to minimize deterioration of the residual birch and the 

development of shade-tolerant species. 

Despiic the absence of published reports of shelterwood 
harvesting Ontario'sborealmixedwoods, research from 

Other pans of North America suggests that the technique 

might he used successfully lo achieve while spruce and 
whits birch regeneration. If the management objective is 

lo promote regeneration of white spruce relative to aspen 

and balsam fir. then a two-pass uniform shelterwood sys 

tem might remove 40-70 percent of the basal area in the 

initial cut. The residual overstory should contain a high 

proportion of spruce, and the final cul would occur 10-15 

years later. To encourage regeneration of white birch, 

however, the initial cut should be heavier (60-80 percent), 

thereby allowing more light to reach the birch seedlings; 

the final cut should occur sooner than for white spruce so 

as to minimize the development of shade-tolerant species. 

5.3.2 Site Preparation and Tending 

Existing literature provides little guidance on the specific 

naiure of site preparation that should accompany 

shelterwood harvesting in boreal mixedwoods, excepl to 

say that the requirement vary for diflerent species and 

sites. Scarification can be used to prepare the seedbed, and 

some form of vegetation control, such as cutting, burning, 

or herbicides, can also be used lo control undesired com 

peting vegetation (Hannah 1988). 

Jarvis el al. (1966) concluded that the use of a shelierwood 

system for regenerating white spruce in spruce-aspen 

mixedwood stands is not sufficient in itself to ensure thai 

the spruce will continue to regenerate adequately. With 

out site preparation, the white spruce is likely to disappear 

after several successive cuts. Lees (1963,1970), in similar 

studies, concluded that only scarified seedbeds with min 

eral soil exposure would encourage satisfactory while 

spruce establishment and regeneration. He also found thai 
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spruce regeneration in a two-stage shelterwood cm could 

be improved significantly using scarification (85 percent 

stock.ngcomparedwiil^Opercemsmckinganunscarified 
ground, based on 900-milacre plots). 

Some form of site preparation io control balsam fir and 
other vegetation, while ;U the same lime providing a 
recept,vc seedbed, appears io be essential to encourage 
whue spruce regeneration under the shelterwood system 
Small bulldozers (D-4 size) can be used io effectively 
prepare the ground beneath while pine shclterwood 
Underburmng beneath the thick-barked white pine re 
sidual overstory also shows promise. The higher density 
ol thin-barked stems in the smaller trees of boreal mixed-
wood, coupled with shallow rooting, may make these 
techniques impractical in such areas. Instead, small exca 
vators may work well by reaching into areas of ihe 

sbelteiwood from skid trails to create seedbeds, uproot 
balsam fir, and perhaps create soil mounds of mineral soil. 

Tending in shclterwood systems will necessitate ground 

applicationof chemicals, motor-manual cleaning, oraerial 
application of granular formulations of herbicides (e.g., 
pronone) to penetrate the oversiory. The vast majority of 
tending under clear-cutting systems uses aerial applica 

tion of glyphosale 3-5 years after plantation establish-
tnent, Both tending schedules and treatment techniques 

will requiresignificant modification to match shelterwood 

conditions (although less tending of softwoods may be 

necessary in shelterwood situations as ihe residual canopy 
will inhibit aspen suckering). 

For while birch, Perala (1989) suggests that successful 

regeneration under a shelterwood system requires scarifi 

cation both to control competing vegetation and to pro vide 
a suitable seedbed. According to Perala and Aim (1989), 

a strip shclterwood, which is disced within 2 years after a 

good seed crop, may be as good as or better than a uni form 

shcherwood. The discing incorporates organic mailer, 

controls competing vegetation, and drills the seed to its 
optimum depth. 

Advantages and disadvantages of shelterwood 
systems 

Advantages include the following: 

• Planting costs may be eliminated. 

• Shading by residua! trees may encourage conifers 

and discourage intolerant hardwoods, thereby 

reducing dependency upon herbicides. 

• Residual irees may gain in size and value before the 

final harvest. 

• Damage during the final harvest of residual irees 

may "thin" dense pockets of regeneration. 

Seed crop periodicity is somewhat less of a concern 
compared to seed-tree systems (Section 4.2.3). 

• Provision is made for biological legacies (Sections 

Sile-adapted seed is assured (Sections. 2.4.1. 3.3.2). 

' Seedlings from seed have well-developed root 
systems, and hardwoods from seed are thought to 

live longer than hardwoods from root suckers (Section 

• Forest cover, and all its amenities, is maintained on 
a site longer than with clear-cutting (Section 7.4.1). 

' The system is more environmentally acceptable than 
clear-cutting. 

• Provision is made for early winter moose habitat. 

Disadvantages include the following: 

• Harvest and access maintenance costs are increased. 

Specialized harvest equipment and training are 
required. (However, it is possible that a well-irained 
work force may become productive and, ihroueh 

pride in theirrole in forest management, devclopsafe 
work environments.) 

• Harvest of residual trees may damage established 
regeneration. 

1 There is no opportunity for aerial tending. 

• Risks of windthrow and residual tree damage are 
very high if older stands are scheduled for treatment. 

• Modification of technique, as well as increased site 

preparation and tending costs, may be required if 

balsam fir is not desired in the new forest. 

• Control of regenerating species composition and tree 
density may be difficult. 

6.0 SELECTION SYSTEM 

6.1 Definition and History 

The selection method involves frequent and careful fell 
ing of trees in all size classes, either singly or in small 
groups or strips (Forestry Canada 1992). While the result 

ing stand structure can be considered a mosaic of small 
even-aged stands, taken as a whole it is essentially an 
uneven-aged stand. 

Visually, true selection forests take on a "wall of green" 

effect in summer, making it almost impossible to discern 
Ihe distinct strata. This results from the recruitment of 

natural regeneration intoacontinuousseriesofsizcclasses. 

In this way. a single stand provides a continuous and 

sustainable timber yield, where mortality and harvesting 

are balanced by new growth and recruitment. 
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The wall ot green effect distinguishes the selection system 

from other systems, such as two-pass harvesting, which 
maintain stratified mixtures of tree species. Other systems 

mavalsoinvolvemdividual or group tree selection, but the 

Sting fores, structure is different. Place ,1953, noted 
that the care taken to maintain both horizontal and vertical 
stand structure sets the selection system apart from selec 
tive cutting (i.e., economic selection, diameter limit cut 

ting partial cutting, high-grading). The selection system 
also differs from all others in that felling and regeneration 

are not confined to specific areas within a stand or lorest 

(Matthews 1989). 

In the mid-1800s. Swiss foresters began using "more 

natural methods" than the dominant German even-aged 
forestry model. By the early 1900s, the basis (or the 
selection system was firfoiy established. Controlling stand 

structure through tree selection and marking, based on an 

understanding of stand growth (de Liocourt 1898 as cited 
in Oliver and Larson 1991, and others), was central to the 

development of the system. 

The selection system has become a fairly common prac 

tice in central Ontario's tolerant hardwoods (Anderson 

et al. 1990), drawing upon more than 40 years of experi 

ence with selection harvesting in the forests of the north 

eastern United States. Although documentation is frag 

mented, selection systems have been tried in every major 

North American forest type except for boreal mixedwood 

and boreal pine forests. In Ontario, this can be explained 

by the predominantly even-aged forest structure, poor 

road access prior to the 1980s, and the dominant pulpwood 
end use. At first glance, there appears to be relatively little 

basis for applyingselection systems to borealmixedwoods. 

6.2 Basis for Application 

Selection systems are suitable when forest cover must be 

maintained over long periods of time for environmental 

reasons, viz: 

• toprotcctwaterquality by maintaining riparian forest 

cover; 

• to protect scenic values and maintain old-grovvtli 

stands; 

• to protect sensitive forest soils from erosion or loss 

of nutrients; 

• to maintain wildlife corridors; and 

• to maintain wind breaks. 

Areas currently bypassed to protect riparian zones, aes 

thetic features, or wildlife values are candidates for use of 

the selection system in the boreal forest. The relationships 

between silvicultural systems that prolong or maintain 

forest cover and environmental quality is examined in 

greater detail in Section?.The selection system might also 

be used in commercial forest areas to: 

• create and maintain stand structure and species 
diversity for economic, forest productivity, wildhle. 

and genetic conservation reasons; 

■ slowly shift species composition to favor one species 

or group over another; 

. provide a sustained and continuous How of limber 

from relatively small woodlots; 

• develop growing stock capital that produces a few 
large trees of considerable value in every cutting 

cycle (10-20 years); and 

• develop growing stock that is capable of responding 

quickly to shifting timber markets and makes 

maximum use of the growth potential of a site. 

An intriguing element of the selection system is the large 

inventory ofgrowing stock that is maintained comparedto 

even-aged management systems. This growing stock in 

ventory might provide for a superior ability to react to 

shifts in market demand. 

Selection methods might also help cope with age/size 
class distribution problems in Ontario's boreal forest. For 

example, many forests in northwestern Ontario have large 

areas of old conifer stands that are steadily declining in 

volume and commercial value, while there is a shortage of 

middle-aged types. As production capacity grows to match 

the accelerated harvest ofmature and overmature forests, 

potential shortfalls can arise when the middle-aged stands 

grow to be of harvestable size, One current strategy is to 

accelerate diameter growth by juvenile spacing so that 

younger stands become commercially mature when the 

anticipated short falls occur. But what if overmature stands 

were managed under the selection system? As initial har 

vests focus upon the larger stems prone to decay, openings 

would be created, thereby allowing smaller stems to grow 

to harvestable dimensions. Spruce growing in the under-

story may be released by this type of operation. In this 

way, the older stands would be made to last longer rather 

than relying only upon efforts to speed up the develop 

ment of younger stands. 

By implementing the appropriate selection cutting strat 

egy, high value large diameter trees can be produced in the 

boreal forests of Ontario. Although pulpwood markets 

currently dominate, valuable while birch and poplar ve 

neers arc found in mixedwoods throughout northern 

Ontario and are commercially exploited. Despite this, 

there are no current management strategies to grow intol 

erant hardwood veneer. Selection methods could be em 

ployed in strategically located stands to provide long-term 

supplies of veneer-grade hardwood from boreal mixed-
wood forests. Silviculture systems otherthan the selection 
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system can also produce large-diameter wood, but which 

system is most cost-effective? Proponents of [he selection 
system argue [hat the large inventory of growing stock 

associated with this system provides a more economic 
supply of large wood than does clear-cutting (Place 1953). 

Furthermore, since forests comprised of mixtures of spe 
cies and tree sizes can best exploit all niches and growing 

space, selection managementleads to greaterpraductivity 
(see Section 2.0). Smith (1986) called this phenomenon 
lelescopmg." For example, Kotschy (1964) reported that 

changing from clear-cut to selection systems doubled the 
allowable annual harvesi volumes and raised the mean 
growing stock from 268 to 285 m3/ha in an Austrian forest 
of 4 000 ha. Johnson (1951) reported a 3(Mfl percent in 
crease in periodic diameter increment following selective 
cutting of spruce-fir forests in eastern Canada. Brown 

(1948) recommended selective cutting Douglas fir and 
larch stands in the western United States to capture an 
additional 50 percent in volume, which normally would he 
lost to mortality as stands self-thin with age. The 30 years 

of permanent sample plot data from Boise Cascade 
Canada's forest in northwestern Ontario show that losses 

to stand development due to tree mortality from self-

thinning are equal to their current allowable cuKJ.Krage4, 
persona! communication). 

However, many of the potential gains in productivity 

attributed to the selection system could also be achieved 

through careful harvest scheduling and thinnings under 

even-aged management based on clear-cutting systems. 

In Finland. Mikola(l984) found thai even-aged manage 

ment was 50 percent more productive in terms oi'mean 

annual increment (MAI) compared to uneven-aged man-

age-ment using the selection system. The results de 

pended on the nature of the selcetion method used. With 

large diameter limits, a significant portion of the growing 

stock was of an age where the MAI hud declined. Many 

trees in a selection system will be growing under the shade 

Of neighboring trees. Shading and other elements of 

tntertree competition may explain why selection forests 

have poorer MAIs. 

Guldin and Baker (1988; examined yields from seven 

long-term studies of loblolly dominated pine stands and 

concluded that even-aged plantation management pro 

duced more wood than did uneven-aged management. 

Their empirical analysis is prohably the most comprehen 

sive and reliable in North America, and covers 36 years of 

management. Uneven-aged management produced higher 
sawlog yields. The authors concluded that maximum fiber 
production is probably most efficient using even-aged 

plantation management, but "the market flexibility, low 

out-of-pocket capita] investment and aes.hcuc advan 
ces oi the [selection, system for the nonindustrial pri 
vate landowner and for certain fores, industries will 
continue to make such uneven-aged'systems a feasible 
alternative in the repertoire of !he silviculturalist." 

While the selection system has many advantages unccr-
tamty over patterns of regeneration, future species and 
s^e composition (stand dynamics) as well as operational 
and economic uncertainty explain why it is not used in 
boreal mixedwoods. 

6.3 Operational Considerations 

6.3.1 Regulating the Cut 

The idealized, irregular, uneven-aged stand in a selection 
forest has an inverse J-shapcd curve depicting the fre 
quency ofsize classes (diamcterdistributions)derined by 
the following negative exponential model: 

Y=ke-aX 

where Y is the number of stems per hectare. X is the stem 
diameter at breast height (1.3 m), k is a constant reflecting 
the stocking of very small seedlings, and a is a constant 
governing the relative frequencies of successive diameter 

classes (Matthews 1989).Theconstanie (e=2.718...)is the 
base of the "natural exponential function". This relation 
ship is made linear through a logarithmic transformation. 

De Liocourt (1898) first described this diameter distribu 
tion in a simplified way as follows: 

where Nj is the number of stems in diameter class i. The 
value termed "q" is derived from the ratio of the stem 

numbers in a small size class to its next largest size class. 

DeLiocourfs "q" is closely related to the slope of a line 
derived from the first equation, representing the trans 

formed negative exponential function of diameter distri 
bution. This line's intercept is defined by stand basal area 

or stem number along one axis and maximum diameter 
along the other axis. 

This linear relationship and de Lbcourt's "q" have been 

used as a simple means of describing stand structure 
objectives that guide tree marking in selection systems 

(Meyer 1943. 1952, 1961; Leak 1963, 1964, 1965;Moser 

1976; Harm and Bare 1979; Smith 1986). These relation 
ships are also used as a means of harvest volume control 

in whole forests (Smith 1986). Despite the fact that few 
stands occur in nature thai conform to De Liocourt's 

model, it remains (he foundation or normal reference 

point for selection prescriptions in North America, and is 

Forester, Rainy River Forest Products. Fort Frances. Ontario. 
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analogous lo the normal yield tables used in even-aged 

management (Plonski 1981). 

Individual tree selection is the trademark of the selection 
system Tree marking is a skilled craft, blending the art 
and science of forestry into one activity. The selection 
system is considered by some to be the highest form o I 
silviculture because of the level of skill required to imple 

ment it (Place 1953). 

The selection method involves the removal of different 
species and tree sizes during each culling tycLe.Byscmng 

a maximum diameter goal, establishing a cuiting cycle 
(interval between fellings), and determining a minimum 

basal area or the related q value, a variety of wood pro 

duction and multiple-use goals can be realized. 

6.3.2 Residual Stand Damage and Windthrow 

Residua! tree damage from felling and skidding is a sig 
nificant concern when implementing selection systems. 

Scrapes and broken tops of residual trees fallowing culling 

allows entry of infectious agents, which can lead lo sig 

nificant losses to cull in subsequent harvests. Damage lo 

fine roots through skidding and compaction can also be a 

problem. 

Careful planningand operating can help diminish damage 

to residual trees. For example, rub trees should line skid 

trails and be removed in the lasi pass. Winter cutting also 

reduces residual tree and sile damage. The use of special 

ized equipment, such as cut-to-length systems, further 

reduces the likelihood of damage (Jewiss 1992). 

Experience in eastern hardwoods has shown that as the 

stand develops an uneven-aged structure, small saplings 

that never reach harvest size usually bear the brunt ol 

logging damage. As a result, cull becomes loss of a 

problem over time (l.amson et al. 1985). Anderson et al. 

(1990) provided an excellent summary of studies on 

residual irec damage from selection fellings in tolerant 

hardwoods. It is difficult to forecast the level of cull that 

might be experienced in boreal mixedwoods if these 

forests were brought under uneven-aged management. 

Windthrow of spruce trees is probably less of an issue in 

the selection system than with other systems because the 

postharvest and adjoining siands are less open to wind. 

However this is not to imply that the issue can be ignored 

altogether when planning or implementing the selection 

system. To manage against windthrow, spruce-rich boreal 

mixedwood siands should be marked Tor cutting begin 

ning at ayoung age, the removal of tall spruce trees should 

be favored, and topographic features should be used for 

wind protection when allocaiing stands (Weetman and 

Algar 1976, Alexander 1986). 

6.3.3 Regeneration 

Despite carefo] management of tree size distribution and 
harvesting operations, successions! changes in species 
composition can occur in selection forests unless addi 

tional measures are employed lo assure regeneration o! 
desirable species. In the temperate selection forests of 
North America, this lack of care has resulicd in the aami-

UkhUAersa 

mm) and the exclusion of valuable oak and yellow birch 

trees (Betitla htmt) (Zillgitt and Eyre 1945. Smith 1979). 

Selection systems will also shift the composition of spe 
cies in boreal mixedwoods. McLintock (1948) recom 

mended selection methods to shift balsam fir to black 
spruce in order to improve a stand's budworm resistance. 

However, Croomc's (1970) work suggests that without 

measures to eliminate fir regeneration and improve spruce 

regeneration, the opposite effect occurs. 

The selection system could be used lo increase ordecrease 

the composition of hardwoods in a mixedwood forest. 

Cain (1991) found that under both selection and 

sheltcrwood systems loblolly pine had superior growih 

and regeneration when hardwoods were a component of 

the understory. as hardwoods seemed to reduce vigorous 

herbaceous competition. Although hardwoods also com-

peic with pine, they respond to vegetation management 

Lreatmenis, such as herbicides and site preparation, more 

favorably than do herbs and grasses. Cain speculated that 

hardwoods may have an '"antagonistic symbiosis" with 

pine by controlling herbaceous competition while at the 

same time competing with pine under certain conditions. 

Hardwood trees and shrubs in boreal mixedwoods might 

have the same effect upon spruce and grasses. 

Selection cuiting in boreal mixedwoods and Nonh Ameri 

can spruce-fir types tends to regenerate tolerant firs and 

gradually eliminates intolerant hardwoods. Although this 

would decrease the requirement for herbicides to stimu 

late the development of spruce, increased fir composition 

may reduce growing space for spruce and may altraci 

spruce budworm. Lack ofmidiolerant spruce regeneration 

has been observed as aproblem in selection forests {Croome 

1970, Weetman and Algar 1976. Frank and Blum 1978). 

In Europe, the inconsistent regeneration of Norway spruce 

(Picea abies [L.] Karsto) under selection led to the wide 

spread adoption of eleiir-cutting and plaming methods 

(Holmgren 1942. Soderstrom 1971). The common per 

ception is that the selection system is inappropriate for 

shade-intolerant species (Franklin 1978, Smith 1986. 

Davidson el al. 1988). Given the lack of convincing and 

current data for regeneration under selection management 

in the boreal fores!, this perception is influencing present 

practices. 
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Although difficult, regenerating midtoleranl and intoler 
ant species is not impossible with the selection system 
Even the mtolerani loblolly pine can be grown will, 
-selection methods (Edwards 1987. Guldin and Baker 
1988, Cam 1991). Group selection, rather than single tree 
selection, might be more effective for pine, spruce, and 
aspen regeneration in boreal mixedwoods (Mayer 1971 

Ohmannetal. 1978). 

A unique regeneration problem associated with group 

selections the crcationoffrostandsnowpockmfAulii/ky 
1965). Snow-press problems occur with spruce trees on 
some grass-covered clear-cut areas in northwestern 

Ontario and could thus be a problem in group selection 
forests. 

The humid, moderated environment of a selection forest 
should favor the development of spruce regeneration. 
Successful spruce and pine regeneration in selection for 
ests depends upon the presence of advanced growth 
(Mosandl 1984), suitable seed beds (mineral soil), ad 
equate seed sources, and the maintenance of suitable 

growing space (Jarvis and Cayford 1967). This might be 

accomplished through short cutting cycles wiih associ 

ated ground disturbance to reduce fir (Day 1945, Ohmann 

ct ai. 1978), or site preparation and other silviculture 
activities, including spruce planting (Mosandl 19R4). It 

would require considerable effort and skill to provide for 

the appropriate conditions for spruce and pine regenera 
tion under the selection system. 

It is unlikely that one can count upon unassisted natural 

regeneration of black spruce and white spruce arising 

from selection cutting alone. Site preparation to expose 

seed beds and to reduce fir or other competing vegetation 

will be necessary, and planting may also be required. 

These measures challenge the cost-effectiveness of selec 
tion systems in boreal mixedwoods compared to other 
silvicultural systems. 

In the 1960s and 1970s tunneling with small bulldozers 

beneath selectively logged mixedwoods was followed by 

planting large white spruce under the residual poplar 

canopy. This and other undcrplanting practices in north 

western Ontario often failed unless some form of tending 

followed the planting. Where the white spruce were able 

to establish themselves, a thriving mixedwood was main 
tained. 

The use of conventional site preparation and tending treat 

ments is near impossible within the confines of a selection 

forest. Girdling, injection, spot treatments, hand scalping, 

and other motor-manual treatment options are the only 

practical treatments for single tree selection forests. These 

labor-intensive treatments are quite expensive. Small 

spccializedmachineswouldberccuiredtoworkeconomi-
cally in «,oup selection settings. 

Advantages and disadvantages of the selection 
system 

Advantages include the following: 

• Planting costs may be eliminated. 

• Shading by residual trees may encourage conifers 
and discourage intolerant hardwoods, thereby 
reducing dependency upon herbicides. 

• Residual trees will gain in size and value, and large 
mvenlones of growing stock will be maintained/ 

• Damage to residual trees is concentrated upon smaller 
saplings, which often die from self-thinning, thereby 
making stem decay less of aproblem than with other 
systems (e.g., shelterwood). 

• Provision is made for biological legacies (Sections 
2.4.1,3.3.2). 

1 Site-adapted regeneration is assured (Sections 2 4 1 
3.3.2). 

• Seedlingsfromseedhavewclldevelopedrootsystems 
and hardwoods from seed are thought to live longer 
than hardwoods from root suckers (Sect 3.3.2). 

■ This system is more environmentally acceptable 
than clear-cutting. 

■ Forest cover and related site features (soil, water, and 
habitat quality) arc maintained for a long period of 
time (Section 7). 

Disadvantages include the following: 

■ Harvest and access maintenance costs arc signifi 
cantly increased. 

• Specialized harvest equipment and highly skilled 

operators and/or tree markers arc required. (However 

as with the shelterwood system, it is possible that a 

well-trained work force may become motivated and 
productive). 

• Significant modification of technique and increased 
site preparation and tending costs are required to 

prevent an increase in the balsam fir content of 
mixedwood forests. 

• There is no opportunity for aerial tending. 

• If underplanting is required, it will be expensive and 

may require costly tending. 

• Control ofrcgcneratingspcciescomposiiion and tree 
density may be difficult. 
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7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Timber production is not Hie only issue to be considered 
when deciding upon a management strategy ior lorests 

and the stands they contain. Noniimbcr values are becom 

ing an increasingly important concern in forest manage 

ment, as arc demands for integrated resource management 

and ecosystem-based management approaches (Hunter 

1990, Franklin 1992. Thompson and Welsh 1993). Boreal 
mixed woods may present good opportunities foratteinpt-

jn° new management paradigms because of their broad 
nontimbervalJcsandtherangeofsilvicullural approaches 

[hat are possible. 

This section briefly discusses some of the environmental 
considerations that mixedwood managers should take into 

account when deciding which silviculture) approaches 

might be implemented. 

7.1 Soil Nutrients 

Duriii!!harvesting, nutrients are lost bolhdirecily. through 

the removal of the limber crop, and indirectly through 

hydrologic losses that occur after harvesting due to ero 

sion, surface runoff, and leaching to groundwater (Mann 

etal. 1988). 

Boreal mixedwood sites generally support relatively low 

biomass and productivity relative to the nutrient-rich state 

of their soil reserves. Thus, they can be expected to have 

relatively short replacement times for the nutrients re 

moved by harvesting (Gordon 1981). Gordon has esti 

mated that it lakes about 20 years for nutrient replacement 

lo occur following a single full-tree (i.e.. total removal of 

all aboveground portions of trees) clear-cut harvest of a 

mature stand in the boreal mixedwood forest (Table 2). 

Removing the standing crop typically represents a loss of 

less than one-half of the nutrient reserves and less than 

one-third orihe total nutrient pool (Davidson el al. 1988). 

Wcetman and Webber (1972) concluded that weathering, 

atmospheric inputs, and vegetation development quickly 

offset nutrient losses following harvest in boreal forests. 

However, nutrient drain may occur after several rotations, 

particularly when full-tree harvesting is combined with 

short rotations. 

Table 2. Estimated number of years required to replace, 

through input, nutrients lost in a single crop removal in 

boreal mixedwoods. (based on Gordon 1981.) 

Several studies o( nutrient losses have compared the 
effects of different types ol clear-cut harvesting. A study 

of nutrient losses 8 years after strip clear-cutting in Hie 
spruce-fir forests of Maine found no significant differ 

ences between clear-cut and uncut areas in the forest floor 
or mineral soil nutrient levels (Czapowskyj et al. 1977). 

Experiments in northern hardwood forests at the Hubhard 

Brook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire have shown 

nutrient levels returning to preharvest levels after only 

10 years (Hornbeck el al. 1987). Comparing the effects of 
strip and block clear-cutting on nutrient losses, they fur 

ther found that strip cutting moderated the initial nutrient 

losses. Frcedman et al. (1981), comparing nutrient losses 

between full-tree and tree-length (stem-only) harvesting 
in ared spruce-balsam fir forest inNovaScotia, found that 

full-tree logging significantly increased nutrient losses. 

While full-tree logging resulted in 30 percent more biom 

ass being removed from the site, the increase in nutrient 

losses was much greater: 99 percent. 93 percent. 74 per 

cent. 54 percent, and 81 percent for nitrogen (N), phospho 

rus (P). potassium (K), calcium (Ca). and magnesium 

(Mg). respectively. 

The effects of clear-cutting on hydrologic losses of nutri 

ents have also been studied extensively. Mann el al. 
(1988), in a review of research undertaken in 1 1 dillerent 

clear-cut stands (6 hardwood and 5 softwood) across the 

United States, examined hydrologic losscsofN. K, and Ca 

after clear-cutting. They concluded that, for most forest 

systems, hydrologic nutrient losses are much less than 

direct direct nutrient losses through timber removal- Fur 

thermore, hydrologic losses returned to normal within 

about 3 years. !:ull-irec harvest had little additional effect 

on such losses when compared to tree-length harvest. 

Shelterwood and selection culling generally result in less 

immediate losses of nutrients than does clear-cutting, as 

less timber is initially removed from the forest. However, 

over a rotation, the losses would be the same as for clear-

cutting, for the total biomass of nutrienls removed would 

be identical (Alexander 1977). The harvest method and 

the level of tree utilization seem to have more impact upon 

forest soil fertility than do the silvicultural systems them 

selves. Harvest method and silvicultural system are inter 

related, however. Forexample. selection systems preclude 

full-tree logging because of the restricted working space 

and [he desire to avoid damage to residual trees. 

7.2 Soil Erosion 

Forest soil formation rates, governed by climate and 

lithology. are estimated to range between O.fi and 15 mg 

ha"lyr"'(Milleretal. 1988a). Ontario's boreal mixedwoods 

would lend to be at the lower end of this range. Miller el 

al.'s (ibid) stream sediment data from a replicated experi 

ment of alternative silvicultural systems in the pine forests 
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of the Ouachila Mountains in Arkansas revealed signifi 
cant differences in estimated soil losses between siivicul-
tura! systems. They estimated [hat soil losses for 

Clear-Cutting, selection, and unharvesled control would be 
about 0.05,0.04, and 0.03 mg ha"' yr"', respectively, over 
a 35-year rotation period. As these values are well below 
estimated soil formation values, forest harvesting of any 
form will likely not cause serious soil losses. 

It could be argued that selection cutting may be the least 
intrusive means of harvesting forests from a soil conserva 
tion perspective. However, selection harvests require high 

road densities and frequent stand eniries. Soil conserva 
tion goals might be affected more seriously by these 
conditions than by any gains made through Ihe retention of 
forest cover. Frequent stand entries can also adversely 

affect soils through compaction (Utzig and Walmsley 

1988). Tins is especially important in boreal mixedwoods, 

which tend lo occur on fine-iexturcd soils ihat can be 
easily degraded by compaction. 

In very steep terrain, however, soil erosion caused by 
clear-cutting and resulting renewal activities can tempo 

rarily increase erosion by as much as ten times that for 

undisturbed forests (Utzig and Walmsley 1988). Mass 

wasting or landslide potential is significantly higher in 

clear-cut areas than in forested areas, quite apart from 
roads (Smith 1986). The root mat that binds the soil 

together against sheer forces decomposes before ihe roots 

of regenerating trees develop fully in clear-cut areas. In 

Ontario there are few places prone to mass wasting, 

although a significant slide involving boreal mixedwood 

cover types occurred in 1992 on the banks of the Nipigon 

River in northern Ontario. Although nearby logging was 

initially implicated, further study concluded that fluctuat 

ing river levels from apowerdam were the principal factor 

that led to the slide (R. Booth5, personal communication). 
This river contains extremely productive trout (family: 

Salmonidae) spawning beds which arc vulnerable to silt-
ution from mass wasting. 

Although few of Ontario's boreal mixedwoods are found 

on sites that could be characterized as having sensitive 

soils, many important riparian zones support mixedwoods. 

Riparian zones filter water entering streams by removing 

sediment and excess nutrients, provide critical corridors 

for wildlife movements, reduce shore erosion, moderate 

water temperatures, and provide critical levels of litterfall 

to support food chains in headwater streams (Franklin 

1992). Ontario's timber management guidelines (Ontario 

Ministry of Natural Resources 1988a) call for a variety 

of buffer strips to be maintained around water bodies. 

Selection and sheherwood systems, as well as modified 
clear-cuttmg systems, might be used lo maintain these 
strips. 

7.3 Water Resources 

There is a direct relationship between soil erosion and 
water quality. Stream sedimentation increases with ero 
sion, adversely affecting water quality. Although the 

effects of harvesting on soil erosion in boreal mixedwoods 
seem fairly limited, there are effects upon wateryield and 
stream How. 

A significant loss of forest canopy after harvesting can 
cause a reduction in the interception of precipitation and 
in evapotranspiration rates, resulting in wetter soils and 

increased streamflow. Changes in wateryield are gener 

ally less in upland inixedwood and hardwood forests, 
because of the lower interception rates and greater water 
storage capacity (Davidson et al. 1988. Hornbeck and 
Leak 1992). 

Clear-cutting generally leads to an increase in water yield 
shortly after harvesting, due to Ihe loss of forest canopy. 

Clear-cutting on steeper hillsides can also expose a site lo 
erosion and subsequent runoff (Matthews 1989). The 

increase in wateryield is generally grcatesiduringlhe fust 
year after clear-cutting, and diminishes as revegetaiion 
appears (Ohmann et al. 1978, Arnupct al. 1988). Hornhcck 

et al. (1987), studying hardwood forests in the Hubbard 

Brook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire, found thai 

water yields increased after block clear-cutting, bui re 

turned to normal levels within 10 years. Furthermore, they 

found thai strip clear-cutting, when compared to block 
clear-cutting, moderated the initial increase in water yield. 

Alexander (1977) suggests that the size and arrangement 
of cut blocks is important in determining the effeei of har 
vesting upon wateryield. In the Engelmann spruce {Picca 

engelmanaii Pang)-subalpine fir (Albies lasiocarpa 

[Hook.] Null.) foresls of the Rocky Mountains, he found 

thatpostharvest peak flows were highest, with 30-40per 
cent of the drainage harvested in 1.2- to 2.0- ha clear-cuts. 

Larger clear-cuts reduced the streamflow. This was due lo 

the effect of different sizes of clcar-cuis upon wind move 
ment in the stand, and the subsequent accumulation and 

mcltingofsnowintiicopcnings.Theincreaseinstreamfiow 
was found to persist until trees in the openings were tall 

enough to change the pattern of wind movement, which 

for his study area was about 30 years. 

Harvesting techniques that maintain vegetation on site, 

such as sheherwood culling, moderate the increases in 

water yields normally associated with clear-cutting 

' Resident Forester, Dommr Inc., Red Rock, Ontario. 
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(Arnup et al. 1988). Based upon research in Engelmann 
spmee-subalpine fir forests, Alexander (1977) found that 
,he increases in water yield for uniform shellerwood 
cutting were negligible as long as ibe oversiory remained. 
After the final harvest, water yield was similar U that for 
patch clcar-cutling. and depended upon the size and ar 

rangement of cuts. 

In iheorv. by maintaining a constant forest cover after 
harvesting {Arnup el a). 1988. Matthews 1989), selection 

culling can further reduce Lhe potential for soil erosion and 

increased water yield that is associated with clear-cutting 

and shelierwood systems. Based upon research in Engel-
mann spmcc-subaipinc fir forests. Alexander! 1977) found 

that siroup selection cutting increased water yield in a 
similar manner to patch clearcutting, if the openings were 

as large as I hectare in size. With individual tree selection 
he found little or no increase in water yield, as evapotrans-

piration and fall recharge requirements were only shghily 

less than for uneul stands. 

In a replicated experiment lo test the effects of no harvest, 

selection culling, and clear-cutting with sue preparation 

and planting in the pine forests of the Ouachila Mountains 

in Arkansas (Miller el al. 1988a, 1988b). 3 years of 
observations revealed no differences in peak flows or 

water yields. Sediments were significantly greater in the 

clear-cut area in lhe first year following harvest, but Lhe 

differences were insignificant by the second year. The 
porous rocks may have dampened some of the responses 

and differences might be greater in Oniario's shield coun 

try, but their findings are in line with work done in the 

granite-based Appalachian Mountains of the northeastern 

United Slates. 

To conclude, water quality response to the application of 

different silvicultural systems is specific to the climate, 

liihology. topography, and vegetation of each watershed 

(Miller el al. 1988a). Professional judgement is therefore 

required to prescribe a specific syslem to meet waler 

quality objectives. Riparian /.ones deserve special consid 

eration from a water quality perspective, as water tem 

perature will increase in streams where shoreline trees are 

harvested and shade is removed. Single tree seleclion 

cutting might beusedalong shorelines of coldwater streams 

to help protect fish habitat by maintaining strcamside 

shade fOniario Ministry of Naiural Resources 1988a). 

7.4 Wildlife 

Historically, the effects of forest management on wildlife 

in Ontario have been addressed primarily in terms of 

featured species (Wedeles el al. 1991) where, for a given 

forest site, the emphasis is on the habitai needs of a single 

species. However, a new locus upon forest sustainabilily 

and ecosystem management is emerging that will change 

this narroaw perspective. The recenl report ol the Ontario 
Forest Policy Panel recommends thai a key objective of 
future forest management will be: "To ensure that current 

natural biolugical diversity of forests is not significantly 
changed and where necessary and practical, is restored 

(Oniario Forest Policy Panel 1993). Definitions of "wild 

life", as put forward by lhe Ontario Wildlife Working 
Group (1991) and the Wildlife Ministers' Council ol 
Canada (1990], now explicitly include all wild plants and 

animals. This new ecosystem approach lo forest manage 

ment is still very young, however, and much of the 
existing literature describing the effects of forest manage 

ment on wildlife addresses only the more traditional 

featured species such as moose (Ace.stilces-). deer (family: 

Cervidae), furbcarers, and birds. While the discussion in 
this review islimited to these species groups, abrief asses 

sment of the effects on habitat diversity is also included. 

7.4.1 Habitat Diversity 

The habitat diversity of a forest can he measured both 

horizontally (i.e.. Ihe spaiial pattern of habitats over an 

area) and vertically (i.e.. the number of vertical strata in 

the forest) (Crawford and Frank 1987). The diversity of 

the forest, wilh respect to a particular species, depends 

upon lhe scale al which it is viewed by tbaL species (Hunter 

1990). Different animal species have different require 

ments for habitat diversity; some can live in a variety ol 

habitats, some require a diverse habitat, and some require 

a uniform habitat. For species with small home ranges, a 

mature forest with many gaps may represent a spatially 

diverse habitai. Diversity for species wilh larger home 

ranges, however, may be a mosaic of stands of varying 

ages and species composition (Hunter 1993). 

The forest that results from timber harvesting will nol be 

the same as the forest that existed prior to harvest. There 

will be a change in densily and species composition after 

harvesting. It is generally noi possible lo accommodate 

the needs of all wildlife species in an area following a 

disturbance, due to the different habitat requirements of 

each species. Wildlife species in the boreal foresi are 

generally adapted lo periodic disturbances, such as those 

creaied by fire, insect damage, and wind storms, and can 

for the most part adapt to disturbances creaied by timber 

management operations, provided that the pattern ol har 

vesting mimics the natural events as much as possible 

(Aniupetal. I988, Thompson and Welsh 1993). 

In the years immediately following traditional silvicul-

lural clear-cutting, vertical habitai diversity is almost 

nonexistent, as the overstory is completely removed. Thi> 

reduction in vertical diversity is not as great following 

commercial clear-culling, however, as some trees are left 

slanding. While it is nol uncommon to have greater num 

bers of animals in the early sticcessional stages following 
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clear-culling, the diversity of species is generally less than 
in stands with greater vertical diversity (Crawford and 
Frank 1987). Clear-cut logging also can lead to re-duced 
Structural diversity in the second growth, as specific 
habitat features found in mature forests (e.g., fallen logs 
large diameter trees with cavities, and snags) arc not found 
in successions! or plantation forests (Thompson and Welsh 
1993). The "New Forestry" approach, developed in the 
Pacific Northwest of the United States (Franklin 1989), 
advocates leaving large trees, snags, and fallen logs in 
clear-cuts to provide habitat for cavity nesting birds and 
oiher organisms (Boyle 1991, Thompson and Welsh 1993). 

The scale and pattern of clear-cuts is important in deter 
mining the response of different species to disturbance. 
Horizontal habitat diversity will vary as a function of the 
size and arrangement of the cuts. As a general rule, 

management thai creates forest fragments smaller than a 

species' home range will result in a reduction in abun 
dance of that species (Boyle 1991). Several authors now 

advocate using a range of harvesting patterns, including 
larger clear-cuts, to create landscape-level diversity (Hunter 
1990. Hunter 1993, Thompson and Welsh 1993). They 

suggest that clear-cuts be used to mimic the landscape 

patterns of disturbances created by natural processes, such 

as fire and insects. Such cuts would create habitat for early 
successional species, and would eventually become large, 

relatively uniform stands. To promote diversity across [he 

entire spectrum of possible scales, they recommend har 

vesting forests at a range of different scales. Patch cuts ur 

small clear-cuts can be used to create a mosaic of stands of 

different ages and species composition, and thus are 

appropriate forcreatingmid-sealediversity (Hunter 1990). 

Thompson and Welsh (1993) suggest that boreal forest 

management should include a mix of partial cuts, 

shelterwood cutting (particularly in mixedwoods), many 

small clear-cuts, and a few very large clear-cuts. 

Shelterwood harvesting generally provides more vertical 

diversity than docs clear-cutting. Part of the canopy is 

retained until the final cut, and regeneration provides a 

degree of vertical diversity thereafter (Crawford and Frank 

1987). The structural diversity of shelterwood stands also 

lends to be greatcrthan that in clear-cuts, and trees suitable 

for cavity-nesting birds and other animals can be left for 

several years. The horizontal diversity of habitats will be 

similar to that of clear-cutting, and will depend upon the 

size and arrangement of cut and uncut areas. 

Selection cutting is generally bettcnhaneithershelterwood 
or clear-cutting for maintaining horizontal habitat diver 

sity on a small scale (Hunter 1990, Hornbeck and Leak 

1992). It creates discontinuities in tree size {or group of 

trees) and thus ensures that there will be trees of many 

different ages in a stand (Hunter 1990). Both group and 

individual (ree selection cause tine-scale disturbance so 
stand level vertical structure is usually high, edge and 
fragmentation effects are often low, and stand heterogene 
ity is generally high relative to even-aged management 
(MeComb and Hansen 1992). 

Single tree selection allows for the greatest vertical diver 
sity, as it provides more canopy layers than any other har 

vesting system (Crawford and Frank 1987). Group selection 
lessens the continuity of vertical habitat, bui increases the 
humonial diversity; there is more understory vegetation 
fewer openings, and plant growth is more clumped An 
even distribution of low understory vegetation results 
from individual tree selection, which Crawford and Frank 
(1987) suggest should generally support low but constant 
populations of terrestrial wildlife. 

7.4.2 Ungulates 

The ungulates found within Ontario's boreal mixedwoods 
include moose, white-tailed deer {Odacoileus virginianus 
Zimmerman), and woodland caribou (Rangifertarandus) 
(McNicol and Timmermann I9SI. Amup et al. 1988). 
Optimum moose habitat generally comprises an intersper-
sion of food and cover within the home range. Food is 

generally found in early successional plant communities 

that develop following disturbance by fire, insect damage, 
wind storms, or logging; shelter generally consists of 
semimature or mature conifer stands (Ontario Ministry of 

Natural Resources 1988b, Timmermann and McNicol 

1988).Forwhite-tailcd deer, good habitaicomprises dense 
conifer siands (for winter shelter) in close proximity to 

smalleropeningswithcarly successional stages for browse 
(Arnup et al. 1988, Davidson et al. 1988). Woodland 

caribou are found primarily in the northern, unlogeed 

boreal forest, although a few scattered local herds survive 
further south in areas that have been harvested (McNicol 
and Timmermann 1981). Unlike moose and deer, which 

thrive in early suceessional forests, caribou prefer mature 

and overmature coniferous forest (Darby et al. 1989) 

Moose generally benefit from a mosaic of food and cover 

habitats, such as those that result from some forms of 

clear-cutting (Timmermann and MeNicol 1988, Boyle 

1991). The effect of clear-cutting on moose habitat de 

pends upon the spatial pattern of the cut blocks, the 

structure of the vegetation that remains both within and 

outside of the cut areas, and the type of silvicullural 
treatment. 

The OMNR, in their guidelines for moose habitat manage 

ment, recommend that clear-cut blocks be no larger than 

S0-l30ha(OntarioMinistryofNatural Resources 1988b). 
Buffer zones between cutovers should be of a similar size, 

and scattered 3- to 5-ha patches of trees should be left 

within uuovcrs. Moose should always have shelter within 
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400 m and the shelter should have a significant conifer 

component. McNieol and Ttonermann (1981) suggest 
that full dear-cutting of mixedwood stands is detrimental 
to moose. They recommend harvesting only the mature 

softwood component (i.e.. partial cutting or two-pass 

harvesting), leaving the mature deciduous component and 
ad^neecontferous regeneration. Cuts with irregular edges 

arc also preferred for moose, as this increases the amount 

ofavailable edse habitat (Arnup et al. 1988). Strip cutting 

can also be used to increase the length of time that browse 

is available (Hornbcck and Leak 1992). 

Different silvicultural treatments have differenleffecis on 

moose habitat (McNicol and Timmermann 1981 ]. Scari 

fication and artificial regeneration generally shorten the 

early succession period for eulover areas. As this succes 

sion period has historically supported growth in moose 

populations, the effect of these treatments on moose 

habitat is generally negative. Because herbicides result in 

only a temporary setback for most moose browse species, 

their effect on moose habitat is considered minimal. 

Prescribed burning is generally good lor moose, provid 

ing that the residual deciduous component is not de 

stroyed, because the rapid return of nutrients to the soil can 

lead to an increase in the quantity and quality of hrowse. 

Selection cutting docs noldisturb the forest canopy enough 

to create significant successional growth, and thus is not 

recommended for enhancing moose habitat. Selection 

cutting will szenerally produce smaller amounts ol browse 

and fewcrplanl;species than even-aged harvests (Hornbeek 

and Leak 1992). and the diversity of plant species is 

limited to shade-tolerant specics(Andcrsonetal. 1990). In 

large eulover areas, however, selection cutting may be 

used to harvest within uncul patches that have been left to 

provide shelter for moose (Ontario Ministry of Natural 

Resources 1988b). 

The habitat requirements for deer differ somewhat from 

those of moose. Small eutovcrs (less than 50 ha) inter 

spersed with leave blocks should provide the best areas 

(Arnup et al. 1988. Anderson et al. 1(J9O|. Clear-cutting 

deer yarding areas, such as wintering areas, should be 

restricted. Shelterwood cutting, used as an alternative to 

clear-culling in deer wintering areas, can provide shelter 

for the animals between the first and final cuts (Anderson 

t!t al. 1990. Crawford and Frank 19K7). As with clear-

cutting, however, the effect of shelterwood harvesting on 

wildlife depends upon the pattern of cut and uncul areas, 

and the structure of ihc vegetation that remains within and 

outside of the cut areas. Group selection can also be used 

to provide good year-round habitat for white-tailed deer. 

as it creates a mosaic of browse and cover habitats 

(Crawford and Frank 1987). 

Clear-cullins mature conifer is generally detrimental to 

woodland caribou (Darby el al. 1989). as clear-cuts of all 

sizes cause adisplacement of theanimals. Harvesting also 

increases moose and deer densities, which may m turn 

increase the number of predatory wolves (Darby el al. 

1989). Arnup cl al. (1988) recommend that cutting be 

avoided in the core winter range, near calving sites, and 

along inigralion routes. 

7.4.3 Furbearers 

In general, the habitat requirements ol" black bear {Ursus 
omericonus) are the same as those of deer, provided that 

den sites such as large trees and snags are protected 

(Anderson et al. 1990). Lynx (Fttis lynx) arc obligate 

predators of hare (Lepiis spp.), and hare habitat choice 

reflects this; optimum habitat for the latter includes a 

high density of successionai browse shrubs interspersed 

with mixed or coniferous trees less than 3 meters tall 

(Thompson 1988). The use of stands by lynx has generally 

been found to be highest in successional stands 10-30 

years after clear-cutting (Thompson 1988). A mosaic of 

small cut and uncut stands, which maximizes the amount 

of uncut/succcssional edge, creates a mix {if cover and 

early successional feeding areas that provides optimal 

habitat for this species (Arnup el al. 1988. Thompson 

1988). The effects of silvicultural treatments, such as 

scarification and artificial regeneration, on lynx habitat 

arc similar to those described for moose. Highest lynx 

densities can beexpected on naturally regenerating sites in 

the sapling and young Iree slages (Thompson 1988). 

Marten (Maries ainericana) appears to be the only boreal 

furhearer that achieves its highest densities in mature 

conifer and mkedwood forests, and requires large tracts 

(250-400 km2) of continuous old growth (Thompson 

1988. Thompson and Welsh 1993). Because of their 

reliance upon mature and overmature forest, marten den 

sities decline for many years after clear-cutting. In a study 

in the horeal forest. Thompson (1991) found that densities 

remained 67-90 percent lower in second-growth stands 

compared with uncut, overmature mixedwoods for up to 

40 years following clear-cutumg. He suggests that scari 

fication and artificial regeneration will result in even 

lower marten densities in the second-growth stands when 

compared to sites that regenerate naturally, through a 

reduction in habitat diversity and reduced prey densities. 

Other studies suggest thai marten may make use of mature 

coniferous islands within cuiovers. In a study in Maine. 

Soutiere (1979, in Thompson 1988) found that marten 

continue to use large islands of uncut coniferous forest 

wilhin cutovers. Snyderand Bissonclte (1987) found that 

marten in Newfoundland used only those stands that were 

15 ha or lar.ser. 



Single tree selection cutting, where much ofthe horizontal 
and vertical habitat diversity of a mature forest is pre 
served, may be the most appropriate harvesting system for 
supporting marten habitat (Crawford and Prank 1987) 
Souiiere (1979, in Thompson 1988), working in Maine 

found marten use Of areas logged by diameier-limiled 
selective cutting was no less than for unloggcd areas. 

7.4.4 Birds 

Over 150 species of birds breed in the boreal mixedwood 
iorest. Of these, about 85 species are terrestrial passerines 
thai are totally dependent upon some stage of the forest for 
their survival (Welsh 1981). Of these species, most (ap 
proximately 20-25 species) are wood warblers (family: 

Paruhdae). Other significant groups are thrushes (family: 

Turdidae), finches and sparrows (family: Fringillidae), 
flycatchers (family: Tyrannidae), swallows (family: 
Hirundinidae), vireos (family: Vireonidae), and wood 
peckers (family: Picidae). 

Inasmuch as mixedwoods provide "habitat" for eastern 
spruce budworm, their importance as habitat for insec 

tivorous songbirds is heightened. At least 15 species of 

songbirds, mostly warblers, increase in population when 

there is a rise in endemic numbers ofbudwonn (Kendeigh 

1947, Crawford 1983). Songbirds play a beneficial role by 

exerting a controlling effect on the budworm when popu 

lations are not at epidemic levels (Crawford 1983). Once 
populations reach epidemic levels, however, bird preda-

tion has little effect. Diamond (1993) draws a parallel 

between severe declines in warbler populations in 

Saskatchewan and unusual outbreaks of spruce budworm. 

As many passerines are dependent upon different succes-

sional stages and forest compositions, some species disap 

pear after clear-cutting while others replace them (Boyle 

1991). Welsh (1987) found this to be true in boreal mixed-

woods but noted thai, although there was a change of 

species afterclear-cutting, the overall number of birds and 

density of bird species remained relatively constant. A 

few species were found to persist through mosi forest 

successional stages, but many were only common ai a 

single stage. 

In spruced,- stands in Maine, Titlerington et ai (1979) 

ioundthatthepresenceorabsenceofasoftwoodoverstory 
was the most important habitat feature in determining 
whether or not a habitat was suitable for a particular bird 
species. Timber management practices that result in a 
range of age classes and stand types will provide habitat 
lor a diversity of bird species (Titterinyton ct al 1979 
Boyle 1991). 

Shelterwood harvesting generally creates belter habitat 
for crown-dependent bird species than does clear-cutting 
and less habitat for birds that prefer shrubs and saplings 
(Crawford and Titterington 1979). As shelterwood har 
vesting retains part of the canopy for a number of years 

alter harvesting, there is greater vertical diversity of 
habitat prior to Hie final shelterwood cut lhan there is with 
clear-cutting. This can help to maintain a greater diversity 
of bird species (Crawford and Frank 1987). 

Single tree selection, through its positive effect upon 
vertical diversity, provides suilable habitat for birds prey 

ing on insects from leaf surfaces and on or wiihin the bark 

(Crawford and Frank 1987). As the harvesting interval 
increases with group selection, birds dependent upon low 

vegelaiion generally increase in numbers, while those 

dependent upon overstory habitat decrease (Crawford and 
Frank 1987). 

7.4.5 Insects and Diseases 

The most disruptive insect in Ihe boreal mixedwood forest 
is the eatern spruce budworm (Howsc 1981), and the 
major disease is root rot (Armilloria mellea [Vahl ex Fr.] 
Kumm.j (Whitney 1981). 

The primary hosts of the spruce budworm are balsam fir, 

while spruce, and to a lesser extent, black spruce. Histori 

cally, extensive and prolonged outbreaks have occurred 

throughout ihe boreal forest on a recurring 40-70 year 

cycle, causing sustainable harvests to be reduced by up 

to 60 percent during an outbreak (MacLean 1990). Bud-

worm-killed balsam fir stands can create explosive fire 

conditions under certain circumstances. Table 3 lists the 

Table 3 Factors that increase ihe amount of volume loss and tree mortality due to severe spruce budworm outbreaks 
(adapted from Winer ct al. 1984.) 

Factor Condition leading to severe damage 

Species composition 

Stand age 

Stand density 

Stand structure 

Stand size 

Stands with large balsam fir components have greater potential for mortality than do 
stands comprised mostly of"spruce or hardwoods. 

Mature fir stands (60 years or older). 

High basal area of balsam fir and white spruce. 

Open stands in which spike tops of host species protrude from the forest canopy. 

Exlensive stands of mature host trees (except black spruce]. 
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principal factors thai affect the vulnerability of a stand to 

spruce budworm outbreaks. 

The following steps have been recommended to reduce 
the risk of budworm damage in mixedwood stands: 

• reduce the proportion ofbalsam fir and while spruce 

(Bsskerville 1975); 

. allow balsam fir to grow beneath a hardwood 
overslory (Kemp and Simmons 1979, Wilier cl at. 

19S3); 

• avoid even-aged management thai might create 

extensive stands of mature balsam fir (Watt 1992); 

and 

• avoid protection of large areas of mature and over 

mature forest, which will lead to more frequent 

future outbreaks (Blais 1974, Baskerville 1975). 

Clear-cutting of mixedwood stands without subsequent 

site preparation to destroy balsam fir advance growth can 

lead to second-growth stands with high balsam fir con 

tents, thereby increasing the risk of incurring severe 

budworm damage al some laterdate. Watt (1992) suggests 

that clear-cutting practices that encourage the develop 

ment of mixedwood stands will help to reduce the future 

vulnerability of the forest. 

Stands with dominant host trees are more vulnerable to 

spruce budworm outbreaks (Witter el al. 1983). This 

suggests that mixedwood stands with a significant hard 

wood component in the overstory are less al risk. Kemp 

and Simmons (1979) found that budworm larval survival 

is reduced when balsam fir grows beneath a hardwood 

overstory. In the U.S. Great Lakes slates, clear-cutting and 

natural regeneration are used lo convert spruce-fir stands 

to aspen stands (Blum and MacUan 1985). The fir undei-

story of these stands is protected from spruce budworm 

attacks by the aspen overstory. and itself becomes llie 

ovcrstory when the aspen is harvested. However, this 

management strategy may carry a high budworm risk. 

In areas already undergoing a spruce budworm outbreak, 

clcar-cul harvesting is recommended forbudworm-rklden 

stands. Residual overstory host trees should be removed to 

prevent budworm larvae from dispersing downwards to 

the new regeneration (Blum and MacLean 1985). Block 

cuttinu can be used lo isolate susceptible stands, which 

may help to limit the exleni of an outbreak (Baskerville 

1975). 

Shelterwood harvesting is generally appropriate when no 

major insect or disease problems exist. Ifhigh populations 

of spruce budworm are present in a stand cut under a shel 

terwood system, direct suppression of any insects remain 

ing in the overstory may be necessary in order to guard 

against larvae dispersing downward onio the developing 

regeneration (Blum and MacLean 1985). A shelterwood 
system can be used, however, to reduce ihe vulnerability 
a'fasiand to budworm damage. By controlling the species 

composition in the shelterwood ovcrstoi y, the amount ol 

regenerating balsam fir can be reduced as long as the 
de"sired species are represented in sufficient numbers in 

Ihe overstory (Blum and MacLean 1985). It should be 

noted that budworm feeding can significantly reduce 

spruce and fir seed yields for the duration of a budworm 

outbreak. 

Uneven-aged management of spruce-fir stands can be 

used to favor spruce and thus help to reduce a stand's 

vulnerability to budworm attacks. This is accomplished 

by maintaining a tall tree cover, removing ihe fir periodi 

cally, and providing a good source of spruce seed (Lancaster 

1984). Individual tree and group selection can beeffectivc 

in reducing the vulnerability of stands if they arc used to 

alicrihespeciescomposition of the stand (i.e., by reducing 

the proportion ofbalsam fir). Otherwise, selection cutting 

in boreal mixedwoods maintains a continuous canopy of 

mature or nearly mature trees with a significant compo 

nent of white spruce and balsam fir, both of which are 

highly vulnerable to spruce budworm attack (Baskerville 

1975. Blumetal. 1983, Blum and MacLean 1985). 

From an 11-yearstudy in Ontario's boreal forest (Whitney 

1989), it has been estimated that the volume of wood lost 

to root rot amounts to 33 percent. 23 percent, and 16 per 

cent for balsam fir, black spruce, and white spruce, respec 

tively. Significant amounts of root decay (>30 percent of 

root volume) occur al the age of 60 in balsam fir and al the 

age of 80 in black spruce and while spruce. To prevent 

such root roi losses, Whitney (ibid) recommends that 

balsam fir be harvested before reaching the age of 65, and 

that upland black spruce be cut before the age of 75. 

Selection cutting is well suited for preventing root rot 

losses, as susceptible trees can be removed before damage 

occurs. However, selection culling, and to a lesser extern 

shelterwood culling, can both lead to an increased inci 

dence of disease if a significant number of residual irees 

are damaged during harvesting. Appropriate harvesting 

controls and preventive measures are essential if such 

damage, and ensuing infections, are to he avoided. 

7.5 Aesthetics 

Some aspects of clear-cutting are less aesthetically pleas 

ing than others. Slash piles and sharp cut boundaries are 

mosl often lislcd as offensive by viewers (Hunter 1990, 

Hornbeck and Leak 1992). Shclterwood harvesting is 

generally found to be more aesthetically pleasing than arc 

most forms of clcar-culting (Matthews 1989). Selection 

cutting is considered the most pleasing of all. as il creates 

the most gradual transition from a mature crop lo a new 

crop (Dullield 1970). 
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Visual Landscape Management Guidelines in British 
Columbia and [he Pacific Northwest of (he United States 
feature certain visual quality objectives (VQOs) for areas 
scheduled for harvest (K. Fairhurst6. personal eommtini-
cation). Because so much of the region's mountainous 
forest land is visible to residents, the blending of forest 
harvest operations into the landscape is of great strategic 
importance. A critical clement of VQOs is the effective 
green-up period in which landings and skid trails become 

indistinct. Selection systems allow harvests to occur in 

visually sensitive areas with fewer restrictions to opera 

tions than do clear-cutting or shelierwood systems in areas 
where VQO guidelines must be followed. 

Visual landscape management issues may seem irrelevant 
in Ontario's relatively flat landscape. However, lakes and 
hunting areas, popular as remote tourism destinations, are 
often accessible only by floatplane. The view of cutovcrs 
from an aircraft can undermine tourists' sense that they are 

in a remote area. Selection cutting could be used to 
maintain forest cover, hide roads and harvest areas, and 

thus preserve the sense of remoteness (Ontario Ministry of 
Natural Resources 1987). 

Significant portions of the forested landscape are viewed 

by people while on oncof the many thousands oflakes that 
characterize northern Ontario. For example, one of the 

oldest skyline lake reserves in Ontario is along the shores 

of Lake Temagami. The reserve was established in 1901 

to protect the forest and aesthetic values, and is linked to 

the high property values of cotiage lots on the lake's 

islands. Beautiful large red pine and while pine trees 

within the reserve contribute to the southern Ontario 

wildland ethic and imagination. Similar issues regarding 

the management of old growth have been raised for 

Ontario's boreal forest. Selection systems might be used 

to maintain and produce large trees while continuing to 

supply local mills with necessary fiber (Quinhy 1991). 

8.0 SUMMARY AND INFORMATION 

NEEDS 

Most harvesting and silvicultural experience in boreal 

mixedwoods has been with either selective cutting of 

softwoods or commercial clear-cutting and plantation 

culture. Due to the combination of a general lack of ex 

perience with alternative systems and the diverse nature of 
boreal mixedwoods, ihere is little evidence in the litera 

ture that indicates the superiority of one silvicultural 

system over another, cither from an economic or an 

ecological perspective. 

This lack of experience with alternative systems and the 
uncertain result of their use reinforces the use of the clear 

cutting systems, and creates a situation in which it is 

difficult to move beyond the status qua. This section 
attempts to summarize the areas of uncertainty in the 
application of alternative systems and the perceived prob 
lems that have limited their use in boreal mixedwoods. 

8.1 Semantics 

An undisciplined use of terms throughout the forestry 
literature is the basis for the semantic morass referred to by 
Smith i 1986). Such use contributes toasense of confusion 
regarding the utility of the various systems. Although 

Classical definitions (Smith 1986, Matthews 1989)maybe 
helpful, to be truly useful, published reports on the use of 
different silviculture] systems need to have a considerable 
amount of detail on preharvesf conditions and the sum of 

Silviculture! activities employed. There arc few studies 
with this level of detail. 

Bradshaw (1992) argues that the principle difference 
between silvicultural systems lies in (he proportion of the 
patch or canopy gap that is influenced by edge effect. He 
proposes that there is no static edge effect associated with 

a given silvicultural system; rather, edge effects are dy 

namic and form a continuum across the range of classic 
silvicullural systems. Consequently, he considered that 
there are a range of interventions that are not well repre 

sented by the classical definitions of silvicultural systems. 

Whilcclassical definitionsprovideauseful framework for 
discussions (as in this report), Bradshaw (1992) reminds 
us that these definitions are somewhat artificial models 

that serve to portray how various systems may work, but 

should not constrain the range of possible interventions 
that could be considered. 

8.2 Lack of Examples in Boreal Mixedwoods 

Of the approximately I 500 publications reviewed in the 
preparation of this report, there are few thoroughly docu 

mented accounts of alternative silvicutural applications 

that can provide foresters with clear directions on tech 

nique and expected outcomes applicable to boreal 

mixedwoods. Silvicultural systems that are documented 

and tested using rigorous experimental designs are rare in 

general and absent within the Ontario boreal mixedwoods 

range. Therefore, the suitability of one system over an 

other remains largely a matter of intuitive or professional 
judgement. 

However, with greater interest in the proactive manage 

ment of boreal mixedwoods, recent initiatives by the 

Landscape OfBcer, B.C. Ministry of Forests, Vancouver. British Columbia. 
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federal and provincial governments in Ontario arc impor 
tant steps toward improving this situation. First, ccologi-

cal land classification programs (e.g., Sims et al. 1WWJ 

now help to provide a common descriptive framework of 
preharvest conditions. Second, demonstration forests are 

being established to feature examples of various silvicul 
ture systems in different forest types. (This program will 
provide an opportunity for resource managers to develop 

their prescriptive skills based upon actual field observa 

tions.) Third, controlled experiments are now being estab 
lished that seek to evaluate forest andecosyslcm responses 

to different harvesting and silviculmral regimes in boreal 

mixedwoods. These are al) encouraging signs. 

8.3 Understanding Boreal Mixedwood 

Ecology 

While it seems possible to manage boreal mixed wood tree 
species under almost any type of silvicultural system, 

there is no evident "best system" i'rom an ecological 

perspective. Given that a best system is inevitably geared 

tosome specific objective, and that objectives often change 

over time, an understanding of mixedwood ecology may 

be as useful as an understanding of the detailed workings 

ofa specific application. This inferential framework would 

rest upon an improved understanding of both the genetic 

and evolutionary aspects of boreal mixedwoods. and the 

interplay of silvicultural systems wiih these genetic and 

evolutionary forces. These forces include interspecies 

relationships and biophysical considerations, such as the 

relationship of mixedwoods to spruce budworm and fire 

dynamics. 

Silvicultural systems will alter gene frequencies over 

short periods of time, but the extent and consequences of 

these changes are unknown. Little work has been done to 

consider the effects of various silviculture treatments on 

tiie Genetic structure of boreal mixedwoods. These con 

siderations may be important factors in determining the 

ultimate utility of various silvicultural systems. What 

levels of inbreeding depression will occur with group 

selection when small gaps arc filled by one or a few parent 

trees? Does partial cutting favor more shade-tolerant 
conifer tree species with less fire-resistant qualities thai 

may make future forests less adapted lo fire? Will stock 

from current tree breeding programs be suitable for use in 

undcrplanting'.' Should seed-tree cuts be timed to occur 

after cone development so as to avoid inbreeding1.' Is 

vegetative reproduction of hardwoods less desirable than 

regeneration from seed? The genetic and physiological 

implications of alternative silvicultural systems need care 

ful scrutiny. 

Because of the competitive environment on mixedwood 

sites, natural selection of regeneration will likely favor 

vigorous genotypes. Gill (1983) estimated that genetic 

gain is higher in naturally regenerated stands compared to 
bulk seed-source plantations because of these selection 

pressures. In this sense, plantations developed from im 

proved seed might reverse this situation. Although 

improved seed is currently available only in limited quan 

tities in Ontario, the implications of its use warrant consid 

eration. 

Other genecological studies may help to answer important 

questions regarding the composition of mixedwood for 

ests. Why are western boreal mixedwoods more fully 
stocked with white spruce and Ontario's mixedwoods so 

prone to shrub competition and the ingrowth of balsam 

fir? Are there important racial differences between the 

species in these communities1.' 

Simulation models are powerful tools that can assist in 

understanding the ecology of mixedwoods. Hie suitabil 

ity of gap dynamics and multiple succession pathway 

models should be tested forboreal mixedwoods. The work 

required to develop and test these models will improveow 

understanding of mixedwood ecology. This increased 

understanding may improve the confidence of forest man 

agers when prescribing new systems, as they will have 

greater knowledge on which to predict performance. 

Ontario's Growth and Yield Program may provide data 

and tools to build and test these models overtime. 

From an evolutionary point of view, evidence that boreal 

mixedwoods support mutualistic and stable arrangements 

of trees and plants appears to be rather weak. Research 

confirming or disproving these observations deserves 

some attention. Coevolution of spruce budworm and other 

wildlife with trees and plants within the boreal forest is 

another matter. An understanding of mixedwood forest 

ecology must encompass plant and animal interactions. 

Interdisciplinary research is clearly required. 

Alternative silvicultural systems may have the potential to 

be important landscape management tools. For example, 

clear-cutting, using a variety of patch sizes and arrange 

ments, can be made to resemble fire disturbance patterns 

common in northern Ontario. Alternative silvicultural 

systems could also produce patterns similar lo wind- or 

insect-caused disturbances. Landscape ecology studies in 

boreal mixedwoods should help to provide insights into 

the possible consequences of different forest patterns 

arising from the application of different silvicultural sys 

tems. 

Some direction is required on how the basic sciences ol 

population ecology and genetics, among others, might be 

used to strengthen our understanding of boreal mixed-

wood ecology in ways that will support the use of alterna 

tive silviculturalsyslems. Perhaps a task-focused program 
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should be established similar to Ontario's Vegetation 
Management Alternatives Program (Wagner 1992). Such 
a program would provide the framework for undertaking 
basic research in a coordinated fashion. 

8.4 Basis for Applying Alternative 
Stlvicultural Systems 

Unquestionably, alternative silviculiura! systems can be 

used to maintain forest cover longer in specific locations 
compared to forests that arc managed exclusively by 

clear-cutting. This may encourage certain types of regen 

eration, stand structure, wildlife habitat, or .scenic value. 

For this reason, their application is logical in reserves 

along lakes, slreams, and wildlife or transportation corri 
dors. In addition, they have the potential to be used where 

forest management objectives must accommodaie 
nontimber values. 

In terms of the total commercial forest land base, the 

economic advantage of one system over another is open to 

debate, intuitively, stands that are already multilayered, 

uneven-aged, and rich in species diversity might be easier 

and less expensive to manage in that condition by alterna 

tive silvicuitural systems. Conversely, even-aged stands 

are easiest to manage under the elear-cuiting system. 

This unique interplay between existing stand siructure and 
Optimum financial harvest strategies led Haighi and 

Monserud (1990] to propose methods of any-aged man 

agement. Their analysis of a western mixed conifer 

midelevation forest type using the stand simulator "Prog 

nosis", revealed that maximum present value was attained 

with a management regime best described as a selection 

system. However, even-aged plantations or sheiterwood 

systems with natural regeneration produced maximum 

merchantable volumes. The simulation results were de 

pendent upon initial stand siructure. 

Any-aged management problem solving lechniques ap 

plied to boreal mixedwoods would provide invaluable 

insights for choosing amongdifferent forest management 

options. Any-aged managementprnblems cannot be solved 

without a weli tested single tree growth model. It would 

seem that progress in undersianding both the ecology and 

economics of boreal mixedwood management will be best 

facilitated by the development of single iree growth mod 

els or ecological-process models ("Kimmins 19K7) 

Economic analysis should not be limited to single stands. 

What are the economic implications of the cumulative 

effects ol'siands managed by different silviculture sys 

tems at the forest level'.' For example, lower forest renewal 

costs associated with shclterwood systems may be offset 

by higher harvest, marking, and transportation costs. To 

be truly useful, economic analyses of alternative systems 

need to consider much more lhan just harvest and renewal 
costs. Economic analyses, such as ihose of strip cutting 
carried out by Ketcheson (1977. 1979), are needed for 
other alicrnaiive silviculiural systems. 

8.5 Operational Considerations 

Almost all practical skills, technologies, and management 
planning lechniques that have been developed for boreal 
iorests are based upon the clear-cutting system in even-
aged stands. 

Recent advances in the development of small, versatile 
logging equipment like cut-to-lenglh syslems make the 
application of alternative silvicuitural systems operation 
ally feasible (Jcwiss 1992). A new generation of site 
preparation equipment is now required to match the size, 

agilily, and flexibility of this new generation of harvesting 

equipment. Perhaps small forwarders can be fitted with 

lools to crcale mineral soil seed beds or planling sites. 

Vegelation management sirategies become much more 

compiicaled with alternative systems than they are with 

clear-cutting. Cutting and residual overstory patterns may 

reduce hardwood tree, shruh, and grass competition, but 

may not eliminate it. Ubiquitous balsam fir may crowd out 

preferred spruces if it is not removed by site preparation or 

lending. Residual trees preclude conventional aerial ap-

plicalion of herbicides. Granular herbicides and ground 

application technology (McGlaughlan 1992) will be re 

quired, while motor-manual thinning and clcanine tech 

niques may be necessary on many sites. 

The cslablishment and maintenance of spruces on 

mixedwoods sites will require many of the above inputs 

and may also necessitate supplementary planling. These 

factors combine to challenge the notion that alternative 

silvicuitural syslems will, ihrnugh careful logging alone, 

develop acceptable patterns of "low-cost" regeneration. 

Without site preparation and lending, mixedwood forests 

will become dominaled by poplar and fir to the relative 

exclusion of spruces and birch. If we arc prepared to 

accept the continual decline of upland spruce, short cut 

ting cycles of these fast-growing but short-lived species 

will become commonplace. However, more frequent har 

vests may cause operational problems and site damage. 

One of the main operational concerns in the application of 

alternative silvicuitural syslems is the potential for loss of 

trees through windlhrow and residua! tree damage. The 

literature identifies a number of strategies for avoiding 

such losses: selection of leave trees, arrangement of cut 

and leave blocks relative to prevailing winds, and land 

scape features that offer protection from wind damage. 

Anolher strategy to miligate windlhrow losses and resid 

ual tree damage involves harvest scheduling. Preparatory 



cuts allow the remaining trees to develop taper, crown, 

and root characteristics that increase wmdfirmness. This 
means thai a stand must be accessed while it ls quite 
voun" with the result that the irees removed may be small 
andexpensivetoharvest. This, togelhcrwithlhe extensive 

permanent road systems needed to support some sihiciil-

tural sysiems, may have important implications for man 

agement planning, both at the stand and lores! scales. 
Thus, initial forest structure may have as much 10 do with 
Lhe suitability of a particular silvicultural system as dues 

individual stand strudure. 

Young mixedwood stands are particularly suitable lor a 

form of two-pass harvesting because species mixtures are 

often stratified. Logging practices to protect small trees in 

lhe underslory are fairly welldeveloped in Ontario's black 

spruce forests. It would seem thai many of these tech 
niques could be applied to certain mixedwood forests. 

Bui what about the regeneration following this second 

pass, or following the lust strip cut? Reports often describe 

techniques to regenerate the forest after the first interven-

lion, but fail to discuss long-term regeneration problems 

caused by later harvests. The only complete analysis of 
ihis lypc (Jeglum and Kennington 1993) is forstripculting 

black spruce. 

Many institutional problems in forest management plan 

ning must be overcome if alternative silvicultural sysiems 

arelo be practiced widely. How will regeneration surveys 
be conducted? What will new frcc-to-growslandardslook 

like? Vertical patterns of stand development will become 

as significant as horizontal patterns (stocking). The Forest 

Resources Inventory would require modification. For 

example, in some forest units in southern Ontario, stands 

are assigned a U-designation on FK1 maps to indicate 

uneven-aged management. Will such simple modifica 

tions be adequate or is a whole new system required? 

Redialing the cut also becomes far more complicated 

with the adoption of alternative silvieultural systems. 

There are no forest forecast, harvest regulation, or harvest 

scheduling models available in Ontario that accommodate 

uneven-aged management systems. 

The complexity of operations and planning associated 

with alternative systems requires training and education at 

the vocational, technical, and professional levels of man 

agement. For these reasons, new agreements are needed 

among responsible organizations 10 reinforce lhe linkages 

between forest harvest and forest renewal. 
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